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on my Macintosh ...
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...with
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You bought a Palmtop so you could take your
work on the road with you. But what about when
you get back? MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop lets you
use your 100LX and 95LX files right on your
Macintosh--without losing your data or formatting!

It's easy! With just a few clicks, use your HP files
in the most popular word processing, spreadsheet,
database and personal information management
(PIM) applications on the Mac--and vice versa.

Highest Quality File Translations! For example,
using MacLinkPlus, you can convert an HP
Palmtop Memo document to a document in
Microsoft Word (among others) on the Mac, and
then back ...

~ I~~~

HP PALMTOP

• You can translate your spreadsheet from your
Macintosh to Lotus 123 on your Palmtop, use it,
and convert the newly changed spreadsheet
back to the Mac.
• You can selectively backup and restore your files.

Everything's included! Just connect the two
computers with our serial cable ... MacLinkPlus
comes with a complete library of translators and
software to connect your Mac to your Palmtop.

And much more... MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop also
includes Phone Book and Appointment Book
equivalent Macintosh file templates for common
Mac applications such as Microsoft Works, Excel
and FileMaker Pro.

The Complete Solution
for Mac <-> HP Palmtop File Exchange
Call for more info!

800-733-0030
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AMM for Road Warriors
The HP 95LX PalmModem

FlashBak

Publish Cards

The PalmModem is a fully functional 2400 baud
modem combined with 4800 baud facsimile capability. It ships complete with fully functional terminal
and facsimile software (PahnTerm) stored on the card.
To use the card, simply plug it in and run. The
PalmModem is fully integrated with your HP 95LX
and has the capability to read in your HP phone book
files (for numbers to dial) and Memo files (for easy
faxing). Additionally, when you send a fax using the
PalmModem, you will automatically get a header
placed at the top of the page, displaying your name,
company name, date and time. As well, you can customize this header to say whatever
you like.

Our FlashBak cards are the most cost effective way to
backup your HP 95LX or 100LX. With the FlashBak
card all you have to do is plug in the card and run our
utility software built directly into the card. The software does the rest. The FlashBak card copies your
disk files onto non-volatile, write-locked Flash memory. If you lose a file or your whole palmtop, you can
either restore each file or your entire disk.

We can publish your special programs or sales data
directly on a card, saving valuable disk storage. And
unlike other types of media, the data stays on the card
forever. High volume publishing is as cost effective
as $1 11MB.

Just $49 for a O.5MB HP 95LX or 100LX
Just $99 for a 1MB HP 95LX or lOOLX

AMMO for your Omnibook
For high caliber anuno for your Omnibook, we have
LANs, Modems, SCSI adapters, and a VGA adapter.
The Omnibook will also accept our SRAM, flash, and
Publish Cards as well. For the ammo that you need to
survive in today's battles, give us a
call.

The PalmModem supports data
rates up to 2400 baud. PalmTerm
also supports most of the popular
file transfer protocols, such as
Xmodem and Ymodem, and terminal emulation protocols VII 00
and ANSI.

Incredible Service

The PalmModem sends faxes at
4800 baud. Faxing is done as a
part of the PahnTerm software,
allowing you to keep the same
phone book for dialing and faxing.
Additionally, when you send a fax,
the temporary fax image is rasterized on the card, saving valuable
disk space on your HP 95LX.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Our sales team are not merely

order takers. They are highly
trained tele-educators and can
answer any questions you might
have about New Media products.

We back all of our products with a
60 day money back guarantee. If
you are not satisfied with our
products for any reason, give us a
call and we'll return your money.
No questions asked.

Lifetime Warranty

All this firepower in the size of a credit card.

SRAM

The HP 95LX PaimModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

Increase the amount of storage on your HP 95LX or
HP 100LX using New Media's full line ofSRAM
cards. Installation is a snap. Just plug it in and away
you go.

The HP 1OOLX PalmModem
The HP 100LX PalmModem has all of the features of
the HP 95LX PalmModem but without direct access to
the phone book in the HP 100LX.
The HP 100LX PalmModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

With our lifetime warranty you can be assured that our
products will be there as long as you need them.
Think of it as unlimited ammo!

To order or for more information call ...

Sizes are available from 256 kilobytes to 4 megabytes.
Our 4MB card is actually a 2MB SRAM card with
Stac's popular compression software nearly doubling
the effective memory space.
256KB-$79
5l2KB - $99
1MB-$179
2MB-$279
4MB-$318

714 . 453.0100

NEW MEDIA CORPORATION
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Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper

Top: Hal Goldstein
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall

Wireless palmtop computing and the Los Angeles
earthquake and disaster
planning; these two originally separate themes
work together well in this
issue of The HP Palmtop
Paper. The ability of the
HP 100LX to receive messages anywhere should
prove a boon, professionally and personally. This
ability could also be life
saving in disaster situations. Hopefully, in the not
too distant future, we'll be
able to send as well as receive messages using a
PCMCIA card similar to
that used by HP's new
StarLink messaging service

reviewed in this issue.
Several of the articles in this issue review programs that can
expand your HP lOOLX productivity. HP 95LX users will
remember how we described in past issues the virtues of
95Buddy. Now HP lOOLX users can rejoice: 100Buddy has
arrived! The pleasure you get discovering 100Buddy's marvelous features is similar to the fun you had when you first
discovered things about your new HP 95LX and HP 100LX. In
this issue we also discuss Pushkey, an undocumented, hidden
program built into the HP lOOLX. Pushkey extends the HP
100LX System Macro capacity. I also talk about DOS program
facilitator AppMan in "User to User".
This issue features two interesting and idea-generating
profiles, one from a University Professor, Mary Rivers and one
from a true road warrior, David Shier. Also, as usual there are
lots of new product announcements. In addition, we supplemented the five pages of Quick and Basic Tips with two pages
of 100Buddy tips to go with the 100Buddy review. Finally, read
Ed Keefe's Lotus article and HP Calc bug report, and you'll
increase your 1-2-3 and HP Calc acumen.
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Using
Rayovac Renewals
In addition to NiCds and
NMHs, there is another type
of rechargeable battery.
These are the "reusable alkalines" at least one of which is
marketed as the Renewal
battery by Rayovac. I have
been experimenting with
these and found them to also
be a viable alternative
(though not a panacea). In
particular, they have the
slow discharge characteristic
and long charged shelf-life of
alkalines, but a limited ability to recharge. I'm still using
my first two pairs of Renewals. Although a fully charged
pair does not power my
Palmtop as long as a pair of
regular alkalines, I've recharged each pair of Renewals 11 times. It works out
that each pair has powered
my Palmtop about four
times as long as a pair of
non-rechargeable alkalines so far.
Rayovac claims you can
recharge Renewals 25 times,
but each charge is lower
capacity than the previous
one. You won't get 25 times
the initial charge, or anywhere near the life of 25
pairs of regular alkalines.
Even with this limited
recharging life, and the cost
of a Renewal Battery Station
to charge them, it's still less
expensive to use Renewals
than regular alkalines. In
addition, the built-in battery
monitoring software for the
95LX and 100LX are set up
to use alkaline batteries. You
should get an adequate low
battery warning and shouldn't have to use BATIman or
some other third party software to monitor these batteries.
I expect to be able to get
a total of at least six times
the normal alkaline capacity
from a pair of Renewals, but
I won't be sure until I get
closer to the 25 recharges.
I've heard that some of
the new rechargers can
charge regular alkaline batteries, but you are required

to recharge them after every
hour or so. It would be inconvenient to use this method with the Palmtop.
John Diamant
Fort Collins, CO

Thanks to
Craig Finseth
Many computer industry
folks would like to monopolize, patent, and constrict
programming ideas and
techniques for their own
profit.
In contrast to this are
guys like Craig Finseth. By
making the source code for
his Freyjail text editor available, and by sharing his
programming ideas with
everybody, he has done
much to foster the progress
and evolution of programs
for the 95LX and 100LX. He,
in essence, provided the
documentation that HP didn't provide for the 95LX. He
explained how to write

.EXM programs. While he
did not become wealthy
writing his excellent text
editor Freyja, or sharing his
knowledge, he is a very
important figure in 95LX/
100LX programming circles.
Palmtop users have Craig
to thank for much of the
third party .EXM software
out there today. I am sure
that other programmers
figured some of it out independently. However, he
made it easy to write functional EXM programs. He
laid out a technique to do
this, provided the necessary
software tools, and distributed his knowledge freely.
This allowed others that
weren't on HP's Independent Software Vendor's list
(who received full 95LX
documentation) to have
access to information/tools
needed to make things work.
Robert Williams

Advertising
the HP Palmtop
AGREES WITH HAL
Yesterday I received my first
copy of the HP Palmtop
Paper. As I browsed through
its pages of usefulness I saw
Hal Goldstein's article on
HPs advertising (Nov/Dec
93, pg. 24). I totally agree
with you that HPs mafia-like
model is not as the HP
Palmtop user should be seen.
I bought my 100LX, because it was recommended
to me by many knowledgeable sources. I did not see
any ads before I bought it.
I think you are right in
saying that HP should show
the average user how great
the Palmtop is.
I hope HP's public relations people read your suggestions!
Theodor F. Drexler
CompuServe ID: [100024,1371]

CompuServe ID: [76167,2773)

[Q)@~[k{
The PC link to
PCMCIA Technology!
Use laptop/notebook PCMCIA
technology at your desktop
o Get universal support for PCMClA
compliant cards
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
o Avoid needless software upgrades
130-A Knowles Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95030
o Support multiple combinations
Tel: 1-408-866-4739
GREYSrOHE
Fax: 1-408-866-8328
of PC Cards (up to ISmm)
o Enjoy convenient front panel
~ BELL MICROPRODUcrS phone jack (no long cords)
800-995-1999 (OEM)
o Read/write 3V and SV PC Cards
800-800-1513 '. 'j ~
o Easy-to-install, easy-to-use,
Greystone and the Greyslone logo are registered trademarks
of Greystone Peripherals Inc., 1994
easy-to-eject
o
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Letters to the Editor

DISAGREES WITH HAL
Hal Goldstein believes that
an HP Palmtop ad should
collect testimonies by present
users which reveal the flexibility of the HPlOOLX. I
think the 100LX is much too
flexible to squeeze all that
information into a typical ad,
and attempts to do so might
well reinforce some peoples'
preconceived notion that HP
products are for engineers,
programmers, and others
who thrive on complicated
high-tech gear. Instead, HP
should run a series of ads.
Each ad should exemplify a
single aspect of the 100LX.
The ads should bear a family
resemblance to one another,
so that people associate all of
them with the same product,
and they should urge prospective customers to go to
an HP dealer for a demo. To
cover inconvenient cases, HP
should make a video tape or
demo diskette for PC's and
Mac's.
Richard R. Liu
CompuServe ID: [100103,1771J

Qdisk 3.31 ii Best
I noticed The HP Palmtop
Paper referred to Qdisk version 5.11 ii (Jan/Feb 94,
pgA). Actually the best version is 3.31. It only requires
8K of RAM space, while 5.11
requires about 40K.
David Hamachek
CompuServe 10: [73700,2250]

ity worldwide.
So what about industry
standards to support the use
of notebook computers and
Personal Digital assistants in
flight? Will each airline offer
different connectors to their
in-flight telephone system?
Will the seat offer a DC
power supply, but, alas, with
different voltages and connectors? Will we have dataline connectors standard in
business class seats?
How are GTE Airfone,
ClairCom, Hughes and the
others approaching this? Or
are they (and the airlines)
considering that working on
a notebook in flight would
take attention away from
revenue generating in-flight
shopping? Could this be a
reason for hostility towards
in-flight use of electronic
devices?
Let's get this right, before
we have too many standards
to choose among.
Roger Stewart
Milano, ITALY

Need 800-number to
register shareware
Is there an 800 number I can
call to register shareware? I
use a lot of shareware on my
95LX, but find the registration process a time-consuming hassle. It would be very
convenient if there was a
central place to register
shareware. I don't use
CompuServe, so I can't use
their GO SWREG forum.
Mike Mitchel
Tucson, AZ

Distinguishing Os
From 8s
My eyesight is not so good.
Is there a utility or program
that can change the screen to
show a 0 (zero) as a e. In
poor light it is dlfficult to
distinguish between a 0 and
an 8.
Gerrit Pang
Honolulu HI,USA

[Contributing Editor Ed
Keefe puts phone numbers in
his phone book's Notes field and
zooms in on that to make the

numbers more readable.
Another approach would be
to use a more unique special
character for o. For example,
you can e_nter the international
symbol 0 on the 100LX by
holding down IALTI and IMENU I
and pressing 229. On the 95LX,
that character would be generated by holding down IALT I and
pressing 229. With this approach, the number 808 would
appear as 808. The drawback of
this approach is that 0 is not
the number 0, and can't be used
as a number in HP CALC
equations or Lotus spreadsheets.
FCL ii (File Compiler and
Loader) lets you change the
built-in 100LX fonts in both
System Manager and DOS
screens. 100Buddy (see review,
page 15) fixes the 100LX so it
displays zeros without the slash
line through them - Rich.]

Praduct Index: pg 55
ON DISK Index: pg 56

PALMTOP LINK-A-PRINTER

$ 79

Palmtop Users
Need In-Flight
Support Standards
1'd like to suggest that aIrlines and the air-to-ground
telephone industry agree on
standards for the support of
computing devices in flight.
We have some very
pleasing examples of standards emerging to make life
easier for us all. Camcorder,
cellular telephone and portable computer users will
appreciate that Duracell,
Varta and Toshiba are defining a set of standard, interchangeable rechargeable
battery packs. With it, users
will no longer need to depend on one manufacturer,
competition will send prices
down and increase availabil-

EASY PRINTING FROM YOUR PALMTOP!
PALMTOP LlNK-A-PRINTER (GA935) SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER
ALLOWS DIRECT PRINTING FROM PALMTOP TO ANY PARALLEL PRINTER.
AUTO ON/OFF- FIXED 9600 BAUD RATE SUPPORTED BY XON XOFF
PROTOCOL - PRINTER OR BATTERY POWERED - FCC & DOC REGISTERED

GRllNWleH
INSTRUMENTS USA
TEL: 704-376-1021 FAX: 704-335-8707 TOLL FREE: 800-476-4070

WORLDS BEST SELLING CONVERTER
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HP News:

One-Stop Wireless
Messaging; Greater
100LX availability
HP's new StarLink service aims to
simplify the process of subscribing to
and using a wireless messaging system; 100LX's
easier to get; HP offers lower-priced OmniBooks.
HP StarLink:
A One-Stop Solution
to Wireless Messaging
[See also reviews of HP StarLink, pages
13-14, this issue.]

leagues to make these updates.
Currently, the wireless carriers for
the Star Link service are PageNet and
SkyTel. PageNet provides local, re-

StarLink Specifications

By Hal Goldstein
Hewlett-Packard has announced their
new StarLink wireless service as a
complete, "one-stop communications
solution." With one phone call (1-800917-LINK), the user can sign up for
the messaging options of his or her
choice and have the necessary hardware and software in hand within
two business days.
The package includes a PCMCIA
Type II-compatible Motorola NewsCard receiver with pre-installed HP
StarLink software. Once connected to
HP StarLink, the subscriber can receive messages via the NewsCard
receiver. Messages can be sent by
anyone through one toll-free number.
Central message control is provided by the National Dispatch Center,
Inc., (NDC), a wireless communications gateway and premier provider
of message dispatch in the U.S. NDC
receives and processes StarLink messages 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, transmitting messages wirelessly to the HP 100LX. Operators can
be instmcted to automatically update
customers' appointment calendars
and to-do lists. The subscriber provides a security code to enable col-

gional and nationwide paging services covering more than 90% of the
U.S. population. SkyTel offers national and international coverage.

Technical Specifications
Wireless receiver card
(see cover picture)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 5x54x88.6 mm with 15x55x28 mm
extension (0.2x2.13x3.48 inches)
Weight: 62.2 gm (2.2 oz)
Operating requirements:
Temp: 0-50° C (32-122° F)
Humidity: up to 90% relative
Card Type: PCMCIA type II
Signaling: POCSAG 2400
Frequency range: 929-932 MHz
Battery: AAA alkaline with approx. 21 days
of battery life. Low battery waming (audible
and visual indicator)
Memory: 128K application Flash; 128K
message RAM,

transmitted 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
toll-free access from anywhere in U.S., updates
to APPT and To-Dos can be sent, features
include message hold, message forward, electronic calendar and group messaging.
• TolI·free 800 Numbers - Private toll-free
number to give colleagues for when they want to
send you messages.
• Note Link - Leave a long-term or temporary
note for operators to give to all callers, or just
callers who ask specific questions.
• PC Link - You or your caller can send fUll-text
pages directly from any PC computer with a
standard wired modem and communications
software.
• News Link - Get latest news updates.

HP StarLink services
Call800·917·LINK for pricing information.
• Coverage areas - Choose coverage areas
where you would like to be able to receive
messages based on where and how often you
travel. Areas include: Basic Link - basic service
fee only, each transaction is then charged by
coverage type; Local; Regional; National; and
Nationwide direct roaming -national service, one
city at a time.
• Message Link - No need to call the office to
get important messages. Messages transmitted
to you by StarLink operators. FUll-text messages

• Stock Link - Get up-to-date information on
your personal stock portfolio via one of StarLink's special services. Premium Stock gives
stock price alerts, volume change alerts, and
timely updates on stocks you select. Company
Reports - gives Dow Jones headlines on up to
four companies of your choice as the news occurs. Company Stock News - gives Dow Jones
headlines and up to three price and volume
quotes per day on up to four companies of your
choice. Unlimited Stock News Alerts gives news
headlines as they occur on companies and/or
industries selected from Dow Jones and Comtex
sources.
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NEWS: HP Starlink

Initially, StarLink will provide
news, sports, weather, and other information services, as well as transmitting voice and data messages.
NewsLink will provide StarLink
users with the latest headline news,
Wall Street financial information,
sports news, national weather reports
and entertainment news.
StockLink is an optional service
that provides up-to-the-minute stock
quotes and news. There are four
financial alert services to choose
from, depending on your market
interest. For example, a user can
request real-time stock quotes or
COMTEX buy / sell recommendations.
U.S.STARLINK:
COSTS AND COVERAGE RATES
HP's StarLink messaging service has
a variety of coverage options:
Service ... . .. . .. . .... . ... . ... . . Price (U.S.$)
• Basic (per mol .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ..... . ... 10.95
Provides message retrieval, forwarding, limited transmission, group messages, and bilingual operator dispatch.
Each transaction is then charged by coverage type (local,
single- or two-region, or nationwide).
• Local (per mol . ................. . ..... varies
Offers coverage in the customer's metropolitan area
for as low as $19.95 per month, which includes 100 computer-transmitted messages per month. For $29.95,
customers can receive 50 operator-transmitted messages
per month in their local area.
• Regional (per mo) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.95
Provides coverage in several states in a geographic
region. One- or two-region service is also available.
Includes 50 operator-transmitted messages per month.
• National (per mol ..................... 62.95
Provides service to all major metropolitan areas in
the United States. Includes 50 operator-transmitted
messages per month.
• NewsCard with software .......... . ...... 229
PCMCIA wireless receiver with necessary software.
• NewsLink (1st mol ......... ... .. . ...... free
$5 per month thereafter if customer chooses to
continue the service.
• StockLink (per mol .... . . . .... .. ...... $39.95

StarLink messaging service is expected to be up and running by April 4.
Sign up for the service, or receive
additional information, by calling
800-917-LINK (U.S. only). Send written inquires to: Hewlett-Packard
Company Inquiries, 1000 N.E. Circle
boulevard, Corvallis, OR 97330. StarLink is available now in the U.S.

MUST-HAVE SOFTWARE COLLECTIONS!
HP95LX

HP IOOLX

75 PROGRAMS only $24.95!

25 eGA GAMES only $24.95!

A very popular collection from Europe of

Tried and tested on the 100LX, this soft-

the world 's finest shareware, PD and free-

ware pack contains no less than 25 eGA

ware programs for the HP 95LX. Most run

shareware entertainment programs with

perfectly on the JOOLX also. Something

great graphics to enhance your enjoyment

for everybody! Professional installation

of this fantastic palmtop.

software inc! uded.

Z 1
, .1Toll-free: (800) 726-5885

Supplied on 3.5" disks. ORDER NOW by credit card or check to: D1SCODISKS, S. 511 University Road,
Spokane, WA 99206 USA. StH add $2, overseas add $4 extra. Dealers welcome! Both packs - $39.95!

Future service outside the U.S. will
be announced as it becomes available. Product availability and specifications may vary in non-U.S. markets.

HP to Broaden its U.S.
Distribution of the HP 100LX
Until recently the HP 100LX has been
available only through qualified HP
dealers. That limited its availability
and mail order access. HP will now
begin to distribute in the U.S. its
100LX through calculator channels.
That means University Book Stores,
electronics stores, and mail order
companies will be able to carry the
100LX.
Greater distribution and lower
prices should mean more HP 100LX
sales. That is good for all 100LX
users. More HP Palmtops means
more commercial third party products, more HP Palmtop knowledge,
and more freeware and shareware.
We'll all be the beneficiaries.

HP Purchases Part of
Geoworks. Focus on
Low·Cost Consumer
Computing Devices
Hewlett-Packard Company and Novell, Inc. have taken equity positions
in Geoworks, a company that develops and markets GEOS(R), a compact
and highly efficient operating system
(OS) for mobile devices, interactive
television, information appliances
and smart phones.
The three companies share a common goal - the creation of small,
sub-$500 products that will allow the
average person to send or request
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digitized material including video,
text and graphics over extended
networks, and even the much-touted
"information superhighway."

New OmniBooks with DOS
and Windows on Hard Drive
The OmniBook 430 PC comes with
MS-Windows and DOS loaded on its
hard drive instead of the system
PCMCIA card. This allows use of
Windows enhanced mode and the
availability of more DOS memory
when operating outside of Windows.
HP is aggressively pricing the
OmniBook line and making it available through computer superstores
such as CompUSA, Computer City,
and Fry's Electronics, as well as retailers such as ComputerLand, Intelligent Electronics, and MicroAge.
Model ...... . . . .............. . . . Price (U.S.$)
HP OmniBook 430 PC (F1038A) . . . . . . . .. . .. 1,599
(105MB hard disk, 6MB RAM)
HP OmniBook 430 PC (F1 037A) ............ 1,399
(105MB hard disk, 4MB RAM)
HP OmniBook 430 PC (F1035A) ........•... 1,199
(40MB hard disk, 2MB RAM)
OMNIBOOK ACCESSORIES
Fax/modem Comm Pac (F1040A) ..... . . • •. .. 379
2MB RAM expansion (F1 041 A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179
10MB Flash disk card (F1013A) ........ . .. . . 600
20MB Flash disk card (F1014A) . . ...... . .... 999
4MB RAM expansion (not yet avail) ....... .. ... NA
(Available from Kingston Technology,
Call 800-835-6575)
AD/DC adapter (F1044A) ......... ...... .... 99
Battery pack (F1045A) ... . ... . .. . .. .. . . ... . 99
105MB hard disk (F1039A) ......... .... .... 699

II

Product Index: page 55

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. The Im!I icon
above the product name indicates that the product is suitable for the 95LX. Thel100Lx I
icon indicates a product suitable for the 100LX.
We invite vendors and subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtoprelated products they discover. We rely on information we receive from the
manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software. We welcome any
user feedback on product suitability.
By Richard Hall and Hal Goldstein

Hardware
Power Adapters

I

1100LX I

Automobile
Power Adapters

714-961-1162.

Reduces and regulates power
from an automobile or other
12 VDC source to work with
the HP 100LX or HP OmniBook superportable PC, and
HP Printer models 310 and
HP Portable.
Availability ............... Now
Pricing ......... $79.95 to $99.95
CONTACT: LIND Electronic Design,
Inc., 6414 Cambridge St., Minneapolis,
MN 55426, USA; Phone: 800-8978996; Fax: 612-927-7740.

Card Drives

Availability .............. . Now
Medium ...... PCMCIA card drive
Pricing
Internal unit. . . . . . . .. $99.95
External unit .. . . .. . $179.95
CONTACT: ProTege Corporation,
4165 E. La Palma, P.O. Box 68031,
Anaheim, CA 92817, USA; Phone:
800-995-4453 or 714-961-7030; Fax:

I

1100LX I

ATA/X Data
Exchange Device
Allows Palmtop users to easily transfer data files and applications between a desktop
PC and the Palmtop. Accepts
Type II Type III cards. Accommoda tes "hot insertion / removals."
This drive mounts internally in the same fashion as a
floppy drive and comes complete with 16-pin interface,
cabling, and Device Management Software.
[See Advertising, page 38.}

PCMCIA Cards

I

1100LX I

IM!!i 100LX I
OmniDrive LC
PCMCIA drive that connects
to centronics port of a PCcompatible computer and
allows it to read/write PCMCIA memory cards.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ...... PCMCIA card drive
Pricing ..... 700 (Deutsche Marks)
CONTACT: CSMGmbH, MorikestraBe
58, 070794 Filderstadt, GERMANY;
Phone: ++49-711-773071; Fax: ++49711-7776666.

Carrying Cases

CONTACT: Reeline Company, Division of the Califomia Can Company,
P.O. Box 3270, San Dimas, CA 91773,
USA; Phone: 800-648-8910 or 909593-5924; Fax: 909-592-6469.

I

11010 100LX I
Hand-Held
Computer Holster.
A light-weight padded nylon
carrying case for either Palmtop, with internal memory
card pocket and external cover with velcro closure. Cellular phone holsters also available.
Availability ... .. . . . . .. . . .. Now
Pricing
Palmtop holster . . . . .. $20.48
Cellular phone holster . $10.73

AccessCard™
Starter Kit
This kit provides hardware,
software, and documentation
to assist in the development
of cross-platform, wireless
solutions for the Wireless
Access AccessCard, a PCMICA 2.0 Type II messaging
receiver.
Availability ... .. . .. . . . ... . Now
Medium 3.5 floppy disks and manuals
Pricing
Item 1 . ... . ............ $1000
Additional Programming
Station modules . . . . . . . . . . $350
AccessCard evaluation units . $500
CONTACT: Wireless Access, Inc., 125
Nicholson Lane, San Jose, CA 95134,
USA; Phone: 408-383-1930; Fax: 408383-0503; E-Mail: wireless22@aol
.com.
1100LX I

Data
Acquisition Cards
[Untested with 100LX, manufacturer says they should work.]
The PCM-DAS08 is a
PCMCIA test and measurement card that turns a palmtop or laptop computer with
a Type II or III card slot into

an analog data collection
device. Insert the card into
the card slot and connect it to
the appropriate input sensor
and collect data on voltage,
current, temperature, pressure, flow, or any other process variable.
These factory calibrated
cards come with 8 or 28
channels for analog or digital
input. They also come with
installation and test software
and a universal software
driver to interface with custom or standard applications
programs. Supports Quick
and Visual Basic, C and Turbo Pascal.
Availability . .. . .... .... ... Now
Medium ........ .. PCMCIA card
Pricing
8-channel analog input . . . $299
(PCM-DAS08)
28 Digital 1/0 .. . . ... ... $199
(OCN-D28C3)
Terminal boards and
cables also available .. $varies
CONTACT: ComputerBoards, Inc., 125
High Street, Mansfield, MA 02048,
USA; Phone: 508-261-1123; Fax: 508261-1094.
1100LX I

Severe Environment
Flash Memory Cards
Sun Disk and Raymond Engineering have developed a
rugged, hermetically sealed
flash "Guardian" memory
card that can withstand exposure to water, moisture,
rough handling, temperature
and weather extremes, harsh
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WARNING: Your subscription may be about

RENEW OR sUlse
rHI HP PAL rop
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALM TOP PAPER
itSuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
itTerrific... " - Mark Gitlitz
truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia
It• ••

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
ofPCMCIA cards becoming
available:
SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM

I pC .CARD
t i ""
•

I

'

-If

I
.

A"""'"

NETWORK· WIRELESS· MORE

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy
or just looking.

1"BE5T PALMTOP TIP5"* I
Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

I"PC CARD REVIEW"* I

AVAILABLE
OCTOBER 1994

THE SUBSCRIBER

POWERDISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!

TIPS

Great for users at any level!

* YOU RECEIVE TWO ADDITIONAL
BONUS ISSUES
FOR EACH YEAR YOU SUBSCRIBE.

Loaded with the best
Programs, Games and Utilities we can fmd,
many subscribers have told us that the PowerDisk
alone is worth far more than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
industrial environments, and
electromagnetic interference.
Availability ... . . . ...... . .. Now
Medium .... . PCMCIA Flash Card
Pricing .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. varies
(Roughly $300 above the price of a
standard flash card of the same capacity.)
CONTACT: Raymond Engineering,
217 Smith St., Middletown, CT 064579990, USA; Phone: 203-632-4334;
Fax: 203-632-4329.

Remote Access

I

1imD1100LX I

Power Up PC from
Remote Location
Communications hardware
that attaches to your desktop
PC and lets you power it up
from remote location via telephone or modem. If you're
on the road, you don't have
to leave your home computer
on all the time to be able to
access it with your Palmtop.
No additional software is
needed on the Palmtop to
operate Teleswitch.
Availability .. . . . .... . .. ... Now
Medium ............. Hardware
Pricing
Teleswitch 50 .......... $79
Teleswitch 300 . ....... $129
Teleswitch 400 .. . . .... $229
CONTACT: Remote Access corp., 439
West Main St., Patchogue, NY 11772,
USA; Phone: 800-724-5434 or 516758-3104; Fax: 516-758-3278.

Specialized
Applications

IimD
OWL2HP: Environmental Monitoring
Interface
OWL2HP is for persons who
need to monitor and control
real-world processes, with
minimum programming and
hardware effort. OWL2HP includes hardware and menudriven software necessary to
address 14 analog and counter input channels, and 6 onoff output channels, and to
produce spreadsheet-ready
data files. Communication
with the 95LX via the IR port.
The monitor program is writ-

ten in Swift! BASIC. Source
code provided.
EME Systems has specialized since 1985 in instruments for field biology and
agriculture and offers a full
range of OWL2HP-compati-

ble sensors, switches, power
sources, enclosures and customization.
[See Advertising, page 18.]

Availability ........ .. ..... April
Software Medium Floppy or PCMCIA

Runs under SysMgr . .. . . .. . . Yes
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - $350
(depending on options)
CONTACT: EME Systems, 22295th
St., Berkeley, CA 94710, USA; Phone:
510-848-5725; Fax: 510-848-5748;
CIS 10: [76670,326].

flashCards

from Seagate.
If you're going mobile, Seagate's going with you.
We've been delivering high quality storage solutions
since the inception of the Pc. Now, our flashCards
bring a storage solution to the smallest computers
A-----"'!'"'!"'!!!J"!!1=
and devices. Solid-state
technology makes the
FlashCards rugged,
widely compatible, and
of course, removable.
Call 408-438-8111 if
you'd like more information.
Or if you're all ready to go.
~

~
~
~

HP 95LX, HP 100LX and OmniBook compatible.
1.8 to 20.9 Mbytes formatted capacity.
Stacker™ data compression software available.
PCMCIA-ATA Type II compatible.

c5S» Seagate
THE DATA TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Seagate T«hnology's Rash Memory Mass Storage is designed and manufactured by Sundisk Corporation. Seagate, the Seagatc logo and the Storage by Seagatc logo
art rtgi.strmI ttademarks of Seagate Tcdmology. Inc. Stacker is a trademark of Stacker Electronics. e 1993 Seagatc Tethnology. Inc.
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NEW THIRD PARPr' PRODUCTS
Software
Financial

I

1100LX I

MARKEX II Plus
Comprehensive mutual fund
investment management and
analysis system on a 10MB
PC card. Lets you design
your own expert timing system and provides you with a
database of thousands of equity based mutual funds.
[See Advertising, page 27.}

Availability ..... ....... ... Now
Medium .. . . .. . .. . PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue Norlh, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Health Care

I

1100LX I

Clini-Calc
Designed for use by anesthesiologists, Clini-Calc determines drug dosages, computes hemocrit and bloodloss relationships, calculates
the amount of blood required
to perform a transfusion, determines maintenance fluid
needs, and helps manage patients and patient billing
functions. All data may be
transferred back and forth
between the Palmtop and
desktop PCs.
Availability . ............. . Now
Medium .... . .. ... .. Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr .... . . . .. No
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $279
CONTACT: Shasta Logic Corporation,
1808 Avenida La Posta, Encinitas, CA
92024, USA; Phone: 800-234-9086 or
619-632-6398; Fax: 619-632-0631.
1mlEI1100LX I

P*M*R: Physician's
Medical Reference
P*M*R is an integrated medical reference system designed
for medical professionals and
pharmacists. Based on LexiComp's Drug Information
Handbook, P*M*R includes
full reference information for
over 4,000 drugs, plus labora-

tory test normal ranges and a
full-screen medical calculator.
Each drug entry includes
up to 30 separate topics, including dosing, indication,
contraindications, drug interactions, pharmacology, brand
names and generic names. In
addition, you can store your
own personal notes for each
drug, and manage up to five
separate formularies.
P*M*R was developed
over a period of two years in
concert with the University of
Arizona School of Medicine.
It comes with an easy-to-use
interface that includes pulldown menus and pop-up
windows.
[See Advertising, page 41.}

Availability .. .... . .... .... Now
Medium .. . .. 3.5" floppy, PCMCIA
Runs under SysMgr . . ....... Yes
Pricing
Floppy disk version .... . $249
PCMCIA card version ... $399
CONTACT: Prolifix, Inc., 8809 Long
Street, Lenexa, KS 66215, USA;
Phone: 800-774-7357; Fax: 913-4927396.

Miscellaneous

I

1100LX I

The Bible
on PCMCIA Card
BIBLE and QUICKVERSE
Comes with QuickVerse 2.0
and concordance on PC card.
Your choice of translations;
complete King James, New
King James, Revised Standard, New Revised Standard,
New Century, Living Bible,
and New International. Locate word or phrase in just
seconds with QuickVerse.
HEBREW & GREEK
TRANSLATION
Comes with your choice of
English Bible versions and
QuickVerse with concordance. View English text in
one window while you view
Hebrew or Greek equivalent
with English definitions in
the other window. All QuickVerse features plus instant
translations.
[See Advertising, page 27.}

Availability ............... Now
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Medium ....... . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing Bible
Archive version .... . ... $299
Writable version ....... $449
Pricing Translated Bible
Archive version .. .... . . $399
Writable version . .. .... $449
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue Norlh, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

1100LX I

Misc. Programs
on PCMCIA Cards
The following programs are
available on PCMCIA II cards
for the HP 100LX, OmniBook,
or most PCMCIA systems.

• Easy Access - send or receive files from your Palmtop

HP Palmtop Users Groups
If you are interested in participating in an HP Palmtop users group,
please contact the following individuals. Write us if you wish to be added
as a contact to form a users group in your area.

Cleveland, OH Users Group
95LX11 GOl)( users in the Cleveland area should contact: Craig de
Fasselle, c/o MEM, Inc., 4702 East 355th St., Willoughby, OH 44094;
Work Phone: 216-951-1333; Home Phone: 216-256-1339.

Detroit, Michigan Users Group
95LXl100l)( users in the Detroit area should contact: Jeff Zorn, 29311
Aranel, Farmington Hills, MI48334-2815; Phone: 313-489-1855 (EST) or
Louis Peeples, St. Clair Shores M148080; Home Phone: 313-774-5065;
Work Phone: 313-777-9390.

Florida (Central) Users Group
95LXl100l)( users in the central Florida area should contact: Roger
Prokic CIS: [73044,3700]; Phone: 407-799-0583.

HoliandlBelgium Users Group
HP 95LXl100l)( users in the low countries should contact: T. Groeneveld,
Paladijnenweg 104, 3813 KE Amersfoort, HOLLAND; Phone: +31

33755147.

Illinois Users Group
95LX1100l)( users in the Chicago area should contact: Gordon Campbell,
29W051 Barnes Ave, West Chicago IL 60185; Phone 708-231-6796.

Kansas Users Group
Contact: Marietha Wilson, P.O. Box 1151, Manhattan, KS 66502-0012,
USA; Phone: 913-532-9775.

Los Angeles, California Users Group
95LXl100l)( users in the LA area should contact: Dave Shier at
805-498-6787; Fax: 805-498-8174; CIS: [75030,3374] for more information.

NJINY (USA) Users Group
95LX1100LX users in the New Jersey/New York area. Contact: Stanley
Dobrowski, 113 Carlton Avenue, East Rutherford, NJ, 07073-1038; CIS
ID: (71031,2162]; Phone: 201-807-5857 (work).

Richmond, VA (USA) Users Group
For 95LX11 OOl)( users in the Central Virginia area. Contact: John Haskell,
7102 Three Chopt Road, Richmond, VA 23226-3615. CIS ID: [70750,1243] or Phone: 804-288-6073 (work).

Southern African HP Palmtop/Omnibook Users Group
HP Palmtop/Omnibook in South Africa should contact: James Dean. CIS
ID: {70714,613]; Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/H); Fax: (011) 806-1353.

Turkish Users Group
HP Palmtop users in Turkey should contact: Ahmet G. Ozisik, Soyak
Binasi, Buyukdere Cad. 38, Mecidiyekoy, Istanbul 80290, TURKEY;
Phone: (212) 275 0910 (ext. 309); Fax: (212) 2115761.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
or desktop via modem.
• Investing Advisor - time your
purchase & sale based on
trend analysis, buy/sell rules
and more.
• Business Pack - 100 different business calculations, analysis, and formulas.
• Electrical Engineering - 10
programs for plotting, analyzing, conversions, simulations
and more.
• Real Estate Residence Expert
- analysis of single family
units for Agents and Investors, plus more.
• I Ching - from Chinese original.
• Bridge Master - comprehensive program.
• Blackjack Coach - learn and
practice getting advice and
consent, test playing and betting strategies.
• Cribbage 2.0 - classic twohanded version.
• Backgammon - test skills
and improve your game, play
computer or another player.

• Lotto Master - track winning
numbers & analyze them for
projecting the future, customized for any state.
• Hansen-Predict - self learning, general purpose Expert
System, predict future outcomes.
• BuySel - comprehensive
analysis of stocks, commodities, and options with buy /
sell Signals.
• Options Analysis - complete
analysis' for Put & Call prices,
writing, values, spreads/
straddles, and more.
• Probability & Scientific Calculator - trig, inverse, exp, log,
pi, int, x-to-y, binomials,
Poisson, and more.
• Active Circuit Analysis active and passive, exceptional features for extensive circuit analysis.
• Filter Analysis - calculate the
effective attenuation of an
electrical filter composed of
passive elements.
• Trig Expert - define the ge-

ometry of the problem, program figures everything else.
• Teacher's Gradebook - store,
retrieve, summarize, update,
manipulate/rosters, grades,
absences, & more.
• Process Engineer's Conversion - convert between standards.
[See Advertising, page 27.}

Availability . ... .. . . .. . .... Now
Medium . ... .. .. . . PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. varies
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.
1100LX I

Fiber Optic
Testing Software
Runs on the HP 100LX and
provides automation and
simplification for fiber optic
testing and data recording.
Uses a graphical interface to
guide the user through a
number of international stan-

dard test procedures and log
or print data.
Compatible with all of
Fotec's handheld fiber optic
power meters and the new
"smartSources" which will be
available early in 1994. Software package and all Fotec
meters come with an adapter
to connect 100LX cable to
Fotec meters.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ............ Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr ......... No
Pricing (Software only) .. ..... $50
(Software and adapter free of charge
with Fotec meters.)
CONTACT: Fotec Inc., 529 Main St.,
Boston, MA 02129, USA; Phone: 800537-8254 or 617-241-7810; Fax: 617241-8616.

Shareware
Shareware is non-commercial software made available to users on a trial basis.
If a user decides to continue

Free EduCALC Catalog!
EduCALC, the world's discount source for palmtop accessories, stocks hundreds of products for
your palmtop-including peripherals, software, books and these EduCALC exclusives:

Leather Desk
Sumptuous black napa leather coddles your HP 95/1 00 with extra padding for instrument protection. Software and memory cards fit into 6 slots. There's a zippered compartment for important
documents and loops for your pen and extra batteries. Has a detachable carry strap, too. Plastic
tray grips your computer. 8 114" x 5" x 3/4" outside.

Stock #2764 Leather Desk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $64.95

Personalized Engraving
Know that your machine will be identified no matter where it is. Your personalized black nameplate fits perfectly in the recess provided by Hewlett-Packard on the back of your HP 95/100. Selfadhesive backing on the plate makes it easy to install and instantly bonded. You'll enjoy this
personalized touch when you see your name in elegant silver letters.

Stock #2786 Engraving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.95

Call

800 677-7001
ext. 108 for your
FREE catalog today!
To order, call 800 677-7001
• Satisfaction Guaranteed • Overnight Shipping Available •

FliDW

HEWLETT

a:~ PACKARD
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
using the software after a
short period of time, they are
required to pay a modest
registration fee (usually
around $10 to $50).
Products listed in this
section are available through
on-line information systems
like CompuServe (CIS) and
America On Line (AOL).
Programs available on the HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK will
be marked with the on disk
icon (Ii) and further referenced in the ON DISK index
on page 56 of this issue.
1 m[100lX [

Freyja 2.3 Iii
Upgrade of a popular freeware text editor. Combines
the old Freyja and MemUtil
releases into a single release.
Freyja includes 100LX support, new "floating" menus
on the 95LX, tiny font support on the 95LX, better international support, a handful of
new commands and rewritten
and expanded documentation. Version 2.3 is supposed
to be quicker than previous
versions.
Availability . ... . .... . ..... Now
Pricing .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Freeware
AVAILABILITY: CompuServe HPHAND; AOL; Palmtop Paper ON DISK;
and Direct from: Craig Finseth, 1343
Lafond, St. Paul, MN 55104, USA. (If
you order Freyja direct, send either
blank diskettes and SASE, or U.S.
$3.00 per disk. Disk Requirements:
three low density 5.25" disks or two
low density 3.5" disks).

1ilD3[1OOlX I

HP DataBase
HPDATA.ZIP Ii
A detailed description of the
Hewlett-Packard calculator
products with part numbers
less than or equal to 100.
Each summary contains the
product and code names,
date of introduction, data
types, register structure, dimensions, power, ports, key
arrangements, commands,
menus, and other information. While the amount of
detail included in here is
great, not all possible detail is
included: this is *not* a reference manual for each calculator.

Availability .. . .. .. . Now
Pricing . . . . . . . . . Freeware
A VAILABILITY: Same as
immediately above.

[100lX [

Shass 1.00 Iii
Shass helps you organize and
automate tasks related to
(grocery) shopping. These
tasks include maintaining an
inventory of items and coupons, deciding what and how
much you need to buy, making a shopping list, and keeping track of your shopping
while in the grocery stores.
Shass learns your shopping
habits and environment as it
is used. The more you use
Shass, therefore, the more
help it can provide you.
Shass is tailored to the
100LX by utilizing its 64x18
screen and special keys.
However, it can be run without any problems or limitations on any industry standard DOS computer.
Availability ........... . ... Now
Shareware registration fee . . . . $20
AVAILABLE: CompuServe - HPHAND;
AOL - PDA-Palmtop Libraries; PTP
ON DISK; and Direct from: Ramsheen
Research, 10 Constitution Court, Englishtown, NJ 07726, USA.

1I101!£110olx [
Shareware
Collections
Share / freeware software
packs for the HP Palmtops.
HP 95LX SOFTWARE
Contains 75 programs, most
of which will work on both
Palmtops. Supplied with an
installation program.
HP 100LX CGA GAMES
Over two dozen games that
have been tested and work
on the 100LX.
[See Advertising, page 6.}

Availability ... . ........ . .. Now
Medium .. . ....... . . Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . ... . .... No
Pricing
Each disk . . ... .. . .. $24.95
Both disks. . . . . . . . .. $39.95
CONTACT: DiscoDisks, S. 511 University Road, Spokane, WA 99206, USA;
Phone: 800-726-5885.
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[100lX I

Modify 100LX
Display Fonts
with FCL.ZIP Ii
Font Compiler Loader (FCL)
permits easy modification of
the 100LX built-in display
fonts used under both System
Manager (graphics mode)
and DOS (text mode). While
FCL creates executable font
loaders from text descriptions
that you provide, there is no
programming involved. The
FCL archive includes a sample loader (ready for installation) that will remove the
slash from the zero and add
a number of other readability
enhancements as well.
Availability . . .... . .. .... .. Now
Shareware registration fee: . . .. $30
(Cash or EuroCheque)
Runs under SysMgr . . ....... Yes
AVAILABLE: CompuServe -HPHAND,
PTP ON DISK, and directly from: Gilles Kohl, Hagsfelder Allee 16, 0-76131
Karlsruhe, GERMANY. (Program provided on 1.44MB disk with registered
versions of both FCL, Vertical Reader,
and several MB of reading material for
VR).

Publications
and Services
1I101':l1oolx I
Free
Internet Access
The non-profit International
Internet Association has announced a program to provide free Internet access
world wide. Internet users
can send E-mail, and access
databases on thousands of
subjects, including palmtop
computers. Contact the IIA
for more information and a
sign-up kit.
Availability . .. . . ... . ...... Now
PriCing .. . .... . no access charges
CONTACT: /lA, Suite 852. 2020 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington, DC,
20006, USA; Fax: 202-387-5446.

FOREXStream
Information Service
ForexStream is a new Swiss
information service for realtime financial Data tracking.
The financial rates are obtained from the Reuters feed,
are structured in message

format and then transmitted
to the Swiss PTT System
(Tele Page Swiss Network),
which in turn broadcast them
all over Switzerland. The
messages are received by the
N ewsStream Pager and
placed in messages slots
referred to "Messages memories." The financial data are
stock quotes and news-text
from Reuters. Provides up to
16 alarms and graphic displays (Charts).
Availability ..... . .... . .... Now
Software runs under SysMgr .. . Yes
Pricing (in Swiss Francs)
100LX, cradle, 512K SRAM . 1450
Reuters subscription monthly . 250
Tele page subscription monthly . 25
AC adapter ............... 70
CONTACT: Buero AG, (attn: Heinz
Odermatt or Juerg Odermatt) Grienbachstr. 17, CH-6300 ZUG, SWITZERLAND; Phone: 042-31 60 33; Fax:
0041-42-31 0644.

Upgrades,
Updates,
Corrections
TimeBoss Case
Contact Information
The leather case mentioned
on page 5 of the Nov /Dec 93
issue retails for $59.95 and is
now called the "Executive
Leather Case." It is manufactured in Wisconsin, USA and
is available from Global Connection Inc .. , 50 S. River St.,
Ste 105, Janesville, WI 53545,
USA; Phone: 608-752-3695;
Fax: 608-752-9548.
[See Advertising, page 45.}

1I1014:1100lX I
New SCM
Contact in U.S.
SCM is a distributor of a
wide range of PCMCIA products as well as the Flash Filing System software that enables Flash cards to emulate a
floppy disk. Their new U.S.
contact is: SCM Microsystems,
Inc., 985 University Ave., Suite
7, Los Gatos, CA 95030, USA;
Phone 408-395-9292; Fax: 408395-8782.
[See Advertising, page 32.}
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A Few Days
with HP's StarLink
Messaging Service
Two Palmtop Paper editors give you
their first impressions of HP's new
low-tech, easy-to-use messaging
system for the HP 100LX.
HP StarLink
Wireless Messaging
Service: Easy to
Use ... and Fun!
By Hal Goldstein

I had less than 24 hours to play with
HP StarLink. Then I had to pass it on
to Mark Scardina at the Mobile'94
trade show in San Jose. I gave up my
HP StarLink unit (the PCMCIA Motorola NewsCard wireless receiver
and services) to Mark, a San Franciscan. This was because the StarLink
services could not be used at my
home base in Fairfield, Iowa - the
heartland of rural America. StarLink
can be used in much of North America, Hong Kong and Singapore. Technical and political obstacles will impede services being available in Europe in the near future.
I did not want to give up my unit,
even though I'm not yet ready to
move to the big city to use it. StarLink was too much fun - and I (and
my wife) could foresee practical benefits.
I have never used a paging system. Frankly, I have been a little
intimidated by "wireless" technology
- one more thing to learn and hassle
with. However, as one HP representative pointed out to me, HP StarLink
is really "low-tech".
I proved that point with my wife.

Rita likes the fruit of computers - it
facilitates her creative writing and
bill-paying. However, computers are
definitely not toys to her. Reluctantly,
from our hotel room, 1 got her to
send me a page as a test (I was
standing right next to her). She called
the 800 number 1 gave her, and dictated to the real-life operator a message. Rita hung up and a moment
later the little green light on my
NewsCard was blinking. I pressed
ALT MORE on my Palmtop and
there was my wife's message.
Rita was impressed and then
disappointed to find no HP StarLink
Service yet in Fairfield. She had visions of being able to contact me
even if 1 was on the telephone at
work or running an errand in town.
Similarly, office personnel would
be able to beep me whether I was
wandering around our two story
office building, in town, or in my
travels. They could leave me a message or update my PHONE or APPT
book.
I also tested the modem service
from my hotel room. I had my OmniBook dial the StarLink 800 number
and make the connection. Leaving a
typed message or even updating my
Palmtop ToDo list was simple - 1 just
followed the prompts. Neither Mark
nor 1 received manuals for this prerelease unit. Fortunately, StarLink
was easy to use and no manual was

needed.
Even though the service is sold
directly from Hewlett-Packard, StarLink represents a partnership of
many companies. HP StarLink consists of an HP 100LX and the Motorola PCMCIA NewsCard with its
protruding pod (see photo). HP StarLink uses the services of National
Dispatch Center out of San Diego,
who in turn accesses paging services
from several networks, including
SkyTel.
The program is new and there
will be inevitable kinks. For example,
HP had approximately a 40% success
rate demonstrating the service in the
San Jose Convention Center. The
metal structure of the building and
"broadband radio noise" in the area
caused many reception errors. However, 1 was able to receive messages
downtown and in the adjacent hotel
with only an occasional loss of characters.
The real fun of the pager was to
periodically get news, sports, stock
market, and entertainment flashes.

StarLink Sports update screen
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The green light would blink, and I
could check out the Chicago Bulls
basketball score, the latest DOW, the
PLO-Israeli peace talk progress, or
whatever was on TV that night. If
you trade stocks, or if your business
depends on up-to-the-minute information, these options make StarLink
more practical.
From just a few hours of use of
HP StarLink, I now see why so many
people are excited about the potential
of wireless services. Reluctantly, I
passed on my demo unit to Mark,
who had just a few days to test it
before our HP Palmtop Paper deadline.

Fortunately, you can set StarLink to
announce different types of messages
in different ways, including short and
long beeps, and excerpts from classical music. A total of 15 sounds are
available with StarLink inserted in
the 100LX and 10 sounds for the card
alone. Custom sounds are not available, but you can adjust the volume
to three different preset levels when
using StarLink with the 100LX.
When messages are received, they
are displayed in an index screen as
shown below.

ENVIRONMENTAL CASE
for the HP 95rx/l00rx
Features:
• Rugged aluminum case with highgloss finish
• Waterproofs and shock mounts the
HP95LX or HP lOOLX for hostile
environments
• Built-in rechargeable power supply
• Options include hands trap, carrying
case, auxiliary battery, and highcapacity NiMH batteries

CORVAlliS SYSTEMS SALES
919 NE 2nd St.
Corvallis, OR 97330

(800) 733-5017
(503) 752-4419
FAX (503) 752-7037

SlarLink
Impressions

Other Features
HP StarLink message index

By Mark Scardina
The Starlink Newscard is a different
type of paging device that is full of
surprises. For one thing, it doesn't
need to reside in your 1OOLX' s card
slot. It works for weeks off of its own
internal AAA battery and can store
up to 128K of messages in its own
internal flash RAM.

Message Notification
Carrying the StarLink card around by
itself presents two problems: The
flashing green LED that indicates
incoming messages is recessed and
not visible unless you are in the dark
or looking straight at it. In addition,
its message beeper is barely audible
and easily missed if StarLink is
tucked away. Fortunately, StarLink
can use the 100LX's internal speaker
to trumpet a message's arrival - but
only if StarLink is in the card slot.
My first impression of the news
options was mixed. I welcomed having the latest headlines, entertainment news, and business updates at
my finger tips. But I disliked having
to be constantly checking my Palmtop each time it beeped, to see if it
was an important message or just
news.

Highlight a message and press IENTER I
to see the text. The text cannot be
edited directly, but it can be highlighted, copied and pasted into any
built-in applications.
Reception was mostly error-free,
although I did get some transmission
errors in a number of office buildings. (StarLink flags messages with
errors, see display above.) Most of
the time it's pretty easy to figure out
the missing or misspelled text, but if
you can't, you can call StarLink's 800
number to have a message read back
to you over the phone. A flashing red
LED in the card indicates an outof-range condition. The card can also
provide an audible indicator of this
condition.

Installation Options
The StarLink Newscard lets you
install its software on the C: drive,
or use it directly from the Newscard
in the A: drive. However, all incoming messages are initially stored on
the C: drive. (They can be marked
and printed to a file on a card or a
printer.) The installation to C: drive
requires 80K of disk space. Installing
the software on a memory card still
requires a 17K Help file be put in
C: \ _SYS directory.
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The StarLink software is the first
application to use the Static RAM
Feature of System Manager. Many of
you may have wondered about this
option (found in Setup by pressing
IMENU I Options System Advanced). Its
purpose is to set aside some RAM
memory for a System Compliant
application to run a task in the background without being disturbed. Less
than 3K is required. This is similar
to the Terminate-And-Stay-Resident
(TSR) function in DOS. Starlink uses
static RAM to keep active an incoming message alert feature. Even while
you are in another application, StarLink can alert you to an incoming
message.
Messages can be called into a live
operator at 800-800-8955 and sent to
either a person's name or an 1.0.
number. A message can update your
Appointment Book or ToDo list only
if the sender has the proper account
number and the feature is enabled.
Messages can also be sent with a
modem. (See product announcement in
HP News, page 5 this issue.)

II

Product Index: page 55
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100LX Users
Have a good Buddy!
HP 100LX users have waited
10 months for their version of
Jeff Mattox's Buddy program - but
100Buddy's enhanced World Time Map
it was worth the wait. 100BuddyTM
highlights night time
adds dozens of features and shortcuts
to the Palmtop, making life easier for 100LX owners.
{Note: 100Buddy only works with the
English language versions of the HP
100LX.]
By Fred Kaufman

Everyone Needs a "Buddy"
It's been a long and lonely year for
many former 95LX owners.
They upgraded to the 100LX to
get a better screen, better built-in
applications, and a more standard
serial port. They got those features,
plus the ability to easily set up and
use more application and utility programs on their new Palmtop. However, there's one particular program
they can no longer use, and many
have been feeling a bit homesick for
their old "Buddy."
95Buddy iii was probably the
most useful program written for the
original HP Palmtop. This compact
utility made the 95LX a lot easier and
more fun to use. 95Buddy TM reduced
the number of keystrokes needed to
complete many common tasks, provided additional hardware status
information and control, allowed the
user to link files to applications, and
added many more features to the
built-in applications. However, 95Buddy was written specifically for
the 95LX. It does not work on the
newer HP 100LX.
Not being one to rest on past
accomplishments, Jeffrey Mattox has
been very busy these past months.
He has completely rewritten Buddy,
and created a 100LX version as useful

as the original. For example, many
95LX owners got used to going to
FILER, highlighting a file and pressing I ENTER I to take a quick look at the
file's contents. If you try that on the
100LX, it thinks your letter to Mom
(.DOC file) is a program and tries to
run it. You need to press ~ to view
a file on the 100LX.
Install 100Buddy ii and you can
view your text file the old way, by
highlighting it and pressing IENTERI.
Press I ENTER I again while you're viewing a file, and 100Buddy automatically loads it into MEMO so you can
edit it, just like 95Buddy would.
This is just one example. Many of
the old 95Buddy features, and many
new ones, are now available on the
HP 100LX thanks to 100Buddy.

Linking Files to
Applications Saves Time
100Buddy "links" a datafile to the
appropriate built-in applications. This
means that you can go to FILER,
highlight a .DOC file, press IENTERI
twice and wind up in MEMO with
that .DOC file open. You can load
.WK1 files into Lotus or .PBK files
into PHONE the same way. 100-

Buddy "links" the appropriate data
files to PHONE, 1-2-3, APPT, NoteTaker, Macros, and to the Database
applications.
You can even set up Buddy to
link a data file to its DOS program.
For example, if you configured Buddy to link any type of DOS program,
even Ed Keefe's MUS-LX ii, a program that plays music on the 100LX,
or PCXVIEW ii, a viewer for PCX
graphic images.
100Buddy's linking ability goes
beyond loading files into applications. You can also link information
within files. For example, you can
link your Appointment Book to a
MEMO file, a DATABASE, or
PHONE file so you can easily access
text, contact information, or data
related to a specific appointment.
(100Buddy lets you link MEMO,
PHONE, APPT, TODO, DATABASE,
NOTETAKER, and the Full Screen
Note field in any database application.) You set up linkages in the
NOTE field of the application. However, you don't have to be in the
Note field to use these links.
For example, with 100Buddy
installed you can highlight the word

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Fred J. Kaufman hails from the Bronx, New York where he graduated from
City College of New York with a BS in Biology. Fred has been a programmer
of IBM 360 and 370 Mainframes, and is currently involved in land use and
environmental law. His HP Palmtop accompanies him when he commutes to
work by bicycle.
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Smith in a MEMO file and press ~
to go to the first Smith in your
Phone Book (Buddy looks at the first
column only in any data base application).
After you've found Dr. Smith's
phone number in the example above,
you can schedule an appointment
with the help of a link 100Buddy
creates between PHONE and APPT.
You pressed ~ I!I to go to the
first Smith in your Phone Book. From
there, press ~!!I . 100Buddy whisks
you to the Appointment application,
pastes the PHONE entry's name and
business number into the APPT Description field, and opens a little
calendar to allow you to scroll to the
date. The Appointment entry screen
should look something like this:

I!I

Appointment entry screen, calendar displayed

After you've selected the date of the
appointment, tab to the Start Time
field and set the time. (To use the Fn
A feature in Phone Book, you first
have to set up a simple Smart Clip in
PHONE.)
With a little planning and practice, linking lets you accomplish a lot
more with fewer keystrokes. Links
make the integration between applications both tighter and more flexible. Buddy is nothing, if not flexible.

SmartCapsTM and DoubleClick Makes Typing Easier
100Buddy includes many features
that change the way you use the keyboard.
• Double-Click
The Double-Click feature lets you get
the shifted value of a keyboard character by pressing a key twice quickly.
(Buddy lets you define how quickly
the key has to be pressed twice to be
recognized as a double-click.) Double-Click (d-click) applies to the alphabetic characters. There are two
related features: Double-Gray, which

applies to the numeric keypad and its
symbols, and Double-Blue which
applies to the blue application keys.
So with 100Buddy active, press tt
in quick succession and you will
wind up with "T" without pressing
the shift key. You can go to the Keyboard Translations screen in 100Buddy and adjust the d-click timer to suit
your typing speed. You can also
check the "Inhibit after a lower-case
letter" box in the same screen. This
sets up d-click so that letters in the
middle of a word won't be capitalized. For example, if you want to
type in "Buddy author Jeff Mattox .....
you key in the following, without
using the shift key: bbuddy author jjeff
mmattox. The dd, ff, and tt in the
middle of the words will not produce
T, F, or 0 if the "Inhibit lower-case"
box is checked.
If you accidentally d-click and get
an uppercase letter or character you
do not want - press IDEL I immediately and Buddy will delete the uppercase character and replace it with the
double letters you intended.
• SmartCaps™
A similar but incredible feature is
SmartCaps. It can be activated in
MEMO, in any application that uses
Notes and in DOS. It teaches the
100LX a bit about punctuation and
capitalization. You don't have to
press the shift keys (or double-click
them) to get uppercase letters or punctuation. The following is a demonstration from the 100Buddy manual
that demonstrates the usefulness of
SmartCaps:
1.
2.
3.

Start MEMO
Tum on SmartCaps by pressing ~
Type in the following paragraph, exactly as it ap·
pears below. Note that you are not pressing
I < Shift > I to produce capital letters or punctuation.

I!l

at the time , i didn6t understand the
problem4 i was confused . *never mind,*
he said, *we6ll take care of it.*

As you type, SmartCaps changes your entry to the
following:
At the time , I didn ' t understand the
problem; I was confused . "Never mind, "
he said, "we'll take care of it."

SmartCaps knows sentences start
with capital letters. It also knows that
the letter "i" in isolation, or when
used with certain contractions, must
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be capitalized. It also recognizes that
the number 6 doesn't make sense in
the middle of a word, so it shifts it to
an apostrophe ('). Similarly, it changes the asterisk at the end of a sentence into a quotation mark ("). Finally, SmartCaps recognizes that after a
period (.), a new sentence begins, so
it capitalizes the next letter.
Most of the features described
above can be activated or deactivated
in 100Buddy's SmartCaps or Keyboard Translations definition screens.
In addition, if features get in the
way, they can be toggled on or off
with one or two keystrokes. Finally,
you can set up SmartCaps and Double-Click, Double-Gray and DoubleBlue so they're only active in certain
applications. For example, I do not
have d-gray active in Phone. If dgray was active and I keyed in the
phone number 1-800-555-2244, it
would be entered as 1-800-:5->: instead.

Enhanced
Display and Control
100Budcfy changes the ways the
built-in applications display iriformation and tbe ways you can control
and access the 100LX's functions.
FILER's top "Status Bar" has some
additions.
local

'Vie(D~~t
(DIR)
(DIR)
52.480
3D.752
200

5.

.02

.75

656
1.596
33.

A:'·, •

PTP14
UTILS

Local
(DIR)

all

.qn

apnal'le

Is'
'0"
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do,

apioad
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a~llrc:Ll

cdrOJl
cdr01'l
cdrOI'l

(DI~~

4,BSS
S. 77

'0"
do,

1.
1.

b'

21,

•

Buddy's additions to FILER status bar

Between the word "Filer" on the left
and date/time on the right you'll see
additional information:
Battery 3 . 0Dv 1.78 hrs (124 sec)

Ser off

The status bar additions, from left to
right, indicate whether you are running on batteries/ AC adapter/charging batteries (batteries in tbe example
above); the voltage of your batteries
(3.00 volts); how long you have been
using those batteries since you inserted tnem 0 .78 hours); a count-down

Introducing: The

DI ~
II aCl

timer, showing how many seconds
left before the 100LX goes into auto
shutoff to conserve batteries (default
setting 180 seconds); and the status of
the serial port (infrared, on, off, or
locked off). You can tum the serial
port on by pressing 81, off by pressing 0, and lock it otr'by pressing 0
twice.
Finally, at the left of the bottom
status bar, 100Buddy shows you how
much system RAM is available.
If 100Buddy gets in the way, or if
you want to see how Filer looks
without it, tum Buddy off by pressing I CTRq 0 (the additions Buddy
made to the status bar are displayed
until you exit and re-enter FILER).
Tum Buddy back on by pressing

press the key again to execute the
command. 100Buddy also hides the
Bold tm and Underline ~ commands In MEMO. This helps prevent
inadvertently formatting an ASCII
batch file you're editing. (Batch files
must be in unformatted ASCII to be
executable in DOS.)
In Lotus 1-2-3, Buddy adds to the
bottom of the screen the function key
labels that were on the physical keyboard on the 95LX (out removed
from the 100LX).
AI :

In' [TI.
mER Buddy "hides" the less

ICTR

frequently used function keys, Connect (FlO), Tree (F9) and Remote (F6).
This helps you avoid inadvertently
pressing them and sending 100LX on
a useless, mistakenly requested task.
Buddy replaces the F-key labels attached to these functions with a dot.
If you accidentally strike one of those
keys, the REAL label (Remote, Tree,
or Connect) will appear. You have to

Portable

Printer

Lotus with F-key labels

It adds the ability to use the key
sequence IMENU' f.ile Qpen, to open a
.WKI file and IMENU' Quit (without
further prompting) to exit 1-2-3.
Buddy adds many more Lotus
enhancements that can be turned on
or off in Buddy's setup program

7i~ HEWLETT

.,.,. PACKARD

A.thori,ed Dealer

With A

1IIIIIIIIfI~ rIR~I]""!""I];....
) i~IJ"" Si de!

The HewleH-Packard DeskJet 310 Printers provide full-featured
printing with the convenience of portability and an option for
COLOR ! Fill all of your presentations and reports with brilliant
colors - at an unbelievable price!
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weighs only 4.5 Ibs
Professional-quality output with 300 dpi water-resistant ink
84 Typeface, style and size combinations standard
Prints on letter, legal, A4, executive-sized paper, transparencies and labels
Printer slides easily into the Optional Cut Sheet Feeder for hands-free printing
Optional Color Kit allows full-color printing on plain paper and transparencies
1 Year Warranty

ELEK-TEK
Descri tion
PRICE
HP DeskJet 310 with Cut-Sheet Feeder
$399.00
HP DeskWriter 310 for the Macintosh
299.00
HP DeskWriter 310 with Cut-Sheet Feeder for MACs
369.00
HP DeskJet 310 and DeskWriter 310 Color Kit
36.99
HP DeskJet 310 and DeskWriter 310 Black Ink Cartridge
15.99

#806903
MSRP$379

$329
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found in the 100LX Application Manager.

Fn Macros Now Have Labels
Can you remember what characters
or commands you assigned to the 10
Fn-Function keys? I do well to remember my one basic set, but the
100LX can have an unlimited number
of Macro files, each with 10 Fn-macros. It gets complicated real fast.
Fortunately, when you've got a
Buddy with a good memory, you
don't need one. Press ~ and Buddy
displays a menu bar at the bottom of
the screen with the first five characters of the macro description field (or
the first five keystrokes) for each
macro, Fl through FlO. Load a new
macro file and Buddy will automatically show the new labels.

Reassigning the Blue Keys
Buddy's Blue-Key Control screen lets
you re-assign the Blue-keys to other
applications. I don't use cc:Mail, so I
reassigned it so that it starts up DOS.
Any of the Blue-keys can be reassigned to mimic any other key on the
keyboard. You can also deactivate it
(pressing the key does nothing).
You can use the Blue-Key Control
screen to set up Lotus, HP CALC,
MEMO, or the Full Screen Notes of
any DATA BASE application to
"Swap Blue (keys) with Shifted-Symbols." This means that you don't have
to hit the shift key to get the punctuation marks above the blue keys.
~ress I FILER I and you get an exclamahon mark. Press I < Shift > I-IFILERI to go
to FILER.

More controls in SETUP
When you press IFILERI twice you'll
see that Buddy provides a host of
additional features to the 100LX's
Setup application (press any Blue-key
twice to get its Ctrl-key value). No
longer do you have to wade through
a series of menus to get to the mostused HP Setup features. Buddy attaches some of the most useful Setup
features to F2 through F8.

The menu bar at the bottom of the
screen now shows that you can access the Volume setup by pressing
~, Contrast !!!I, Memory ~, Printer ~, DOSpwr (serial port power)
~, Redr (the Redirector) i!?J, Batt
(battery settings) ~, and Date/Time
~.

The main SETUP screen now
shows Battery voltages as numeric
readouts below the battery bar. The
battery usage timer is shown as well
as the Buddy version number. From
this screen you can manually change
the battery usage counter back to
ZERO when new batteries are installed. You can also increase or decrease the counter by 0.1 hr increments. This feature would be useful
if you're reinserting batteries that
you've already used.

Setting Up Buddy's Features
The main 100Buddy program (100BUDDY.COM) is installed by adding
a line to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
Once this program is installed, it's
always running in the background
and the default settings for Buddy's
features are always available. (This
program uses 40K of System RAM,
SOK if the registered version's World
Map Overlay is active.)
You can also install an optional
100Buddy setup program (100BUDDY.EXM) in AppManager that
lets you go to setup screens and
select or un-select most of Buddy's
options. The setup program lets you
configure Buddy to fit your needs
(the changes take place immediately).
The only time you need to run this
program is when you're changing
Buddy's default settings. Press ~
from any of the setup screens to save
setup changes and quit Buddy setup.
When you run 100BUDDY.EXM
you are presented with the following
setup screens:
• Status Screen

d
::::.

rn

H~ mtop;~.~ fOr
(~11)

rerel

eme systems

voice: (510) 848-5725
fax: (510) 848-5748
22295th St., Berkeley, CA 94710

The Status screen shows the Buddy Logo, Buddy's status, the location
of 100BUDDY.ENV file and when
you register, your Serial number in
the lower right corner.
It also shows you the "quick
strokes" you can press to go to the
desired setup screen (W for Worldtime, 0 for Default Directories, etc .. ).
To cycle through the setup screens
you can press i!?J (Last) or ~
(First). You can also press IMENU I
.§.ettings to select a setup screen.
Many of the set up screens will have
check boxes where you can indicate
which applications you want the
feature to work in.
• File Keys Screen

Budd",. COM :llalu:!: dis abled . u:lin9 EXM dala.

PQw~r

SaUTe!!: Ballorw
tlain: _E

BackuP b&UQt"\j: OK
C<lrd ballQrw: OK

ENV file:

Main Ballgrlll TYPQ: Rlkaline (:lingl" mild
_
_
1/4
112
3/4

Main ball: 2.B9 volLs
BackuP:
2.89 voll15

13.32 hours
100Buddw 1.0e

1.0e

J

C:' DAT,100BUDDY. ENV

EflV :ltalus: load"d
I/O !lLalu5: OK
Quick s lrokl!5: f d k

!II

bpi'll i W 0 r

------~~--!I
Setup screen with Buddy active
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100Buddy's Status screen
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100Buddy's File Keys screen

The File Keys screen lets you
quickly select a file or a path when
opening a file in any of the built-in
applications. In the example above, if
you pressed I!!J (Open) in MEMO,
FI would open C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT,
F2 would list all .DOC files in your
A:\_DAT directory.
This screen lets you create and
assign three sets of eight different file
paths to the function keys (FI
through F8).
• Default Directory screen

ft,on,,:
BPpoint, ..enl:

Uol&l aker:

HelPlO:

D.alolb<1~":

M,'Cr.05:
talc :

This screen lets you set up the
Buddy feature that will automatically
enter the shifted version of the key
you press, under certain conditions.
The pregray window lets you set
up keypad characters to be promoted
to their shifted values if they are
pressed prior to a letter key. For example, if the asterisk (*) box is
checked and you press * before a
letter, you automatically get a double
quotes (") symbol.
The postgray window lets you set
up keypad characters to be promoted
to their shifted values if they are
pressed immediately after a letter key.

• Blue·Key Controls screen
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100Buddy's Blue-Key Control screen

This screen lets you re-assign the
Blue-keys to start other applications.
The d·blue option lets you doubleclick a Blue-key to bring up the alternate application assigned to the key.

Igl~~~
C:\PEitS,
: \pers\
: \ al \
: \ at.'
:\
:\

al '
at.\

To invoke in un Qp9n or Save file window, press DEL DEl.
To star" the prell9nl dir~n:lor~ value, press SHIFT-DEL.

100Buddy's Default Directory screen

This option lets you associate a
directory with a specific application.
Once you have defined a path in this
screen, press IDELI IDELI in an application's File Open screen to go to that
"Default Directory."

FUTURA 50
designed to carry your HP 95LX or HP lOOLX pa/mlop computer

a
a

One pen/pencil holder
3 pockets for PCMCIA I. business anti credit cards

a Small and slim
a
a

• Keyboard
Translations screen

i
r

Computer can be attached via Ve lcro ~ Velcro included)
Dimensions: 7 .25" x 4.5" x 1.6" ( IS.S x Il.j x 4cm)
Crafted from premium Nappa Cow II 'de Leather (Black)

LIMITED OFFER

REGULAR $50.00

$44.95

d 10

- "0'
K"."cap:
Double -click:

ADCDEFGHIJKLI1NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

timijQ'*rtn"n'j'lrn lM'!ltm'jwn';.1

IS) Inhibit. Afhr 4 lower - case Illth.fnL will louule d - hllhr on/ off .

I

Q

Gl

~..o

Appl
o00 DOS
Full

0

Phon"

O DBas"

0 NT4ker
Noles

rid-g,.,

NTak~r

123456789/ . - 0:.
[8J fiQfOIO 0 Pho"e 0 DOS
Doubl e - click : 1()7;: ' I) () t i D Appl 0 DBase 0
FoG will t.oggle d - .....-"." on/ off .
0 Full Nahs
0 Add- Ins

Kevc<lP:

d- cI ick !..bter (19 per second): ~

I

FUTURA

0 Add - ins

o .t.hange

75

designed to carry your HP 95LX or
"
HP 100LX palmtop computer with a /HIger..'

I

.J':"
"t

U One pen/pencil holder
" . j"
a 4 pockets for PCMC IA I. business and credit cards
o Very slim and portable
Q Computer can be attached via Velcro (Velcro included)
UDimensions: 9.75" x 4.5" x 1.6"(25 x 11 .5 x 4cm)
o Crafted from premium Nappa Cow Hide Leather (Black)

',, ' lo ' : '

100Buddy's Keyboard Translations screen

REGULAR $55.00

This screen lets you set many of
the Double-click options, letting you
press a key twice in quick succession
in one of the built-in applications or
DOS to produce its shifted value or
an entirely different keystroke.

LIMITED OFFER

$49.95
FUTURA 100
ideal case for your HP 95LX. HP IOOLXand calculators
(fo r traveling and meetings)
Q 2 penJpenci I holder

U 8 pockets for PC MCIA t. bus iness and credit cards
1 pocket fo r checkbook. etc .

Q

a Co mputer can be attached via Velcro (Velcro included)
U D imensions: X" x 6" x 2" (20.5 x 15 x 5cm)
C rafted from prem ium Nappa Cow Hide Leather
(Black & Burgundy)
REGULAR $69.95
LIMITED OFFER

• SmartCaps screen

Q

$64.95
E & B

COMPANY

1013 MCRAE WAY

'(;\\

(j

ROSEVILLE , CALIFORNIA 95678
...,

USA: 1.800.896.CASE [2273J
Illt'l: 916.344.5047
FAX : 916.782.9306
100Buddy's SmartCaps screen

0-

24"
0

<;;.

tJ)

15

DAY
TRIAL
OFFER
SATISFACTION
OR YOUR MONEY BACK

"?J...s'-a_",e~

ALL PRICES PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
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The Blue-Key Auto Inhibit option
gives you a couple of ways to set up
the automatic shifting of the blue
keys so that the symbols above them
appear when the blue key is pressed
in MEMO or the Full Notes screen of
any database application.
The Swap Blues with Shifted-Symbols
window lets you do just that in
MEMO, 1-2-3, HP CALC, or the Full
Notes screen of database applications.
• Keyboard
Preferences screen

Slick\!

• MENU-dot in DOS: and +ENTER lets you press IMENU 10 to return to
System Manager from the DOS
prompt.

all

181 SLicky .$:HIFT highlight. ( HII"o lind Full No l esl

o IWqui r & tlENU b liCoru

o Allow

• .BAT extension: ... - prevents the
accidental execution of a batch file in
FlLER.

• Lite Sleep Control - is an advanced
feature - best to leave it alone unless
you know what you're doing.

I!J I!IIDlI!DIIIl

o

lets you link datafile extensions to a
DOS program. Then you can highlight the data file in FlLER and press
IENTER 1twice to run the DOS program
and load the data file.

Buddw Fn- lglt.1IJ1" )taws
ESC ESC Lo "ean " No"

Idl e keyboard lhu~r (seconds ) :

• The next two lines provide an
advanced application launch feature.

[]I

• The Battery Usage Timer - lets you
reset the battery timer.
100Buddy's Keyboard Preferences screen

This screen lets you make additional changes to the keyboard, including making the CTRL and ALT
keys "sticky" (press once and let go,
you don't have to hold them down).
• Bookmark screen

• WorldTime Map
Overlay screen
This screen is available to registered users only. The WorldTime
Map Overlay graphically displays
day and night on the WorldTime
map (see screen graphic, page 15 this
article).
• Other Settings

: c=:==::J
Fi I e : c=:==::J
oFillJFrallzlI
file n_e
o Fneze fi h~ n4".
Fr" "z" fil e "'"'''
o Frllllzll book"Clf'it5 D Frooze booluuu'k lll oo FreezlI
bookPlarks
1: 1
1 : ...
Fil g: ~

2: 280

J:

2: 13
3 : 17
4 : 61
s: 75
Ii: 688

Jee
see

4 : 489

5:

6 : soe
7 : ?Be
8 : aae
9 : 988

1: 7SB
B: BBB
9 : 988

1:
2:
J:
4:
5:
6:
7:
B:
9:

1
298
1
488
588
688
788
80B
988

181 1614"

*

l8I1..otu5 kllwboard shorlculs and F- kllw labills
MENU- dot in LolulI; sa...e using :
roplacll 0 ba ckuP
Fn - F Pas sword : 1•••••••• 1
uP lhe " dchine on cold bool

This screen lets you set "bookmarks" in your MEMO documents.
Set this feature up and it's easy to
jump down a pre-set number of lines
in a text file.
• Filer Settings screen

~

EIT

y
z<::<::

.pdb
. gdb
. adb
.ndb
."ac
. wkl
. cn
. eqn
. sLa

::;-;0 Pro ... _
II UII'
oW'

.

aL

Phone
DaLabasli
AppoinL"lInL
NoLIlTaklir
I'Iacros
LoLus
Calc
Calc
Calc

o

. JAT gMlension : ENTER e x ecullli'll

ef~~~C:~l~:pD~~l~~\l 11.1110 Jilh(gJc~:;ER

lOS Ke,. (hex):

~ fglll : ~

o Blow

BaLLery Usage ThlllrInSIiLuP :
CTRL ~ C rllsllLs Lhe Lhlln
CTRL- U incrllases Lnll ",&lUll
CTRL- D dllcrllases Lnll ...&lull

100Buddy's Filer Settings screen

One of the more complex screens
in 100Buddy, providing users with
some advanced features.
•

100Buddy's Other Settings screen

The last settings screen is the
catch all for other Buddy features,
including Change to a larger cursor
in DOS; Unload Buddy when you
terminate SysMgr to go to DOS;
Force the small font to be used in Fkey labels; Set up a global password
for your 100LX (for registered users);
and more.

181 Use full pat.hnMlIl for passed AJ'95

~

The EXT and DOS Program option

• Registration Information
screen
The final screen provides shareware
registration information. I won't
moralize too much. However, Jeff
Mattox spent a lot of time on this
shareware beauty. My advice is as
follows:

•
•

Try it out first.
Decide that you like it and will
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continue to use it.
Register it!

Remember that 100Buddy took about
six-months to develop, and adds
many useful features to your 100LX.
Register your copy and you won't
have to give these features up. In
addition, you'll get the WorldTime
Map overlay and system password
capability.
100Buddy is available on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK, or through
on-line BBS systems like CompuServe
and America On Line. You can also
get a registerd copy directly from
Jeffrey (see address below) for $40
plus $5 for a diskette. The registration fee is reasonable. You can register 100Buddy on CIS using ShareWare Registration (Go SWREG), or
via U.S. Mail and check sent to: Jeffrey Mattox, P.O. Box 45282, Madison,
WI 53744-5282, USA.

Some Final Comments
Jeffrey has just released 100Buddy
version 1.1 ii, that corrects minor
bugs in the original release and enhances a few features. In particular,
the Fn-F password logic has been
improved. No major features have
been added. This version is available
on this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK.

p.M"M.

1m Unload Buddy wnlln hr"inaUnV s ys"Vl"

o 81ways ulle firliL Iotord in nolll whlln linking
o US" s",111 ront for Fn and Fx lab"b
o !;W'ly braces arll OK in Fn- ke y labe ls

100Buddy's MEMO Bookmarks screen

•

This should give you a taste for some
of the Buddy basics, and the impetus
to find out more about how Buddy
can make your life easier on the HP
100LX.
Using Buddy requires the installation of a TSR application that reduces
the RAM available for opening both
built-in and DOS applications. Fortunately 100Buddy is easy to unload.
You can free up 40-50K of System
RAM when you need it - but only if
you can do without 100Buddy's features!.
Finally, even though 100Buddy is
easy to setup and use, some of its
features are a little obscure. In fact,
some of the features can't be understood without reading Buddy's documentation. In spite of this, once you
get used to Buddy, using the 100LX
without it will be even more difficult!

II

ON DISK index, page 56

II

•• lOOBUDDY TIPS··
Buddy Help Screen
Press I!!)I!!) to display Buddy's Help file in FilER's view
screen. Press I!!)I!!) ~
TERI to open Help in MEMO
so you can search on or edit
it.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: 71044,2356

BUDKEY.NDB ii:
More help for BUDDY
This 100lX Note Taker file
describes the Buddy features
accessed by the ~ Keystrokes.
Tad James
CompuServe 10: [73160,352J

Setting a
Global Password
The registered version of
Buddy lets you set a global
password for your 100lX in
Buddy's Other Settings
screen. You must press 1!1
before you can access the
password field and enter a
password. This makes it a
little more difficult for
someone else to change your
password.
Tab down to the Fn-F
Password: box, enter your
password and press I!!l
(Quit). The password is activated when you press ~I!l
to turn off the Palmtop . The
100lX will ask for the password then you press I£!!).
This feature disables!!!!l
-i!£!J-(!!g reboots, but can
be circumvented by a ICTRL!I < Shift > I-~ hard reboot.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

It won't "Blow Up"
••• We think
If you registered 100Buddy
and assigned your password
in Buddy's setup program,
you'll see a checkbox in the
Other Settings screen labeled
"Blow up machine on cold
boot." Go ahead, I dare you
to check it!
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356J

Text search in FILER
You can quickly start a text
search in FilER by pressing
I::::J the equal key to display
the Text Search window.
Once the files with your text
string are found, Buddy
prompts you: Press Memo to
find text in highlighted file?
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36]

Easy to Rename
a file and create
a directory
I really missed the 95lX's
Rename function in
~R. The 100lX has that
option, but you have to press
IMENU) file Rename ... . However, with 100Buddy installed, all you have to do is
press I!!I twice to get to the
File Rename box.
Likewise, you can quickly
create a new directory without going through pull-down
menus by pressing I!!I twice
and entering the name of
your new directory.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

fF81

Finding Keycodes
Buddy's Blue-Key Controls
screen lets your reassign a
blue key to another application or key by entering the
other key's "keycode" next to
the application's name in the
Blue-key Remappings box
(see screen, page 19). You
can determine the keycode
for a particular key by pressing ~-I!l and the desired
key. The keycode will appear
in the lower left corner of the
screen.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

Turn Buddy off
to Record Macros
Before you record a macro
press ICTRLI!] to turn Buddy
off. If you don't, the recording
may include Buddy-generated keystrokes. Those extra
strokes might not be appropriate every time you use the

macro. Press ICTRqB to
turn Buddy back on.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356]

Activate SmartCaps;
Make it work after
blank lines
SmartCaps is the Buddy
feature that automatically
capitalizes the next letter you
type after the end of a sentence (Le. after a period 0,
question (!) mark or exclamation mark
You have to do two things
to activate SmartCaps in a
particular application: First,
go to the SmartCaps setup
screen and check off the
application(s) in which you
want it active (Memo, Phone,
DOS, etc.); Second: When
you're in that application,
press 1!5]-@) to activate
SmartCaps.
SmartCaps does not normally know what to do after
one or more blank lines.
However, you can go back to
the SmartCaps setup screen,
go to the EOS (End of Sentence) box, and check off 0,
1, or 2.
EOS = 2 causes SmartCaps to capitalize the letter
after you press IENTER I twice
(e.g. you double space between paragraphs).
EOS = 1 causes the letter
after a single IENTER I to be
capitalized.
EOS = 0 deactivates the
EOS feature.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356]

em.

SmartCaps capitalizes what it thinks is
the first letter!
Some users have complained
that SmartCaps doesn't capitalize the first letter in a document. It does!
If you go into a Memo
document and press ~@)
to activate SmartCaps, the
first letter at the top of the
screen is capitalized. However, if you leave that document in the middle of a sentence and start another docu-

ment, SmartCaps is still active. (The word SmartCaps
appears at the top of the
screen when active.) What's
more, SmartCaps "thinks"
you're still in the middle of a
sentence and will not capitalize the first letter you type.
To get around this, press
~@) twice to reset SmartCaps.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356]

Blue-key remapping
does not work in DOS
Blue-key remappings do not
operate in DOS. So if you
remap the Icc:Maill key to another application or key and
press it while running any
DOS program, you will still
start up cc:Mail. There is no
way around this at the present time.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,23561

Only one DOS
program can be
run at a time
Rather than just beeping at
you when you try to start a
second DOS program from
FilER, Buddy will take you
to the currently running program so that you can manually terminate it.
Jeffrey Mattox
CompuServe 10: [71044,23561

Buddy hides and
replaces some
MEMO functions
Buddy hides the Bold (F2)
and Underline (F3) keys in
MEMO so you don't accidently format batch or other
files. It also replaces Print
Field (F6) with Swap (switch
character on which the cursor is resting with next) Promote (F7) with Case (change
case of cursored letter), and
Demote (F8) with Repeat
(repeats last edit).
Temporarily un-hide keys
or revert to the or:ginal ,unctions by pressing MENU •
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162]
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Function Keys aren't
missing in FILER
Buddy hides FILER's Remote
(F6), Tree (F9), and Connect
(F10) features to prevent
accidentally pressing these
keys. This can save you a
long wait while your Palmtop
tries, for example, to Connect
to another computer at the
wrong time.
To use one of these keys,
press it once and the label
will be displayed. Press it
again while the label is visible to activate their standard
functions.
Craig de Fassell
CompuServe /0: [76500,1440J

Link Memos to Note
Fields and speed
up Databases
If you use your 100LX Phone
Book or Data Base to keep
track of a large number of
contacts with extensive
notes, you may have found
that it becomes unworkably
slow, especially if it's stored
on a Flashdisk.
100Buddy's ability to "link"
MEMO files to the Note field
of a database entry could
provide a solution to this
problem. Instead of keeping
a lot of information in the
Notes field of a database
entry, you could create a
Memo file to store that data
and link it to the database
entry. (E.G. you could put the
line >a:\terry.doc in the database's entry's Note field to
link TERRY.DOC to it.)
When linked, all you have
to do is go to the particular
database entry and press
~-I!!J to have a specified
text file loaded into MEMO.
This method would keep
your databases smaller and
faster.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663J

Quick access of
desired setup screen
Start the Buddy setup program and press I!Z1 or ~
to move forward or backward
through the setup option
screens. You can also press
a "quick stroke" to go to the
desired screen (W for Worldtime, 0 for Default Directories, etc .. ) Also, pressing

IMENU I Settings will display
the pull-down menu from
which you can select the
option screens by title.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe /0: [72560,36J

File Keys open
files quickly, with
fewer keystrokes
An example will help clarify
this feature.
Let's say we keep personal files in A:\PERSONAL; a
directory on our memory
card. We can set up a "File
Key" to quickly access the
directory when we want to
load a file into an application.
To do this, we press IALTI~ f.ile Keys to go to Buddy's File Keys setup screen.
Tab down to Fl and key into
the first box the abbreviation
of the directory (e.g. "Pers"
for Personal). Press I < Tab > I
to go to the adjacent box and
enter the path to that directory (e.g. a:\personal\*" ). Press
I!!) to Quit Buddy setup.
Now, when you want to
open a file in an application,
go to that application and
press IMENU I File Open to
access the Open File window. Note the word "Pers" in
the bottom menu bar above
F1. Press ~ and Buddy
automatically switches to
A:\PERSONAL, and waits for
you to enter the desired
filename. You can also assign particular files to a function key. For example, you
could assign a:\personal\diary.doc to the F2 key.
The File Keys setup
screen lets you define three
sets of eight File Keys (F1F8). It also lets you assign
anyone of the three sets to
a specific application (Memo,
Phone, etc.). When you open
the application, that File Key
set will be displayed.
You can toggle to the
other two File Key sets by
pressing B or IJ while in
the File Open window. You
can also add the path currently being displayed in the
File Open window to the
current function key set. For
example, press I < Shift > I-I!!),
to add the path to I!!).
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe /0: [72560,36J
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"Default Directories"
are not automatic

How to
Use Bookmark

You can associate a directory with a specific application in Buddy's Default Directories screen. However, this
does not mean that the builtin application automatically
opens files from, or saves
files to this directory. From
an application's File Open
screen you have to press
IDELI IDELI in the application's File Open window to go
to that "Default Directory."
You can set the current
path ad the default on the fly
from an Open File window by
pressing I <Shift > II DELI.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

Bookmark makes it easy to
jump down a set number of
lines in a text file. To set a
bookmark in a document,
press I < Shift > I-I MENU I and 1,
2, or 3 (to assign the document to one of the three
bookmark sets). Then go to
the place in the document
you want to set the bookmark and press I < Shift > IIMENU I and a number between 1 and 9 (you have a
total of nine possible bookmarks in each document).
Then, when you want to
jump to a specific place in
your document (e.g. bookmark number 5) press IMENU I
5. Buddy's default bookmarks
are set 100 lines apart: Bookmark # 1 = 100 lines, #2 =
200 lines, etc.).
Note that the I < Shift > I key
is sticky on the 100LX and
you don't have to hold it
down to make the above key
combinations. In fact, if you
do hold it down, pressing
~~]-lMEN.!!) may not
work correctly.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

Quick way to make :\
in a DOS path
DOS commands often require a "path" statement that
tells DOS where to find a file.
For example, the command
d e 1 a : \ p ersonal \ memo . t x t

deletes the file MEMO.TXT
found in the PERSONAL
directory of the A: drive.
Buddy makes it easy to
create the :\ part of the path
statement. Go to the bottom
of Buddy's Keyboard Translations screen and check the
Change '\\' to ':' box. From
then on, whenever you double-click a backslash, Buddy
keys in :\ instead.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe /0: [72560,36J

Quickly create nonEnglish characters '
It's easy to key in a nonEnglish character if you assign it to a double-clicked
letter. As an example, let's
assign an umlauted A (A) to
the double-click A.
Go to Buddy's Keyboard
Translations setup screen
and position your cursor on
the A in the Double-click line.
Press IDELI to delete A and
then press ~-I < Shift > I ~
to insert A. Now, whenever
you want to create A, all you
have to do is double-click the
A.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J

Sticky Shift makes
cutting and copying
a breeze!
The feature is very handy for
cutting and copying in
MEMO. Go to Buddy's Keyboard Preferences screen
and select Sticky Shift highlight. Now to highlight text in
MEMO or a Full Notes
screen, press I < Shift > I once
and use the arrow keys to
select the desired text.
To Cut that text, press any
key . To Move that text, move
the cursor to the desired
position and press ~ B
(Paste). To Copy, or duplicate
the block of text you've just
cut, paste it back at the present location, then move the
cursor to the new position
and paste it there again.
Hal Goldstein
Publisher HP Palmtop Paper

User to User:

100LX Upgrade Concerns
and Some Useful Software
By Hal Goldstein

100LX Upgrade Concerns
There have been a number of legitimate complaints about HP's 100LX
1MB-to-2MB upgrade program. But
credit must still be given to HP for
making the upgrade available at all not the norm in the computer industry!
COMPLAINT ONE
The 1MB-to-2MB upgrade is only
available in the U.S.
This is the most serious complaint
in my mind. My understanding is
that HP is working on a more general solution, but there seems to be no

easy answer for this one.
Traditionally, HP tends to operate
in a decentralized fashion. Most U.S.
divisions are their own profit centers.
In addition, HP's international divisions are relatively independent entities with their own policies. What all
this means is that HP Corvallis cannot force HP entities outside the U.s.
to offer the upgrade. HP entities
outside the U.S. may not be able to
offer the upgrade because the logistics, government regulations, and
taxes involved make it difficult to sell
at a reasonable cost.
Even with these legitimate excus-

es, the lack of an international upgrade path is not a "customer-friendly" situation. As the world shrinks,
HP will have an even greater international presence. They must find a
solution to this type of problem.
COMPLAINT TWO
The upgrade costs too much at $300.
The truth is that the upgrade consists of more than just memory. HP is
swapping out the main system board
(with all ROM software, CPU, 2MB
of RAM etc). Still, $300 seems on the
high side. U.S. street prices for a 1MB
unit are about $475. And a 1MB
RAM memory card sells for around

RECEIVE WIRELESS ELECTRONIC MESSAGES & FILES
ON YOUR HP 95LX
FROM MOST E·MAIL SYSTEMS
Stay one call ahead of your competitors with

EMBARC

(Electronic Mail Broadcast To A Roaming Computer).

an advanced messaging service from Motorola. Computer users on most
public and private e-mail systems can send spreadsheets. database
updates and other important information to computers in the field at a
fraction of the cost of a long distance telephone call. Messages and files
are transmitted in native mode to a hub. where they are translated and
passed offseamlessly to EMBARC. Your message is sent over radio
waves to a small receiver that attaches easily to the HP 95LX using a
snap-in cradle. Sales reps and management receive last minute updates;
service personnel can be dispatched to job sites immediately.
And you're one call ahead of the competition.

To learn more about EMBARC and how to send wireless electronic messages
from your e-mail system, callBOO-333-6200 or fax: this form to 800-388-4147.
N.me _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Com~~

________________

~one

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

AddreM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_Zip,_ _ _ _ Ji'a" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I
_ _Fas. me information

_ _Send me a demo disk

_ _Call me right away

Motorola NewsStream Receiver &: EMBARC software: $483.00. Monthly EMBARC subscription: $15.00.

ADVANCED MESSAGING BY MOTOROLA
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$150. Still, given cost of materials and
all logistics involved, apparently $300
was what the finance people at HP
felt they needed to charge to make a
reasonable profit.
COMPLAINT THREE
The turn-around time on the upgrade
is slow.
On the average, you're without
your Palmtop for a little over a week.
For those of us dependent on this
little marvel, this is one long week! It
is really to bad tht HP couldn't express exchange units.
Despite these problems, the existing upgrade program is much better
than no program at all - which
would be the easiest solution for
Hewlett-Packard.
WHY UPGRADE AT ALL?
A 2MB Palmtop is important if you
use the PCMCIA slot for fax/modem,
and to a lesser degree for wireless
work. More internal RAM gives you
enough space to store fax software
and still leave room for data. Other
users might prefer to invest $300 in a
flash memory card since it will probably buy 2-4 times as much storage
space. I personally like having a 2MB
unit and a flash card. I have the
room to have my key files on the
100LX, and 1 keep them backed up
on the flash card as a safety measure.
Call 503-750-3850 in the U.S. for
more upgrade information. See page
7 of the Jan/Feb 94 issue for form.

Help for Users
of DOS Programs
Contributing editor, Mark Scardina,
has recently developed a number of
software programs to make life easier
for DOS users.
SET UP 100LX
DOS APPLICATIONS EASILY
I finally got around to installing
Mark's APPMAN program (a more
user-friendly, commercial version of
freeware APLOAD Ii available on
our 1993 Subscriber PowerDisk.) This
program takes much of the hassle out
o~ installing DOS software correctly
VIa the 100LX's Application Manager.

AppMan's simple menu lets you
install your DOS program, optimizing it for the HP 100LX. You can
specify the amount of System RAM
you want available for the DOS program. This makes it less likely that
you'll get a "not-enough-memory"
message when the program loads.
You can select whether you want the
program to run in CGA or MDA
graphics mode and configure some to
fit the size of screen. You can set the
directory you wish to start the program from, whether you want the
serial port on or off, and change
several other variables.
AppMan makes it easy to edit
these start up variables, and this
makes it easy for you to test different
configuration combinations and get
the right one. You'll be able to get
your DOS application configured
optimally and probably not have to
worry about it again.
MAKE MORE
SYSTEM RAM AVAILABLE
Mark has also released CLSFLR
.ZIPIi, a simple freeware program
for the 100LX that can save almost
60K of System RAM. (This gives you
room to run more applications at the
same time, or work with larger data
files).
As a precaution, HP configured
the 100LX so FILER is always running in System RAM (using about
58K). With this configuration, if you
run out of disk space while trying to
save an important file, you can access
FILER, delete some unnecessary files,
and save the file. However, many
users don't need this feature and
would prefer to have the System
RAM available. Mark's pr~gram
gives users the option of removing
FILER from permanent System RAM.
(lOOBuddy users may not want to
disable FILER, since one of Buddy's
enhancements allows you to easily
launch programs directly from FILER.)

OBMAX for OMNIBOOK USERS
Mark's OBMAX software aids OmniBook 300 and 425 owners in using
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PALMTOP ACCESSORIES
100 LX

OMNIBOOK

MEMORY CARDS
•
•
•
·
·
•

1MB SRAM . . .... . .... . . . . .... .. . . . .. $140
2MB SRAM . . .. . ......... . . .. . . .. ... . $249
1MB Backup Card .. ....... . . . . . ...... $ 95
10 MB ATA Flash Card .......... . .... . $650
85 MB Hardrive Type III Card . .. . . . ..... $499
Double Data Compression Software . .... $ 49

I/O CARDS
· 2400/9600 FAX/Modem Card ... ........ $175
• 10 Base T Ethern et LAN Card . ..... . .... $249
• SVGA Adaptor Card. . . . . . . .
. . ...... $389

IC CARD DRIVES
•
•
•
•

Externa l Parallel Port Drive. .. . ........ $175
Externa l Printer Port Drive ....... . ..... $249
Externa l Serial Port Drive ............... $249
Internall SA Bus Drive ................. $195

T::r Call for Complete Catalog T::r
Me and Visa Accepted

ENVOY

DATA

if'

CORPORATION

Telephone: (602) 892-095 4
FAX: (602) 892 -0029
953 E. Juanita Avenue, Su ite A
M esa, Ari zona 852 04

1-800-368-6971
DOS on their superportables. Follow
the short tutorial in the ACE manual
and free up System RAM for DOS
programs requiring a lot of memory.
Without OBMAX, OB 300 users will
be able to use at most 445K of System RAM for DOS applications. With
OBMAX, users can gain over 600K of
system RAM.
OBMAX comes with a text editor
and an easy-to-use program that will
let you swap AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS files, making it possible
to run your OmniBook in different
ways.
Since OBMAX fools the OmniBook into thinking part of the C
drive is the D drive, most users will
need to make at least 5MB of C drive
space available for D drive files to
use OBMAX.
Product Index: page 55
ON DISK index: page 56

Conquering the
L.A. Earthquake
with the HP Palmtop
Here's how Palmtops and wireless communications
help people stay in touch - and in business when the earth starts shaking!
HP Palmtop
Phone Home!
By David Shier
[David is now president of
SHIER Systems Software, a
company dedicated to developing and
marketing custom products and applications for the palmtop computer market.
See "About the author" page 36, this
issue for contact information.]
On January 17, 1994 at 3:30 a.m., I,
along with everyone else in Southern
California, was awakened by a major
earthquake measuring 6.7 on the
Richter Scale. Although I was lucky
that my home did not sustain major
damage, there was no immediate
way to inform my relatives and
friends that all was well.
Any major disaster makes communications difficult, if not impossible. For one thing, power plants have
remote sensors which alert the plant
that many power lines may be down.
In an effort to prevent further damage to the power grid, as well as
prevent people from being electrocuted by the downed power lines, the
power plants go into an automatic
shutdown mode. The power company must then inspect the area before
bringing the power plant back online. In this case, power was off for
more than 12 hours as far north as
Santa Barbara.
More importantly, the phone

system was affected. This was more
due to an overload of calls than anything else. The first thing that happened was my phone went dead.
This was normal because the first
thing the phone system does when it
senses a heavy overload of calls is to
go into "emergency mode." Then
phone lines are only available to
police, fire departments, and other
emergency services.
I was eventually able to get a dial
tone, but it was still next to impossible to call anywhere within Southern
California. This was due to the fact
that about 90% of the available phone
lines were allocated for calls outside
this area. I could call outside Southern California, but no one could call
in.
The best way for me to get the
word out was to send an E-Mail message on my 100LX (by the light of a
flashlight) to my brother in Virginia.
Since the text can be transmitted
much faster than talking (and with
greater accuracy) I could get more
information out and tie up the limited phone lines less. Also, the message allowed my brother to relay the
information without forgetting a
detail or misquoting me.
I use acCIS iii on the 100LX. It
provides a phone number list for
selecting the CompuServe node to be
used. I had the phone number for the
high-speed node in Columbus, OH
from my last visit. Since I couldn't
call the local node, I used that. In
fact, most of the messages posted

from Southern California that day
used nodes from outside the area.
After an hour or so, I was also
able to call him (the power was still
off, and I could still only make long
distance calls). Of course, I used the
Palmtop to find his phone number. I
told him all was well and to let the
rest of the family know I was OK.
I also posted a similar message on
the CompuServe HPHAND forum
since many of my friends on that
forum know I live in Southern California. I was hoping to hear from
other HPHAND members in the area
to see if they were all right as well.
These messages went out within
an hour of the quake, but it would
not have been possible to send them
without a battery powered modem
and computer.
During the next meeting of the
HP LX user's group (LaX-LUG), I
asked other members how they used
the Palmtop after the quake. We got
a lot of good ideas for preparing for
any future disasters:
1. Keep emergency numbers in your

Palmtop's phone book file.
2. Create a database with an inventory of major household items (with
serial numbers where applicable) for
your insurance company.
3. Keep a database of insurance policy numbers and any important phone
numbers such as the insurance company, banks, credit card companies,
etc ..
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4. Designate a friend or relative outside of your geographical area to be
the point of contact for everyone to
call.
I assume that the story about placing
the 100LX on edge to keep a collapsed roof off of someone's head
was tongue-in-cheek, but you never
know!
We all know what a great tool the
Palmtop is, but with a little advanced
planning, it can be an even greater
asset in an emergency.

Palmtops Protect
Your Business in
Emergencies
By Michael Miora
Miora Systems Consulting, Inc.
[Mr. Miora has been designing computer
systems and recovery plans for government and industry for the past 17 years.
He teaches, gives seminars, and provides
Business Resumption Planning, Computer Security and Project Management
consulting services for business and
government. He is also the national
spokesperson on disaster recovery issues
for the National Computer Security Association (NCSA).
Mr. Miora invites suggestions, comments and criticisms. Please contact:
Michael Miora, Miora Systems Consulting, Inc., p.o. Box 6028, Playa del Rey,
CA 90296; Phone: 310-306-1365; Modem: 310-305-1493; CIS ID: [73770,
1475]; Internet ID: 73770.1475@compuserve.com.]
On January 17, 1994, Los Angeles
suffered a major earthquake. Geologists called it a moderate quake, but
to people fearful of losing their businesses it was anything but moderate!
Two days after a disaster like the
L.A. quake, your company's data
center may be up and running again
using information that is only 3 days
old. You've got the raw data, but
without phone lines, LANs, and
other client/server capabilities, your
business may be "off line."
Could your sales people call in
their sales? Could your customer

PCMCIA-ATA data transfer path
between your Palmtop and virtualJy
any 16-bit ISA DOS PC ... making
your PCMCIA-ATA storage devices
as easy to use as a floppy.
ATA{X supports ATAFlash Cards
and 1.8" Hard Disks, accommodates
"Hot" insertions/removals, uses
standard MS-DOS utilities such as
F-Disk and Format, and operates
independently of the PC BIOS.
Available in internal (mounts in a
3.5" drive bay) or external configurations,
the ATA{X can be added to your system
even if it's technically full ... and the
need for complicated Card and Socket
services is eliminated.

Call Todm For ~lore Information

(800) 995-4453

ProTege Corporation

ProTege
4165 East La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim, Calif. 92807
(714) 961 -7030 FAX (714) 961-1162

'" Protege Corporation Trademark

service people service your customers? Could shipping ship? Could
receiving receive? You would be unable to fulfill your business missions
with only a data center up and running.

Enter the HP Palmtop, that portable DOS marvel that can store data
and take over some emergency communications functions faster than you
can turn on your Pc. If you've given
your people a little data and lots of

RadioMaii User Scoops News Services:
Reports Los Angeles EarthQuake
A Washington Times article published shortly after the quake reported that Jim Opfer, a telecommunications consultant in Torrance, Califomia, may have been the first to notify the outside world about
the devastating L.A. quake.
Jim is an active user of the RadioMail wireless messaging service. Seconds after the quake began, Jim sent a message about it to a number of RadioMail subscribers around the nation.
There are a number of public on-line networks in the U.S. and around the world, including
CompuServe, Internet, America Online, and Prodigy. RadioMail and other wireless services can
broadcast to other wireless subscribers, or can link up to these on-line services and broadcast vital
information, when it happens. In fact, according to the Times article, many of these on-line networks
reported increases in traffic shortly after the quake, as people tried to get word on friends and
relatives in Southern California.
The author of the Times article is a 100LX and RadioMaii user, and received nearly a score of
quake-related messages in the hours after the quake. The E-mail messages were transmitted to his
Motorola InfoTAC modem by Ardis, a radio data network based near Chicago.
The Times article did not indicate whether Jim was an HP Palmtop user on not, but he must have
used some battery-powered portable or palmtop computer. His story and those of David Shier,
Michael Miora, and Dagoberto Garcia, document the value Palmtops, E-mail and wireless communication proved to be for persons and businesses jolted by the recent quake.
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portable, friendly, and useful Palmtop power, you may be able to stay
in business.
Palmtop equipment, together with
notebook computers and desktop
PCs, can provide an inexpensive way
to bridge the gap between the data
center computer specialists and the
people who keep your business going. Business Resumption Plannirfg
using palmtop technology can help
you survive. Remember, 43% of companies that experience major disasters
go out of business within one year.
Understanding and acting on these
issues may keep your business from
becoming part of that statistic.

Small Computers
Empower Modern Business
Information technology enables companies to gain a competitive edge by
providing customers with timely,
accurate information. One overnight
delivery service recently aired a television commercial boasting that the
customer could immediately obtain
the status of a delivery order - anytime. That capability exists because
the company maintains a database
that keeps track of each package or
letter. Delivery personnel equipped
with handheld computers notify the
database through wireless channels
as an item passes a checkpoint, or is
delivered. All the customer needs to
do is access a database to find out
where his package or letter is.
Customer service is just one area
in which information technology has
become important. From order entry
to customer support, purchasing
through production, and from receiving to shipping, information technology provides companies with new
and better ways to operate. From
forklifts outfitted with wireless computers to sales people on the road
typing into their Palmtops, technology has grown beyond a reporting
tool; it is an integral part of corporate
operations and plays a key role in
achieving and maintaining the competitive advantage.

What Do You Need to
Protect in a Disaster?
You need to protect more than your
data. You need to protect your ability

to conduct business. Over the past
two decades we have brought processing power from large main
frames, into our work rooms, onto
our desktops and into our pockets.
Our information has moved with it,
from the data center's tape storage
room to the desktop disk drive, to
the PCMCIA card, and the Automatic
Call Distribution (ACD) and messaging systems.
Protecting the data center and the
information it contains is still important, but it is no longer enough. It
may not even be the place to begin.
The data center may require 48 hours
or more to become operational at a

backup site. A company cannot wait
that long to continue operating.
Companies need more than a
Disaster Recovery Plan. All companies should have a Business Resumption Plan to ensure that the company:
1. Protects its assets and resources,
2. Reduces the risks associated with
disasters,
3. Provides the capability to continue operating during a disaster,
4. Plans for recovery and a return to
normal operations.
A good Business Resumption Plan
helps ensure that even if a disaster

Introducing Pocket-Consultant™
- the PC Card Software Series
Over 50 New Titles
FundWatch*
$169
Portfolio Analyzer*
299
RentalManager*
189
Market Strategist
599
Construction Estimator 329
GraphMaster*
99
AlgeTutor*
79
Finance *
99
MusicBase*
169
HoroScopicsl/*
79
DiskCalculas
79
StampBase *
79
Geome Tutor *
79
CapBud
219
PalmReader *
79
Investors Accountant *
DietHelper*
169
Home Inventory*
119
Astro Tutor *
99
ChemCalc *
79
Stock Portfolio *
129
Trig Tutor
79
CoinBase *
169
Gravitator*
89
Bearings *
79
TarotMaster*
79
PsychStat
399
RuneMaster*
79
PhysiCalc
79
FinancialSuper*
119
Business Directories *
TravelWare*
139
All programs compatible
with HP OmniBook 300 and
most PCMCIA systems.
* Also runs on HP 100LX

Timberlake Industries
7420 Unity Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN USA 55443
Tel: (612) 229-6260
Fax: (612) 566-6727
Lines open 24 hours,
7 days a week

We also carry:
• Palmtops
• Memory cards
• Accessories

New Product:
15 Transparent Language®Collections *
- Learn a Foreign Language on Your HP
67 titles in Spanish, French, Italian, Latin and
German. (See ad elsewhere in this magazine)

• Special Introductory Offer: Only $179
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Magnify! - Software Magnifying Lens

Magnify!
498 -555 - 1961
292 - 555 - 1929
215 - 555 - 1965

415 - 555- 1865
202 - 555 - 1837
215 - 555 - 1869

_Cloy"land
____
II!IIIl!!!D
__
_
_
GrOYQr
692 - 555
- 1885
505- 5551897
303 - 555 - 1945

Best Selling Contact Management now available for the lOOLX

Adjusta b le sizes
lX, 2X, 3X a nd 4X

·~~Gf;~~~·· 91 :':~~:~5 -ij,i~::l
Harry S. TrLD'UUl

ACT! for HP Palmtops 1.1

NEW!

HP lOOLX Softwore Magnifying Lens

Abrah_ Lincaln
AndrQW Jackeon
AndrQW JDhnson

Best Selling Contact Manager

719- 555 - 1953

Move magnffyIng window with
cursor keys

ACT! for HP Palmtops features
Fully Integrated Contact Manager
Seamless d ata exchange ond updoting with ACT! for PC's
Expense Trocking. Reporting and Colendar Manag ement
Imp orts standard HP Phonebook and Comma Delimited Format Files
Schedule Calls. Meetings and Tasks integrated with your client list

Newl Magnlfyl for lOOLX
.t Pop-Up Magnific ation from 1X to 4X
.t Hotkey a ctlvation in any Built-In Application
.t Auto Alignment with Unes and Columns In PhoneBook
.I Remembers and retums to last p osition in ea c h Application
.t Move Lens with Quic k Keys and Arrow Keys

.t
.t
.t
.t
.t

Magnify! (CI240) forHP 100LX ................ .. .................. . ........................... ... ..

ACT! for HP Palmtops wilh lOOLX Support (CI255) ..

$19_00

.. ......................

$99_00

HP Palmlop Connecllvify Cable and File Transfer Software (CI260) ......... $39 _00

CheckBook Credit Card $$ Management

High Speed Modem-Phone Interface

Check View!
Checkbook Management for Ihe lOOLX

Supports European
DatelS Formats

/'

Supports multiple

Account Flies

..............

Checkbook
Interface
Instant Acc ount
Summary

Supports

CheckView!

05/ 11/93
9: 01 aoo
BANKAMER
Type: Bank
12/10 Baby Bell Telephone Co
38.66
1992 S Long distance calls
310
Telephone
$
3,624.74

File:

12/ 10
1992
311
12/15
1992 S

West Side Utility Co.
NovePlber electric bill
Utilities
$
Ajax Manufacturing Co.
Gross salary

196.28
3,428.46
1,125.00

C hecks, Stocks
Cred it Cards
Loons etc.

Running

/'

DEPx ~~I
1~3.46
1!!IIIIIfmnwIB!--""---.J-----:

On"lne Help / '---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Balance

Searc h for
transa ction history

CheckVlewl features

High Speed Modem-Phone Inlertace

.t The Ideal Quicken companion in your pocket
.t Instontly keeps track of your Checks. Deposits. Cash and Credit

./ Connects any modem to Digital or Analog Phones
.t Supports Full Speed Modem d a ta rates
.t Battery or AC adapter Operation
./ Worry-free modem connections to any phone with a
detachable handset
./ 4 level selecto r for optimum ma tc hing
.t Simple plug-In installation and removal

Card charges as the transaction is mode

.t Simple checkbook user intertace w~h On-line help
.t Import and export data with Quicken. Managing Your Money
and progroms that support QIF ond WK1 files

.t Creates WK1 flies for analysis with Lotus 1-2-3
.t Now supports Quicken 7.0 and Quicken 3.0 for Windows
Check View! (CI205) New Version ................. ..

............... ................ $49.00

Modem-Phone Interface (P4 112)

............... $129

I

Other HP Palmtop Software & Accessories

Other HP Palmtop Software & Accessories
Entertainment

Other HP Palmtop Software
ClODS - SWITCH! for HP 9SLX on 3.S" disk
Multi-tasking Software. customized Blue keys and control panel .

G2001 . Classic Lunar Lander Game on 3.S" disk

Sc ore 2000 p aints and rece ive a 10% d iscaunt o n ANY AC E pro duc t ... $19

..... $29

ClODS - fastWRITE! Word Processor-lOO,OOO words Spell Checker
Imports WordPerfect. MSword. Zooms between 40.64.80 c olumn

G 1001 - GameCard volume I. on PCMCIA ROM card

Total of 14 c lassic games - Tetris. Po ker. C raps . Othello a nd m a re ......... $79

.$59

ClOSS - fastCOMM! Communications Software

Supports up to 14.4kbps. macro commands. CIS-B and more .. .... .......... $59

C110S - fastLlNE! fast Outliner and Text Processor

Supports up to 8MB files with auto time stamping ......................... .. .. ....... $49

C109S - fastNOTES! Electronic Pop-Up Notes

Free-format database with global searching capabilities ...................... $49

New! Battery Management Software for HP 100LX (May '94)
BADman 2.0 for HP 100LX. Battery Management Software ............ $39
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH 1100mAH batteries ........ .. ........ .. ............... $49
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH 1100mAH batteries & charger ................ $59

C106S - myREMOTE. software turns HP 9SLX into N remote ............ $29

PCMCIA Storage Cards
A2001 DoubleCard 1M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ...................... .. .$109
A2002 DoubleCard 2M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ...... ...... .. .. .. ... .... $174
A2004 DoubleCard 4M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ........................ .$289
A 1003 ACEcard S12KB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ............................ $99
A 1004 ACEcard 1MB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ................... .. ..... $154
A 1006 ACEcard 2MB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ................ .... .. .. .. $279
DoubleFlash Solid State Storage ....................... .. .......... See Back Cover
HP 9SLX PC Serial Cable (not for HP 1OOLX) ..................
.. .......... $15
GEN-3012 PCMCIA Parallel Port C ard Drive .................. .... ...... ....... $179

Your Complete HP Portable Computing Solution
HP IOOLX-2MB Basic System (New!)
HP lOOLX-2MB with AppMAN! ...................... ..

Hewlett Packard HP IOOLX -2MB
Now with 2MB of built-in RAM. The additional
storage now allows for convenient use of
PCMCIA card modems such as the MegaHertz X-Jack. Read and respond to you
electronic mail anytime, anywhere.
With the addition of an ACE
DoubleFlash storage card , you
can run programs such as ACT!
and hundreds of other PC
applications on your HP 100LX.
Enjoy the smallest and lightest PC
by HP. Just slip it into your pocket!

.......................... $729.00

HP 100LX-2MB Serial Cable Kit
PC serial cables & Serial Adopters, AppMAN ! .................. ..

......... $779.00

HP 100LX-2MB with Connectivity Pack
Connectivity Pock, AppMan! ........................ .

............... $829.00

HP IOOLX-2MB Complete System
HP 1OOLX with AppMAN!, HP Connectivity Pack
AC Adapter, Rechargeable batteries and DoubleFlash
Complete System with DoubleFlash 5M ........ ...... .... ....
... $1. 179
Complete System with DoubleFlash 10M ........ .. .. .. .......... " .... ...... .$1.239
Complete System with DoubleFlash 20M .................................. ... $1.449
Complete System with DoubleFlash 40M ......
.. ........ .. ... $1.849

HP IOOLX-l MB Basic System

Co mplete line of HP l OOLX Syste ms ................................. ................ from $529.00

HP Palmtop Accessories

HP Palmtop Communications Products

Hewlett Packard Accessories

High Speed Acoustic Coupler

F1021A - HP 100LX Connectivity Pack.......
.. .... .. ............ ........... $109
F1011A - HP 100LX AC/DC Adapter/Charger (95/l00LX) ................ $39
F1015A - HP 100LX to PC Serial Cable (95/l00LX) ............ .. .. .... .......... $25
Fl016A - HP 100LX to Macintosh Serial Cable (95/100LX) .. ...... .. ....... $25
F1023A - Extra Adapters (null modem, printer, 9 to 25) .. .... .. .... ...... .. .$25
F1027A - HP 100LX Accessory Cradle ........ .................................... ...... $98

Connect to any phone in the World

Print from ACT! and built-in HP Palmtop
applications to any parallel printer
anywhere, anytime.
Connects directly between your HP
serial cable and printer. Self powered,
no batteries required.

High performance Acoustic Coupler for
your HP 95/100LX modem (PCMCIA or
external). Communicates at 2400bps
with standard payphones and up to
14.4kbps with electronic phones.
A4204 Acoustic Coupler ................ .. $129

MegaHertz X-Jack
Fax Modem for the HP IOOLX
Features their X-Jack connector - No
external adapters or speCial cables
required . ACE-FAX send/rec eive software for the HP 100LX included.

Serial to Parallel Converter ...... ", ....... $79

HP OmniBook Super Portable PC

NEW!
HP OmniBook 430 486SLC Super
Portable PC . Now with up to
105MB (doubled to over 200MB
with included data compression!). Expandable to 6MB
of RAM. Pre-installed with
DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1
(Enhanced mode) and HP's
Windows PIM applications.

HP OmniBook Super Portable Systems
08425 w/ 105MB Hard Drive, OBmax, QLinkll & Stacker .. ........ .. .. $2.149
OB425 w/ DoubleFlash 20M, OBmax, QLinkll & Stacker .... ....... ... $2.090
08425 w/ DoubleFlash 40M, OBmax, QLinkll & Stacker .. ............ $2.495
08430 w/ 40MB Hard Drive, 2MB RAM, QLinkll & Stacker 3 .......... $1.195
08430 w/ 105MB HardDrive, 4MB RAM, QLink!1 & Stacker 3 .... .... $1.395
08430 w/ 105MB HardDrive, 6MB RAM, QLinkll & Stacker 3 ........ $1.595
Fl040A - HP OmniBook fax / modem comm. pac k ..... .. ........ .... ..... $379
F1041 A - HP OmniBook 2MB system RAM expansion card ............ .$179
Fl 042A - HP OmniBook 4MB system RAM expansion card .... .... ..... $379
Fl045A - HP OmniBook Rechargeable NiMH battery pack ............. $99
PacRim P35 - 3.5" 1.44MB/720KB External Floppy .......................... ... $199
MAX 105 - Maxtor 105MB Type III PCMCIA HardDrive
Quiet, low power, high capacity & fast spin-up .............. $579
New! Maxtor 105MB - with Driver ROM card for OmniBook 300 .. ,,$599

IN2496 - 2400/ 9600 X-Jack .... .. ......... .$249
IN1414 - 14.4K/ 14.4K X-Jack .... " ...... .. $369

External Modem for the
HP IOOLX
Features the 18" DirectCable to your HP 100LX.
Receive and send
FAXes directly from
Storage Cards. ACEFAX send/receive software for the HP 100LX
included.
Powered by a 9V battery - does not use your
Palmtop's batteries.
EX2496 - 2400/9600 baud Fax Modern (with Direct Cable) ...... " .... ...... $139
EX1414 - 14.4/l4.4k baud Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ........ .......... $279

To Order Call 7-800-825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.
2880Zonker Rood, # 703 Son Jose CA 95734 U.S.A. (408) 428-9722 Fox (408) 428-9727
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destroys a major facility, the company will survive.

The HP Palmtop Advantage
The HP Palmtop provides three critical advantages unique to handheld
devices. First, complete portability
helps ensure that your people will
have the equipment and information
with them when they need it. The
Palmtop has strong database capabilities and can contain the names, emergency contact phone numbers, and
other information about key corporate personnel. Your phone book file
can be your central repository for
emergency numbers. You can keep a
regularly updated database of customer contact and order information
on your Palmtop. You could even use
one of those DOS "stick figure" diagramming programs to draw simple,
but functional maps with instructions
on where to go, and how to get there
in an emergency. Your Palmtop can
also store your insurance policy
numbers and bank emergency access
PIN numbers.
Notebook computers also can be
used as business resumption tools,
but they are frequently left in the
office when the employee goes home.
A Palmtop easily fits in a pocket,
purse or briefcase, and is seldom left
in the office.
Second, wired and wireless communications capabilities of the Palmtops increase the probability that
information and messages can flow
as needed. Plug your Palmtop into a
Wide Area Network (WAN) outlet
and exchange regular mail messages
with a host of WAN messaging systems. Connect to some cellular systems, and communicate via special
messaging systems, CompuServe or
Internet, and even to your company's
backup LAN gateway.
The phones may be down, but the
information can still flow with services like RadioMail. Using a cellular
modem, you can broadcast emergency electronic mail and facsimile transmissions to key customers, alternate
sites, and to recovery teams. For your
customer, everything is all right as
long as you can make your schedule.
A properly implemented Business
Resumption Plan supported by palmtop equipment insures that you can

stay in touch with your customer,
and stay on schedule.
Third, palmtop equipment can
help the individual employee in his
personal life. Whether it's balancing
a household budget in Lotus, or
using wireless communications to
contact relatives after an earthquake,
the employee learns the benefits of
the equipment, and uses it more
effectively in business. Encourage
your people to use their Palmtop for
personal needs and they'll always
have it with them for business emergencies.
Your people are motivated to
learn and use the capabilities of their
Palmtop and have the Palmtop and
related equipment with them when
they need it. Further, they can carry
on vital business communications
when the regular channels are disrupted.
The combination of these three
factors, along with a well thought out
Business Resumption Plan, can make
your business more survivable in an
emergency.

Los Angeles
in Darkness
By Dagoberto Garcia
[Dagoberto is the equipment maintenance supervisor for the Los Angeles
County Transportation Authority, a
system serving approximately 7 million
people living in L.A. County. He is
fascinated with computers and Palmtops,
and enjoys developing 1-2-3 spreadsheets
and finding new ways to utilize his
100LX. He is married and has three children.}
I was working in the office at the
L.A. County Transportation Authority the morning this earthquake began. I have been through a few
Southern California earthquakes in
my time. Unlike the '71 quake, this
one felt like it would never end.
As we ran out into the yard, I remember thinking something was
going to fall on me. It was 4:31 a.m.
and we were in the process of rolling
out the buses for the day. The whole
city went black. I've never seen Los
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PRINT FROM
YOUR PALMTOP
ParaJlnk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 95 or 100. One end
of ParaIiDk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.
ParaIInk 3 is battery powered, light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
loOrder:
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Angeles in complete darkness. Then
the darkness was marred by power
transformers exploding around the
city. The shaking was over in 15
seconds, but the clean up is still going on.
We had to find the emergency
generator and turn it on manually.
That only lit the office. We were
finally able to get one emergency
phone line out to the head office and
were able to coordinate the emergency use of the Los Angeles bus system. I was unable to contact my family for several hours because the
regular phone lines were down.
I used my 100LX to do a head
count and locate my personnel. I
have a database that includes information on bus lines, which buses are
assigned to each line, who is supposed to be driving, and which buses
were unavailable for use. No one was
hurt at our facility. Unfortunately,
many others in the Los Angeles area
were.
This wasn't the "big one," but it
was big enough! I was fortunate to
have a cellular phone, which worked
perfectly when the rest of the phone
lines were down. I'll get another
cellular phone for my wife - just in
case!
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Professing Made Easy
by the HP Palmtop
II

II

The HP Palmtop earns better-than-passing
marks from this communications professor
for its ability to track grades, attendance,
tests, committee work, research and writing.
By Mary Rivers
Five years ago, when I finished my
doctoral course work and began
teaching, I started fantasizing about a
small portable device that would
organize my multi-task life. I wanted
a device that could store references in
a database, track student grades via a
spreadsheet, and contain lecture outlines for teaching. The Sharp Wizard
came out and I examined its capabilities: didn't like it. I checked out Casio's RO.s.S.: didn't like it. Radio
Shack's Infomator? Not! Then, in
March of 1992, I discovered the HP
95LX. Certain that it would be a
waste of money, just a cute gadget, I
bought one on 30 day approval. In
two days it had demonstrated such
awesome capabilities that since then
I haven't let it out of my sight, except
when I upgraded to a 100LX. Since
the HP Palmtop is one of the few
tools in life that is actually within the
economic means of the poorly-paid
professor, I felt that others might like
to hear about my experience.

Varied Activities to Track
As a professor at a small private
university, I have extremely varied
needs. I need to keep track of lectures, grades, attendance, tests, students for whom I am advisor, appointments, committee work, research in progress, and writing, as
well as the appointments and records
for my personal life. To add to my

difficulty, I live 55 miles from my
office. Computers are available in
both places, but making sure that the
materials I need are at the right location at the right time is tricky. The
HP Palmtop has simplified this task
immensely, making my life livable.

Teaching and Administering
a Class with 1·2·3 and MEMO
The two Palmtop applications I use
the most are Lotus 1-2-3, for grades
and attendance (and our household
budget), and MEMO, for all my lectures and tests. I have three spreadsheets, one for each course I teach. I
have close to a hundred MEMO files
containing my lectures, named to
denote course and topic. I use system
macros to automate the loading of
these files, making them easily available.
At the beginning of each semester,
I enter all my classes into my appointment book, along with the
names of the relevant lecture files.
I enter the student names in
spreadsheets, one for each class (see
PROFF.ZIP Ii). I keep my lectures in

individual MEMO files. Each lecture
file is named to remind me what's in
it. For example, the lecture on verbal
communication in the basic communications course, is 100VERB.DOC.
When it comes time to use that lecture in a specific class, I rename the
file with the course number followed
by "TODAY". So my lecture file for
the verbal communications lecture in
the Basic Communications 100
course, changes to 100TODAY.TXT.
Once my courses are finalized and
I've scheduled my lectures, I attach a
macro (a different macro for each
course) to each class appointment (an
idea I picked up from The HP Palmtop Paper) . Ten minutes before class
time, the macro automatically loads
the appropriate lecture into MEMO
and the proper grade/attendance
spreadsheet into Lotus. When I step
into the classroom and press ION I, the
spreadsheet is ready for me to take
attendance, and the lecture is one key
press away. Once the lecture notes
are used, I change the lecture file
back to its original mnemonic name
and rename the lecture file for the

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Rivers, PhD., is an assistant professor of Communication
at Millikin University in Central fllinois. She teaches a variety
of courses (Intercultural Communication, Persuasion,
Interpersonal Communication). Her research focuses on
Alzheimer's Disease and the effect it has on language and
cognition. She likes doing anything that means being out of
doors and sometimes takes work along, via the HP Palmtop.
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next class. The process repeats itself.
Here's the complete macro for the
basic communication course, C0100:

Discover PCMCIA
On Your Desktop

{Memo} {Menu}foa : \teach\lOOtoday
{Enter} {123} {Menu}frlOO{Enter}
{Memo} starts MEMO; {Menu}fo - goes to the Open File
dialog box; a:\leach\100Ioday{Enler} - loads file named
"10Otoday" located on my memory card in the A:\TEACH
directory; {123} - goes to 1·2-3; {Menu}fr100{Enler} loads the spreadsheet named "100" found in the 1-2-3
default directory. (Macro file PROFF.MAC archived in
PROFF.ZIP Ii .)
Create an appointment to run a macro as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Press ~ in APPT to add an appointment.
In the Description field, enter two vertical "piping
symbols" (shifted backslash key, by the Esc key) followed by the number of the macro (i.e. 1110 for the
macro Fn-F10).
Set the desired Start T;me.
Make sure the Alarm field is enabled.
Set the Leadtime to O.
Put a Q in the Location field.

You must create a separate appointment to run a macro.
You cannot just add 1110 to the end of an existing appointment. For more on running programs or system macros
with APPT, see page 13-18 in HP 100LX User's Guide.

I find it particularly advantageous to
be able to alter my lecture notes
quickly and efficiently, to make notes
to myself about possible test questions, to note where I ended a particular topic or where examples or an
exercise seemed to be needed. I do
this right after class, and thus my
revisions and additions for the next
term are completed.
When it is time to create a test, I
use FILER VIEW to review past lectures while I work in MEMO creating
the questions. I can then either copy
the test file from the Palmtop to the
desktop PC or print directly from the
Palmtop. If I've been particularly
good and inserted test questions into
my lecture notes at the end of each
lecture, I just merge the lectures together and edit out everything except
the questions. Either way, test making is simplified and secure - the
only test copy (other than the one the
copy center uses) is on the Palmtop,
which is with me at all times.
My students like having their
grades and attendance records available instantly. The 100LX has a feature that I yearned for with the 95LX:
the ability to insert the day's date in

Introducing SCM's SwapBox™ family
of PCMCIA desktop card drives - the
industry's first PCMCIA Rev. 2.X card
drives made with the desktop computer
user in mind.
The SwapBoxn • provides a full-function peripheral socket which will allow
you to plug in and use standard memory
cards and fax/ modems, LAN adapters
and many more PCMCIA cards. The
SwapBox™ offers the ultimate "bridge"
between your desktop PC and any PCMCIA equipped portable computer. Share
the wide variety of function cards available today and save on the cost of
peripherals - link to the new world of
PCMClA .
With SwapBox'sTM user-friendly software and high-performance hardware,
the desktop computer user can take full
advantage of all the intrinsic features
and functions that PCMCIA offers:
• Small form factor peripherals
• Share peripherals between platforms
• Secure, removable data storage
• Access hundreds of multi-function
PC Card solutions
• Rugged, reliable and pOitable

The SCM SwapBox™
SCM offers an extensive line of both
internal and external solutions to accommodate many different desktop environments. Call your SCM sales representative today to learn more ab o ut the
advantages of PCMCIA and the many
options available to you.

The SCM SwapBox™
The Ultimate Desktop Mobility Tool.

u.s..

~

SCM Microsystems, Inc.
985 University Avenue, Suite 7
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: (408) 395-9292
Fax: (408) 395-8782

SCM Microsystems, Gmbh
FraunhoferstraBe 11 a
82152 Martinsried, Germany
Phone: 4989 859-8702
Fax: 4989 859-5806

MICROSYSTEMS

Cl I994 SCMMictMystems. Inc. SwapBoxTII is a registered tradem:uic: of SCM Microsystems, Inc. All other tro.demarks are the property oftbeir respective 1lo1ders.

a spreadsheet cell. With the 95LX, I
maintained a running tally of the
number of absences for each student,
but the 100LX lets me record the
actual dates missed. I've created a
simple system macro ( {Date) {Enter} )
that automates this for me. Since my
appointment book tracks lecture
topics and due dates, I can compare
days absent with my calendar and
determine not only how often a student has been absent but also what
work / topics / assignments were
missed as a result. And of course the
spreadsheet makes it possible for me
to do some "what-if" calculations to
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determine what grade a student
needs on the next assignment to earn
or hold a particular grade.
For instance, there are 500 possible points for a student to earn in my
Fundamentals of Communication
class. Grades are computed on a
standard curve: 90% (450 points)
equals an A, 80% (400 points) equals
a B and so on. Let's say Joe would
like to know if, having 150 points of
assignments remaining in the semester, he can still pull a B in the class
with his current 76%. I enter the
following formula into a blank cell in
the row with his current grades

(which were entered as number of
points, not letters or percentages).
400-@sum(cell range for his grades)

The result is the number of points Joe
needs to earn in his remaining assignments (400-266=134). If the number is greater than 150, he can't get
that B. In this example, I can tell Joe
that he can make it if he really works
hard, much harder than he has to
date.
There's another scenario that frequently occurs. Often students with
strong A's in a course want to know
what they can earn on their final
exam and hold the A. So if Lee currently has 376 points with 100 remaining for the final, I can calculate
her lowest possible final grade with
the same formula, in this case using
450 points, the minimum number of
points for an A, as the first number.
I can then tell Lee that she needs a C
(74 points) on her final to hold her
grade.
I can also do the computations to
determine if it's worth a student's
time to rewrite a paper for a better
grade, or do some extra credit. I hate
reducing intellectual growth to a final
grade, but even students have to
decide at times where their effort is
most needed. Of course, students
could do these calculations on their
own if they kept track of their grades
(my own children have refined this
to an art), but it's rather frightening
the number of college students who
don't have the math skills to figure
out how to do this. So I help them
out, and in the process, they learn
some basic math.

Using Note Taker and Memo
for Writing Projects
When I first purchased the 100LX, I
couldn't imagine a use for the Note
Taker - it seemed redundant. But
now I use it extensively: to keep
track of household tasks, Christmas
gift lists, course changes in the
works, committee tasks, and lists of
good wines, good books, good
quotes, and more. It is also good as
an incubator for new writing.

Even though I don't work at a research institution, I do a considerable
amount of writing. I typically begin a
piece in a NOTE TAKER file, listing
points I want to cover, literature to
check, interesting ideas. Once I'm
ready to treat a piece seriously, I
move the material to MEMO. At
present I have stored in my Palmtop
a nursing home handbook, a mystery
novel, a short story (which just won
2nd prize in a national contest!), a
poem, a research paper, a project
proposal, my curriculum vita, a
workshop outline, and this article. I
even download sections of larger
documents to work on in the car or
while watching a swim meet. I have
found that my writing grows almost
effortlessly because I can sit in a cozy
spot (library, park, or in front of the
fireplace) and work when inspired in
odd little moments. Enough of those
odd moments, and I have a substantial amount of work done.

Data Comm Facilitates
Collaboration
with Colleagues
Some of the work I do requires collaboration with colleagues at other
institutions, so I use INTERNET
extensively to stay in touch and to
send files back and forth. There's a
modem on my PC at home, but
sometimes working from the porch
or the bedroom is preferable.
I use a PCMCIA card Fax/
Modem with my Palmtop for communications. I am able to dial in to
the huge library system at the University of Illinois and search their
databases for necessary materials. I
can keep in touch with people
around the world (like my daughter
at college in Pennsylvania). I log on
to CompuServe for the latest market
report, new tricks for the Palmtop (in
the HP HAND forum) or weather
forecast via CompuServe's National
Weather Service reports. This was

InlelliLink®
"lte 'n'e"igen' Linle
• Transfers/Translates important data between your HP Palmtop and desktop PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP Palmtop and PC data in synch!
11o~-l~"'-wr.",.:.t'I ti..v-C.J4/l.-.y.-;j.r.{'r~:I'... ,:~...
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"IntelliLink surpasses other desktop-to-palmtop
links in its ease of use, its smart way of handling
of data fil es, and its error correction features
during uploads and downloads."

Windows Sources
June, 1993
"IntelliLink is a major step forward in the effort
to make your palmtop and desktop machines a
smoothly functioning team ."

PC Magazine,
April 28, 1992
"IntelliLink removes the user from the
complex ities of accurately translating data
between fil e formats."

The HP Palmtop Paper,
MarchiApril1992

..... ~
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ACT! for Windows
ASCII (CSV) Files
CaLANdar
Commence
dBASE
ECCO
Excel
Lotus Organizer
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PackRat
Paradox
Schedule+
Sidekick 2.0
Windows
Cardfile/Calendar
Word for Windows

All products listed are trademarks or trade
names of their respective entities.

To order or for more info contact:
Intellilink Corp.
One Tara Blvd. , Suite 210
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817
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particularly useful this past December when we were driving to West
Virginia to ski and concerned about
the driving conditions.
Unfortunately, when I use the
PCMCIA Fax/Modem, it occupies the
memory card slot and I can't access
my memory card. Because of this, the
amount of data I can download at
anyone time is limited by the
amount of internal memory on the
Palmtop's C: drive.

the copy center), by creating an
"event" called TODAY, whose associated NOTE contains a list of these
smaller daily tasks. (An event is an
appointment associated with a day
but not a time. To create an event,
begin like you're entering an appointment. Tab to the Start Time box and
press I < Backspace > I, causing the word
None to appear in the box instead of a
Start time.) Appointments created
this way on the 100LX always appear
at the top of the appointment screen.

Data Base Title
Databases have always seemed more
effort than they're worth, but I'm
learning that they can provide some
useful support. I have two databases
(in addition to the phone book). One
maintains records of my tape library
of C-SPAN programs that I use for
one of my seminars. The other is an
elaborate database containing records
about each of the 25 students for
whom I am academic advisor. Even
though I can't dump the paper file (if
a student changes major, his/her file
must go to the new advisor), it's very
useful to have that information available when I'm not in the office and
someone needs a letter of reference
or has a critical question about fulfilling graduation requirements.
I have yet to create a database of
all the literature (books and journal
articles) that I possess and/ or use for
my writing, but I hope to manage
that this summer. Since this involves
cataloging thousands of items, it's a
pretty daunting task and will require
huge chunks of time and nimble,
tireless fingers . And I'd like to eventually complete a household inventory. The goals are there; the question
is, will they be reached.

APPT: a Project
Manager and More
I use Appointment Book's ToDo
feature as a project manager - listing
major tasks to be done and using
NOTES to comment on sections of
each task. I track smaller daily tasks
(get milk, call dentist, drop a test at
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An Appointment Book "Event"
appears at top of 100LX screen

I consult this event throughout
the day, deleting the individual tasks
as they are completed. At the end of
the day, the uncompleted tasks remaining in the list are moved to the
next day. I have a macro that does
this, automating the CUT-AND-PASTE process as well as the editing
necessary to make it an event. I have
a daily appointment set at 11:59 pm
that automatically runs this macro.
The full macro is as follows:
{Tab} {Copy} {Right} {Paste} {Enter}
{Tab} {BackSp} {FlO}
{Tab} moves cursor to top of calendar; {Copy} copies
event to clipboard; {Right} moves cursor to next day;
{Paste} inserts event into calendar; {Enter} opens up
editing window; {Tab} moves cursor to Start time;
{8ackSp} changes start time to "none"; {F10} ends task.
(Macro file PROFF.MAC archived in PROFF.ZIP Ii .)

Warning: The macro does not work
correctly if you have the cursor in the
NOTE screen of this item. I've gotten
in the habit of leaving this particular
NOTE when I'm done at the end of
the day. To circumvent possible unwanted losses, I use COPY instead of
CUT to move this note from one day
to the next. Then if there is an accident, the old NOTE is still available
on the prior date.
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Using "Boilerplates" to
Write Student Evaluations
Ultimately, my needs are eclipsed by
writing: lectures, papers, and student
critiques. Students turn in a lot of
material to be evaluated, and they
expect useful assessment from the
professor. Multiply 100 students by 5
or more assignments, and you can
get a sense of the grading load we
face each semester. I like to provide
students with personalized assessment, but I often spend too much
time saying the same thing to many
students. My solution is a macro that
inserts often-used blocks of text into
documents created in MEMO (a process referred to as "boilerplating") .
This frees me to devote my attention
to comments about the unique features of a student's work.
I began by creating a series of
MEMO text files each containing a
comment I tend to use over and over
again. I save these files in the COMMENTS directory of my A: drive,
with filenames that indicate the content (PRFREAD - proofread, POORSPL - poor spelling, GOODORG good organization). The comments in
these files are general enough to be
useful regardless of the specific assignment.
I begin a critique by opening a
new MEMO file and saving it with a
student's name as the filename (making sure I'm working from the directory with the boilerplate files) . When
I want to insert a boilerplate, I type
in the filename containing the desired
comment and start the boilerplate
macro. The macro highlights and
CUTS the filename I just typed,
opens MEMO's INSERT text mode
(so I don't overwrite anything), goes
to MEMO's Open File dialogue box,
PASTES the CUT filename into the
File to Open box, and merges the file
into my document. Once merged into
the document, I can edit the boilerplate text (by adding the student's
name, or citing a specific example
from the student's paper) or include
additional comments before or after
it. I can merge in as many of these
boilerplates as I need. If I can't recall
the name of the file I need, I use the

VIEW feature of the FILER to check
the file contents.
I usually create a special boilerplate that acts as a template for my
comments.
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window; {Paste} - copies the CUT word into the filename
slot; {Enter} ends the task. (Macro file PROFF.MAC
archived in PROFF.ZIP

Ii .)

One nice by-product of this system is
that I am able to retain a copy of my
comments in the saved file, so if a
student questions the grade, I can
refer to my critique.
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Student critique template

It has spaces at the top for the student's name, the assignment, and
some explanation of my grading
criteria. If I am evaluating the assignment according to several dimensions
(perhaps choice of topic, thoroughness of research, quality of group
dynamics, writing competence), those
criteria will be included as headings.
The last item is a slot for the grade
and perhaps another space for the
current course grade. I simply arrow
the cursor to the right spot, type my
comments, insert boilerplate files as
called for, and fill in the remaining
slots and save the file. Piece of cake!
The full boilerplate insertion macro looks like this:
{Ctrl+Shift+Left} {Cut} {Shift+F9}
{Paste} {Enter}
{Ctrl+Shift+Left} - selects the just·typed word; {Cut} .
CUTS word to clipboard; {Shift+F9} opens the INSERT

Backing Up Data;
Palmtop Accessories
Like everyone else, I'm paranoid
about losing data, so I kept myoId
95LX to help me out with backups. It
sits in its Sparcom docking station,
permanently attached to my home
Pc. All my data is stored on a PCMCIA card, so I simply slide the card
out of my 100LX and into the 95LX,
and do a quick A: drive backup to
my PC using the 95LX Connectivity
Pack. Keeping the 95LX was cheaper
than buying a second card and the
backup procedure to the PC is easy
and painless.
I have added a number of goodies
to my 100LX. In addition to the 5MB
FlashCard, I have two serial-to-paraBel converters so I can connect to
parallel printers at home and work. I
have serial cables to connect to the
PC, a PCMCIA faxl modem, and AC
adapters to conserve the batteries. I
use a hiker's pouch from The Nature
Company (see product information
index, page 55) as a purse because it
has a padded, zippered interior that's

perfect for protecting the Palmtop
from rough trips. The hikers pouch
has an easy-to-access zippered outer
pocket, and plenty of additional
pockets for glasses, wallet, pens,
lipstick, compact and keys. It has a
unisex design with an adjustable
strap that loops over the shoulder or
fastens around the waist. My wish
list includes a docking station for the
100LX, another FlashCard, a statistics
program and a spell checker.
This article was written in spurts
over three weeks, the final writing
occurring in front of the fireplace in
January. There is no other way I
could take the time to do something
like this with my hectic "publish or
perish" job. Armed with the HP
100LX I'm far more efficient and
organized than ever before, which
gives me extra time to do what I
want to do.
My HP Palmtop goes everywhere
with me - even though I don't always need to use it at remote campsites, ski resorts and luxurious hotels.
Just as I cannot imagine writing a
dissertation without a computer, I
truly can't understand how the myriad of busy people I know survive
without this little marvel. Gadget?
Yeah, sure! And Michael Jordan wasn't too bad at roundball either!
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$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE HP 95LX AND HP 100LX
..A

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per month - flat rate.

..A

FREE System Manager compliant software included.

..A

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers of Internet,
Compuserve®, AT&T Mail™, MCI Mail™, and all other connected
networks in the global messaging matrix.

..A

Canadian , European and Pacific Rim dialup access is available at
additional cost.

..A

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WoridPort™ modem and Sparcom's
SmartDock™ ComStation .

..A

PSILink also works on MSDOS laptops .

..A

Two-way wireless access is available over the RAM Mobile Data
wireless networks.

..A

PSILink for Windows is available at access speeds of up to
V.32bis (14.4 Kbps)

..A

1200,2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is available.

..A

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

;S\.

PSIUnk
GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive • Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1.703.709.0300 • E-Mail: pslink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1.800.FAX.PSI.1
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Surviving Short·Notice Trips
The HP Palmtop helps this short-notice
traveler stay organized, travel light, and keep
the home fires burning productively while he's away
closing those big deals.
By David Shier
I can't think of a better place to begin
writing this article than here: Seat 5A
of United Airlines Flight 670 from
San Francisco to Chicago. That's
because it's here, on the road, where
my 100LX really pays for itself.
My job as Director of Marketing
and Sales for a small electronics manufacturer takes me all over the world.
True, the telephone and fax machine
have reduced the need to travel. But
the technical details involved in making sure that what we build is what
the customer wants, are best handled
face-to-face.
This current trip serves as a great
example of just how often, and in
how many ways, I use the HP Palmtop and the little "Road Warrior" kit
I've assembled. I started with the
95LX about two years ago, and purchased the 100LX two days after it
was released. This article deals with
my use of the lOOLX, but almost
everything I discuss can also be done
with the 95LX, so read on.

935 serial converter, PPI pocket modem, and Konnex Koupler (see Product Index, page 55 this issue).
I would be gone for two weeks,
but still had to take care of work I'd
planned for during that period. I had
to quickly decide what I would do in
the short time before I left, what I
could take with me, and what could
wait until I returned.
This job was handled by a custom
database I've created on the 100LX.
Because APPT's todo's tend to slow
down the 100LX appointment book,
I have created my own TODO.GDBii
database on the lOOLX, containing the
following fields:

Short Notice Trips

I enter the task name and assign a
priority level. Levels 1 to 9 are available, but it's too hard to divide priorities into nine levels. I generally use
only: 1,2, and 5. (where 5 is used for

It started like so many of my trips,

with one working day's notice before
I had to leave. To make matters
worse, I would have to go to Korea
before my planned trip to Columbus,
Ohio. When I'm visiting multiple
customers, I usually carry a pilot's
case instead on my normal briefcase.
(A "pilot's case," sometimes called a
"catalog case," is available in most
luggage stores for $50-$500.) In it I
keep my project files (yes, I still use
paper!) and all the "toys" for the
computer: the Citizen 48 printer, GA-
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To-do database on 100LX
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the low priority but allows for room
on both sides.) I included date
stamps for both the due date and the
completion date. The completion date
is used for tasks that I need to maintain records of for future reference.
Since I am currently supporting two
businesses, I use the "group box" to
select the business (SHIER Systems,
or myoId company - CKT) the task
is associated with, or personal if it's
not a work related task. A database
subset can then be used for viewing
only tasks associated with business A
or B. The type field is used to assign
a category for the task (for example
purchases.) I use the "link" field to
insert the name and phone number
(using SmartClips) of the person to
which the task is associated. This
allows me to quickly find the name
in the phonebook. If the task is used
to prepare for an event, then the link
field contains a clip from the appointment book. Finally, the note field is
used for any details about the task.

Fax that Can't
Wait Closes Deal
One of the tasks that couldn't wait
was faxing to a customer some product information. The customer was

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David is a former software engineer, and a marketing and
sales director in the e(ectronics Industry. He is now President
of SHIER Systems Software, a company dedicated to developing and marketing custom products and applications for the
palmtop computer market. David can be reached at: SHIER
Systems & Software, 920 Hampshire Road, Suite A, Westlake
Village, CA 91361, Phone: 805-371-9391, Fax: 805-371-9454;
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374].]

going to be making a purchase decision while I was gone, and the fax
had to be on his desk first thing
Monday morning. About $2,000,000
was at stake here, and without this
fax I was sure they would buy from
our competitor.
Unfortunately, our fax machine
wasn't working. This was the Friday
after Thanksgiving, so I was the only
person in the office! Fortunately, I
had my Palmtop.
I made a copy of the fax file and
removed all the non-text formatting.
I then copied the file from my desktop PC to my 100LX and added a
note informing the client that the fax
may be a duplicate since our office
fax was not working properly. 1 sent
this fax using CompuServe Information Service's (CIS) E-mail's Fax gateway (see Quick Tip, page 52 this
issue). The next time I accessed CIS,
I had a message in my mailbox confirming the delivery of my fax.

Upon my return from the trip, I
learned that we received the order. I
believe that my efforts to get the
information to the customer, even
when the fax machine wasn't working, helped him to believe in our
customer support and played a small
part in his decision.

More Faxing:
Updating Christmas List
The next task was to provide some
work for the people in my department while I was away.
My assistant needed to get our
company's Christmas cards in the
mail to clients, vendors, etc., the
following week. I had planned to
have the updated list to her on Monday. Again, my Palmtop came to the
rescue.
Since she uses ACT! for Windows
for such tasks, I copied her ACT!/
WIN contact list to my Palmtop and
edited it on the plane using my own

Introducing the Personal Dietician
That Fits in the Palm of Your Hand
The Personal Food Analyst is a
Powerful, Compact Nutritional
Software Program That:
• Builds an individualized weight management
program around your personal profile and
health goals
• Contains a built-in database of over 4,100
foods. each broken down into 27 nutrients
(Consumer Version)
• Displays a calendar of daily goals for calories,
proteins, fats, carbohydrates, cholesterol and
22 other nutrients
• Tracks multiple diets at the same time
• Is designed exclusively for the HP 95 or 100LX

Easy to Use
• 20 minutes to learn and set up
• Records and analyzes daily food intake
• Displays remaining calorie and nutrient
counts daily
• Comes on handy I meg ROM card

Recommended
• Used by all first year students at University of
Arizona medical school to assist in nutritional
studies
• Recommended by TakeCare, Inc., one of the
largest HMO's in the country

Professional Version

$289

Designed for doctors, personal trainers, nutritional
consultants and serious athletes

Consumer Version*

$89

Ideal for health-conscious individuals
'Includes full credit for upgrade to Professional Version

MIRICAL
CORPORATION

800-732-7707
Fax: (719) 598-5790

copy of ACT!/95 on the 100LX. I
saved it as a report file. I then used
MEMO to insert the file into a formatted text file which has my fax
header in it.
I use a Citizen 48, battery operated printer with my 100LX. I chose
this printer because it is the smallest
full page printer available. It also fits
on an airplane tray table and is quiet
enough not to be noticed too much in
the airplane. The only downside is
that it needs a serial-to-parallel converter to connect to the Palmtop.
I took the printer from my briefcase and printed out the two page
Christmas list fax to be sent home
from the hotel's fax in Seoul. (I knew
I'd be tired and didn't want to have
to fool around with CompuServe
when I got to Korea.)
I have a folder in my briefcase
which is filled with blank paper,
letterhead, second-sheet letterhead,
and transparency film. If I need to

Learn a Foreign language
on Your HP Computer
Introducing Transparent Language®
Pocket-Consultanf" PC Cards
Now you can learn a foreign language the
most enjoyable way - by reading classic
literature in the original language . Choose
from Spanish, French, Italian, Latin or
German .
Simply highlight any text with your
cursor and you instantly see the meaning of
the word, full sentence meaning, grammar
and more.
To increase the effectiveness of the
program, each story is also available on an
audio cassette so you can hear the language
spoken as you follow along on the display
screen of your HP computer.
Each Introductory Collection includes:
• the Transparent Language Program®
• 4 titles in the language of your choice
• plus a title on audio cassette
There are also 10 additional dual-language
collections-67 titles in 5 languages in all!
Runs on the HP 100LX Palmtop PC and
the new HP OmniBook 300 Superportable.
Special Introductory Offer: Only $179

Timberlake Industries
7420 Unity Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN USA 55443
Tel: (612) 229·6260· Fax: (612) 566-6727
Ask for

a free catalog when you order
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produce any special effects on my
printouts, I have a file on the 100LX
which contains all of the control
characters for the Citizen printer. I
merge this file into the MEMO text
file I'm working on, delete the control codes I don't need, and CUT and
PASTE the ones I'm using to the
appropriate place in the document. I
used this to create large characters
for my Fax header. This is a useful
technique since some special characters (such as ESC) can not be entered
from the keyboard into MEMO.

Lotus 1·2·3 and MEMO
Close Another Deal
The trip to Seoul was to try to close
another major contract that was
deadlocked. I knew that we were not
the lowest bidder, but we had a technical advantage. It would not be easy
to get the contract since the customer's purchasing director would be
looking for a cut in our price, which
we could not do given the scope of
the job.
Still, I wanted to be prepared to
handle anything. For example, it's
not uncommon for a customer, at the
last minute, to change the configuration of the equipment he's ordered to
bring the project under the budget.
Fortunately, I copied my cost analysis
spreadsheet from Excel to 1-2-3 on
the 100LX. If I needed to modify our
proposal, I would have all the data
with me.
As it turned out, the customer
offered to change the terms of the
order if I would lower the price. The
customer was also ready to give me
a purchase order if I would confirm
our company's acceptance in writing.
I wrote the acceptance letter in my
hotel room, printed it on the Citizen
printer (using the letterhead paper in
my briefcase) then had the letter
delivered the next day.

PhoneBook as a "Poor
Man's" Relational Database
While you can customize the Phone
Book format by loading it into the
38

The desktop ThinCardDRIVE" transfers data effortlessly between
P~lmptops and MS·DOS®or MS·Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
pnnter port. Pass·thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD·500
- reads and writes SRAM cards, TMD·550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
• ! PCMCIAlJEIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
: _ .:
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
.~~> Isn't it ti~e you ~ut one on your expense report?

ThinCardDRIVE is a trademark
ot Databook, Inc.

. For further Information: Databook Inc. sales
office 10 Alder Bush, Rohester, New York 14624:
Phone 716-889-4204 Fax 716-889-2593
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
~,,

Data Base application, I use the default format. If you modify the phone
book's format, it won't work with the
100LX Connectivity Pack software or
the Omnibook. While I don't currently have either one of these, I don't
want to trap myself. Besides, the
default phone file format has almost
everything I need.
The one thing missing is a link
between the appointment book and
the phone book. This is a feature
found in ACT!95 that I sorely miss.
[Editor's note: 100Buddy ii, now provides such a link, see page 15 this issue.]
My own crude approximation of
this feature is to add a short record
of when a meeting or phone call took
place in the Note field of a phone
book entry. I go to the Note field,
press ~-(] to date stamp the entry,
and add a short descriptive note. If
the meeting was with a customer, I
save the appointment book entry.
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I also make paper notes in a small
notebook with the date of the meeting in the upper corner of the page.
Sometimes, months later, questions
come up about the meeting discussions. In such cases, most people end
up searching through lots of notes
looking for the date of the meeting.
Using my date stamp, I can find the
dates of all meetings with a given
customer. Since my meeting notes (in
the paper notebook) are in chronological order, the date stamp makes
them easy to find.
Since I know who the meeting
was with, this date stamp acts as a
"poor-man's relational database."

Still Use Pen
and Paper in Meetings
I can actually type quite fast on the
Palmtop's tiny keyboard. For most
tasks, my fingers have no problem
keeping up with my brain. I've only

seen a few people actually taking
notes on a notebook computer during
a business meeting. When I was
speaking, I found the person who
was typing to be very distracting. It
seemed that he was simply transcribing and not really listening. This may
not have been the case, but I don't
want to leave others with the same
impression of me. Therefore, I always
use old-fashion pen and paper for
note taking. The 100LX doesn't sit
idle though. I use it as a reference
tool (such as my spreadsheets) to add
any action items to my appointment
book or todo list.
The 100LX is fairly unobtrusive in
my meetings, although it almost
always is a topic of casual conversation after the meeting or during
breaks.

Staying in Touch
on CompuServe
I use CompuServe extensively both in
the office and on the road. The 100LX
is all I use to access CIS and upload/ download messages. The accis
program for automating CIS messages handling is invaluable, saving
on-line connection charges, as well as
allowing me to read and write messages whenever I have a few free
moments.
I communicate using a Practical
Peripherals (PPJ) 14400 pocket modem connected to the 100LX serial
port. I selected the PPI because it got
the highest compatibility rating in a
computer magazine review of high-speed modems. I considered a PCMCIA card modem, but the Palmtop
only has one card slot and I need
that for a memory card.
The one problem with the PPI
modem (as well as many others) is
that it uses a non-standard connector
for the serial port. You have to connect the PPI modem to a proprietary
cable that comes with it. You connect
the cable to a 9-pin null-modem
gender changer. You connect the
gender changer to the HP serial cable. Finally, you connect the HP cable

to the Palmtop.
I hate this kind of bulk!
Fortunately, I found a source for
the small, circular connector used on
the PPI modem, cut my HP cable in
half and mounted the PPI connector.
I now have a single cable to directly
connect the two pocket devices together. (I have since offered to make
these cables for other LX/PPI users
(see Product Index, page 55 this issue).

Why a Palmtop?
While most of the things I do with
the 100LX can also be done with a
larger computer, I can have the Palmtop with me all the time. I always
have my appointment schedule available, and can read messages on the
various CIS forums whenever I have
a few minutes of free time.
The Palmtop's battery life is
something that no notebook computer can hope to match. I started using
the Radio Shack Hi-Capacity NiCds.
(the ones with the silver and blue
labels) and I get a little over 20 hours
of use per charge.
I used to carry a notebook computer with me for the "big jobs." One
extended international trip with both
the notebook and the 95LX, cured me
of that practice. I was ready to throw
the 7 pound notebook in the ocean
after carrying it around and never
needing it. When I returned, I gave
the thing away to some poor soul at
the office who doesn't have a Palmtop.
I upgraded from a 95LX to a
100LX because of it's superior display
and improved ability to run DOS
programs. I was using ACT!/95 for
my contact and appointment needs,
so the 100LX's better built-in applications alone were not enough to get
me to run out and buy the 100LX.
I'm on the road a lot, and the
100LX lets me carry DOS programs
like CheckFree (bill paying service)
with me wherever I go. There's a
problem with CheckFree's display,
because the program expects a color

screen. The contrast for some of the
program's displays is very poor. If
someone would provide a custom
program for the Palmtop that replaces CheckFree, I'd buy it in a second!
Even with problems like this, the
100LX's ability to run PC-compatible
software is unique in the palmtop
world.

The Future:
The Palmtop tends to get a lot of
attention when I use it on airplanes,
especially from airline pilots and
flight attendants. The thing that they
were most interested in, was accessing their airline's mainframe computer to bid on their flights for the next
month. There seems to be enough
interest in accomplishing this task
from the 100LX, that I have formed a
company to develop and market such
products.
In the coming months I will update the Palmtop Paper on the progress of this new venture and the
products we will be offering for the
Palmtop user.
Product Index: page 55
ON DISK Index: page 5&

NAV95

For Navigators and Astronomers
For tile HP 95LX/ 100LX & IBM/PC's
• Times and records sextant sights
• Built-in almanac for 58 stars
• Sun. Moon, and planets except Pluto
• Does all navigation routines
• Finds Longs & L.O.P.'s sunrise/sunset
• Finds Easter date, Julian day
• For aslronomers gives info for
orienting telescopes
• Creates a file keeping all input and
computed data for later view
On 3.5" or 5.25" disks $99.00

plus $3.00 S&H; $7.00 outside U.S.

•

Order from:
Louis Valier
2969 Kalakaua Ave. 1505
Honolulu, HI 96815
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Through the Looking Glass:

Create a Road Warrior's
Trip Computer Using 1·2·3
Even if you don't do a lot of driving, this spreadsheet
will demonstrate many useful features of Lotus, including
the @Oatevalue() and @IF() functions, time formatting
commands, the use of the logical 1I0R operator, and the
creation of Lotus macros to make it all run smoothly.
II

By Ed Keefe
I used to do a lot of driving, and
programmed my HP-29C calculator
to act as a trip computer, to tell me
when I would arrive at a destination.
I later converted the road-trip program to run on an HP 41 CX calculator, and most recently to run on the
HP Palmtop computers.
I decided to turn the program into
a 1-2-3 spreadsheet for the Palmtops.
This approach lets me have a record
of times and distances at the end of a
trip. I developed the worksheet so
that it calculates two ETA's (estimated times of arrival), one based on
average speed and one based on
"Speed Over the Interval" to give a
more accurate estimate with widely
varying speeds.
First we'll look at how to construct the worksheet, then how to use
it.

Constructing the Worksheet
Here's how to build the "trip computer" from scratch in Lotus 1-2-3.

[The complete spreadsheet is available in
TRIP.ZIP Ii .]
Start Lotus by pressing ~ on
your Palmtop. Make sure the worksheet is empty, press I MENU 1 Worksheet Erase Yes, and set the spreadsheet to recalculate automatically
(press I MENU 1Worksheet Global Recalc
Automatic).

mulas in the designated cells, or
perform the commands as indicated.

(In describing how to build a spreadsheet
the name of the cell is given followed by
a colon, A1:, H2:, etc. followed by the
contents that is to be typed into that cell,
Odometer, +D2>0, etc.. Comments are
enclosed in parenthesis ( ) and are not to
be entered.)
A1 : Odometer
A2 : in Miles
(Readers who use the mel!ic system may sLbstitute KM for
Miles. The arithmetic will still worn, only the units are changed.)
B1 : CurTime
B2 : HH : MM am

C1 :
C2 :
01:
02:

Miles
To Go
Speed
MPH

E1: HH : MM

E2 : To Go
F1 : E.T . A .

F2 : CurSpd
G1 : E . T . A .

G2 : On AVG
H1: Speed
H2: +02>0
(This fe"nula becomes the criterion range ferthe @DAVGO
function that will be entered later.)

Format spreadsheet
Right justify all the labels by keying
in the following commands, I MENU 1

Key in labels
Spreadsheet "labels" are treated as
text, "formulas" are used to cakulate.
Key in the following labels and for40 THE HP PALMTOP PAPER MARCH / APRIL 1994

Range Label Right A1.. H2 I ENTER I.
A little formatting will make it
easier to read the spreadsheet. Create
a dashed line across the display to
separate the column headers from the
body of the spreadsheet. Move the
cursor to cell A3 and type \. (backslash minus) IENTERI. Then key in
I MENU 1 Copy A3 .. A3 to A3 ..G3 I ENTER I.
Enter a row of periods in the
unused first-row cells by moving the
cursor to D4 and keying in \. (backslash dot) I ENTER I. Then press I MENU 1
Copy 04.. 04 to 04.. F4 I ENTER I .
Now set the titles so they always
display at the top of the screen as
you scroll down the spreadsheet.
Move the cursor to cell A4 and press,
I MENU 1 Worksheet Title Horizontal.
Adjust the column widths so the
data fits in the cells and so the
spreadsheet displays properly. Move
the cursor to each column listed
below and use the commands, I MENU 1
Worksheet Column Set, type the indicated column width number and
press I ENTERI . Repeat this sequence to
set the width for each column in the
list:

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S.w. Logan, Ankeny, IA50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667].

Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column
Column

C
D
E
F
G
I
J

J

K
L

[width
[width
[width
[width
[width
[width
[width
[width
[width
[width

6]
6]
7]
9]
10]
1]
1] (HP 95LX only)
9]
(HP 100LX only)
20]
9]

The spreadsheet should look like this:

(i.A
CurSpd

I,...

On AV9

------------------.----.--------_.----------------------

entered into G4 - it hasn't.)
Key in the next character in the
formula (a close parenthesis in this case)
and the cursor will jump back to the cell
into which you were entering the formula. Key in the rest of the formula (if any)
and press IENTER 1.1
Each of the formulas above use
the @IFO function to test if a cell is
blank. If it is, then the cell that contains the formula will also be blank.
This avoids a lot of "ERR" messages
that make the display confusing and
difficult to read.
The only constant value entered
into these formulas is 24. It is used to
convert a value returned by the

@TIMEVALUEO function to the number of hours that value represents.
For example, part of the formula in
cell 05 is @TIMEVALUE(B5). That
part of the formula takes a time label
entered into cell 05 (e.g. 5:42 am)
and converts it to a number representing the number of seconds since
midnight divided by the total number of seconds in a day (in this example, 20520/86400=0.2375). If you multiply 0.2375 by 24, you get the number of hours since midnight (5.7 hrs).
We use this number to compute
miles per hour (or kilometers per
hour).

Formatted trip spreadsheet

Entering formulas
Take your time keying in these formulas. It's easy to make a mistake!
First, enter the formula to calculate
average speed for all the entries from
cells 01 through 0256 in cell G4:
@DAVG(Dl . . D256 , 0 , Hl . . H2)

If you need to be able to add more
than 256 speeds, increase 256 to 512
or whatever you need.
Next, enter the following formulas
in the indicated cells. Move the cursor to the appropriate cell and carefully key in the formula. Be extra
careful entering the "absolute cell
references" (cell references with dollar signs in front of them like $C$4
and $A$4 in the first formula, $G$4
in the last two formulas).
C5 : @IF(A5 ="" #OR#B5= "", "", $C$4+
$A$4-A5)
D5: @IF(C5="",'''', (A5-M)/24/
(@TlMEVALUE (B5) -@TlMEVALUE (B4) ) )
E5 : @IF(D5 =" " ,"", (C5/D5)/24)
F5: @IF(E5= "","", @TlMEVALUE(B5)+E5)
G5 : @IF(C5= "","", @TlMEVALUE(B5)+
C5/$G$4/24)
H5: @IF(D5= " " ,"" ,$G$4)

[Note: You can enter an absolute cell
reference into a formula in a different,
more certain manner. Using H5 above as
an example, move to cell H5 and enter
the formula up to the absolute cell reference (@IF (D5= " ", ,,,,,) . Then use the
arrow keys to move to the cell referenced
(i.e. G4 in the example). Press 1!!1 and
the absolute reference will appear in the
formula. (Don't be confused by the fact
that it looks like the formula has been

Physician's Medical Reference
New from Prolifix - the world's first integrated, computerized medical
reference that fits in the palm of your hand!
Unlike earlier clinical computing applications that solved only part of the
problem and/or left you tied to desktop PC's, PMR offers fingertip
access to a complete drug reference (with drug interactions!), a
laboratory test reference and a full-screen medical calculator. All in a 12
ounce package that easily slips into a jacket pocket! Based on the
Hewlett-Packard 95LX and 100LX Palmtop PCs, PMR also provides a
complete personal scheduler, an address and phone list, Lotus 1-2-3
and a word processor, plus many other built-in applications and access
to thousands of MS-DOS programs!

rJ! Complete customizable reference for over 4000 drugs
rJ! Instantly tests for drug interactions
rJ! Full-screen medical calculator
rJ! Laboratory test reference
rJ!Tracks multiple formularies
rJ! Runs for weeks on two AA batteries
rJ! Based on a best-selling medical reference
rJ! Developed in concert with a major medical school
rJ! MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows versions also available
rJ! Priced from $299 (software only), depending upon configuration
For more information on PMR; call today!

1 - 800 - 774 - 7357
(913/492·7300 or fax request to 9131492·7396)
PMR is 8 registered tffldemari< 01 Prolifix, Inc. 95LX and JOOLX lire registered trademarks of Hewlett Packard
Company. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. Microsoft, MS-DOS and
Windows are registered trademarks of MlcfOS(Jft, Incorporated.

Prolltlx
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HOW TO USE: Trip Computer

®f®
®oo ®oo®.. nn~[ru®(B ®~ a~
As one of the world' s fastest growing
long-distance companies, Telegroup
offers you:
• Savings up to 50% on
domestic and international calls
• Easy-to-use calling card
• Crystal clear connections
• A bill you can actually understand
Call us today. You'll see how we'll
save you hundreds of dollars.

the formulas by entering the following values in the cells indicated
(don't enter comments in parentheses):
A4 : 0 (assumes you have a trip odometer that you can set to zero)
B4 : "5 : 42 am (an early start!)
C4 : 400 (miles to go)
AS : 20
B5 : "6 : 04 am (To automatically enter
the time duriP,g.. ~ tual trip you
can use the ~ - ~ keys on the
100LX , or create a System macro on
the HP 95LX , see sidebar.)

After making these entries you
should see the following screen:

(800) 497·0344
Oda,,:lgr

~i 1"11

Mll'!'!!;"J
Hn: M CurSpd
t.i .g.
MPH To Go

in !'Iilgs HH: f"I1 al'l To GD

Telegroup
Further Formatting for Readability
Set the number of places displayed
after a decimal point with the Fix
command and the way time is displayed with the Date 7 and Date 9
commands. Perform the commands
for the following ranges.
Fix 1 format - sets the range to display
one place beyond the decimal point.
Example: Press IMENU I Range Format
Fixed 1 I ENTER I A4 .. A256 I ENTER I.
Date 7 format - sets the range to display time in the HH:MM am/pm
format. Example: Press I MENU I Range
Format Date Time 2 IENTERI 84 .. 8256
I ENTER I.

Date 9 format - sets the range to display time in the Short International
format (HH:MM in the 24-hour
clock). Example: Press I MENU I Range
Format Date Time 4 I ENTER I E4.. E256
I ENTERI.

Format the ranges below as indicated: (A4, B4, and E5 have been formatted in the examples above)
A4 . . A256
Fix I
B4 .. B256
Date 7
C4 .. C256
Fix I
D5 .. D256
Fix I
E5 .. E256
Date 9
F5 .. G256 : Date 7 (Two columns
formatted at once)
G4 .. G4
: Fix I
H5 .. H256 : Fix I
L3 .. LIO : Fix I

Testing the Worksheet
Once you have all the formulas entered and the range formats set, test

l:ft'"
On Avo
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TIME worksheet display with test values

[Miles To Go = 380.0; Speed = 54.5; HH:MM To Go =
06:58; E.TA = 01 :02 PM (Current and Average Speed);
Average speed (cell G4) = 54.5.]

If the answers are not correct,
check the formulas to make sure they
have been entered correctly. If the
answers are correct, you can complete the spreadsheet by replicating
the formulas to the rest of the cells in
column C by pressing I MENU I Copy
C5 .. H5 to C5 .. C256 I ENTER I.
Protect your worksheet from
accidental keystrokes by performing
the following three sets of operations:
Press IMENU I Worksheet Global Protection Enable to protect the entire
worksheet.
Press I MENU I Range Unprotect
A4.. C4 IENTER I and press IMENU I Range
Unprotect A5 .. 8256 I ENTER I to unprotect
ranges into which you will have to
enter data.
Save the worksheet with a suitable file name such as TRIP.WKI by
pressing IMENU I File Save TRIP I ENTER I .

Lotus and System Macros for TRIP

Lotus macro to
create a vertical list view
Once you enter a number of Miles and Current
Times intervals, the TIME spreadsheet begins
to look cluttered. The following Lotus macro lets
you view a single row of values in a vertical list
format.
You could put the following macro in one
cell, but it would be pretty hard to read and
debug. Better to split the macro up into a series
of cells. Enter the macro in consecutive cells in
the same column. Put the first macro line
shown below ({windowsoffHpaneloff}) in cell
J18. The next line in cell J19, and so on. Do not
split any of the command words enclosed in
french brackets, {abc}. Do not enter the comments in regular parentheses. When Lotus
reads a macro it starts with the first cell in the
macro, J18 and continues to read cells J19,
J20, J21, etc. until it reaches an empty cell.
{windowsoff} {paneloff}
{end} {left}/wgpd
(disable global protection)
/wtc/wgrm/rv{end} {rlght}-L3 (worksheet titles clear ; worksheet global recalc manual ;
range values end right to L3)
{goto}L3-/rt{end} {right}--{right}
(range transpose)
{bordersoff}/re{end} {right}(erase to the left)
{goto} I l-/wgra {windowson}
(reset autorecalc and show window)
{GET K27}
(wait for any key , put it in
cell K27 (out of sight)
{borderson} {HOME}
(turn the border on and go to
home)
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{Down 3} /wth/wgpe
(move down 3 rows and reset the
horizontal title and global
protection)
{end} {down}
(go to the last entry . )

Add the following labels in the designated cells.
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
K8
K9 :
KIO :

' Odometer Reading .....
' Time of Interval .....
' Miles to Go .... . .....
' Speed Over Interval ..
' Time Remaining ..... . .
' ETA : This Speed ......
' ETA : Avg . Speed ......
' Average Speed ........

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Next name the macro by pressing IMENU I
Range Name Create \V J18 ..J18 IENTER I.
Place the cursor on the desired row and
press IALT I-Y to display that row in list view.

Enter Current Time Macro
The 95LX doesn't have a Time Stamp key like
the 100LX. However, you can create the following User Defined character key (system macro)
to automatically stamp the current time into a
Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet.
Press I <Shift > II FILER I Char to go to the
User key display in SET UP. Pick an empty
macro field (F3 for this example) and press
I ENTER I. Key in 123TIME in the Comment: field
and in the Contents: field put the following:
@now{ENTER}{F2}{F9}{ENTER}/rfdt2
{ENTER} {Ctrl- F2} {ENTER{Ctrl-F4}

Press ~ IESC I Quit to save the System
Macro. To run the macro, go to the desired cell
in your Lotus spreadsheet and ICHARI-I!!).

Using the Worksheet
Whenever you want to use the TRIP
worksheet, activate Lotus ~ and
press IMENUI File Retrieve TRIP IENTERI.
If columns A and B have any data
in them, press IMENU I Range Erase
A4.. B256 IENTER I to erase it. The rest of
the worksheet should go blank.
Start a new trip by entering the
initial settings in the cells indicated:
Enter this ..... . .......... .. ...... . . in this cell

Current odometer reading . • . . . . . . . . . .. A4
Use 0 if your car has a trip odometer that can be set to
zero, or enter the value on the odometer (e.g. 123456).

Starting time . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .... B4
There are several different ways to do this (assume the
time we're entering is 6:00 am):
On the 100LX, put the cursor in cell B4 and either
press the Time key, ~-ITIMEIIENTERI, or key in "6:00
am and press I ENTER I .
On the 95LX, put the cursor in cell B4, key in "6:00
am and press I ENTER I . You can also create the system
macro described in the Side Bar to automate the entering
of the time on the 95LX.

your trip takes you through towns
and over country roads, where your
speed will vary, the ETAs may differ
greatly during the trip. However,
they should come together toward
the end of the trip.
You can enter data in the current
spreadsheet up to row 256. If you
need more rows than this, just copy
the formulas in cells C256 .. G256
down the spreadsheet for as many
additional rows as you think you'll
need.

Easier Viewing Macro

This seems to keep the spreadsheet
functioning properly. It also saves
having to complicate the formulas
with tests for the current date.
If you're using this application on
the road, drive safely. Keep your
eyes on the road. Better yet, let someone else do the driving while you
play with the spreadsheet.
I'm not a sports car driver. So I'll
leave it up to those enthusiasts to tell
us whether a spreadsheet such as this
one would be useful for sports car
rallies.

Trying to read many columns of
numbers lined up close together gets
to be a hassle. The ALT-V macro,
described in the Side Bar, displays
the data in one row in an easier-toread list format.

This 1-2-3 application is offered "as
is" with no claims as to its usefulness
or accuracy.
Until next time, happy porting.

AS: (Ft)U2B

Miles to go ........................ C4

OdOl'llillwr RGo.dinq.. ..
Ti ... " of Inlerval..
Hih~ lo Go.........
SP""d O"'''r
Qrval.

Ti..,,,

As the trip progresses ...
You continue to enter odometer readings and times at intervals during the
rest of the trip. Enter readings whenever you stop for fuel, lunch, or
whenever you remember. You could
set your Palmtop to beep at you
every 15 minutes to remind you to
enter readings.
Enter the second odometer reading and time in cells A5,B5; the third
in A6, B6, and so on up to A256,B256.
The rest of the spreadsheet will
compute itself automatically. You can
enter or change data in the A and B
columns if needed. The other parts of
the worksheet are protected.

Two Different ETA's
This spreadsheet calculates two
ETAs. The first assumes that you'll
maintain a constant speed for the rest
of the trip. The spreadsheet uses the
speed of the current interval for that
constant.
Since this may not be the case, the
second ETA is figured on the A verage Speed (average of all the intervals). These ETAs may be different
depending on whether your speed is
uniform or varying. For example, if
your trip is almost entirely on interstate highways, both ETAs should be
close together. On the other hand, if

Disclaimers and Cautions

... . .

ETA:

Product Index: page 55
ON DISK index: page 56

20.0
6: 9441'1
38E1.0
S4. 5
06:58

.... . 01:02 PH
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TRIP list format display

Put the cursor on the row of information that you want to view
(anywhere below row 4) and press
IALTI-V. If the cursor is in column A,
you'll hear a beep. That's normal.
Press any key to quit vertical view
and return to the spreadsheet view.

Easy File Transfer
Between Your
Palmtop and Desktop

Known Limitation
The worksheet gives erroneous results for one particular case, namely
when the current time (the label in
column B) overlaps midnight (12:00
AM).
For example, suppose your worksheet shows the following:

Add the SCT CL680 Card-Link to
your desktop PC:
~
~

Odometer CurTime Miles Speed HH : MM
in Miles HH : MM am To Go
MPH To Go
0 . 011 , 00
20 . 0 11 , 20
60 . 0 12 : 00
80 . 0 12 , 20

pm
pm

am
am

400 ......... . .
380 60 . 0 06 , 20
340 -1 . 7 *** * *
320
ERR
ERR

The workaround for this is to insert
a dummy time entry in the worksheet so that it looks like this:
Odometer CurTime Miles Speed HH : MM
in Miles HH : MM am To Go
MPH To Go
0.0
20 . 0
--, 60 . 0
60 . 0
80 . 0

11 , 00 pm
400
11 , 20 pm
380
11 , 59 , 59<--340
12 , 00 am
340
12 , 20 am
320

60 . 0 06 , 20
60 . 0 05 , 39
0.0
60 . 0 05 , 20

~

~

Fast-80, 000 Bytes/sec
Easy to use-works just
like a floppy disk drive
Convenient-plug-in
installation to your
parallel printer port
Reads /writes SRAM and
FLASH cards

Only $189,95
Steele Creek Technologies, Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charioffe, NC 28278

Phone or Fax: (704) 588-1780
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Programmer's Corner:

Create Big Macros
with Pushkeys
Ed explains how to create large macros
on the HP 100LX using the little known
Pushkeys program. He also discovers a
bug in the 100LX Solver program and
provides a workaround.
By Ed Keefe
and Robert Roney

Pushkeys 100LX:
Built·ln Keyboard Enhancer
In the last issue, we mentioned several programs that enhance the keyboards of the 95LX and 100LX. In
general, these programs involve some
set up work up front to prevent a lot
of keystrokes later on.
On the HP 100LX there is one
built-in program that may let you
save a lot of keystrokes. The program
is called PUSHKEYS.COM and it's
located in the D:\BIN subdirectory.
However, if you try to find PUSHKEYS.COM with FILER, you won't.
It's a hidden file. You have to go to
DOS, press ICTRq~, and type the
command DIR D:\BIN IAH to reveal the
file's name.
[Editor's Note: PUSHKEYS.COMii
didn't make it into the non-English
versions of the HP lOOLX due to lack of
space. By special arrangement with HP,
we've included the file on this month's
HP Palmtop Paper On Disk.]

What is Push keys?
PUSHKEYS is a TSR (Terminate and
Stay Resident) program that reads the
contents of a .MAC file created by
the 100LX System Macros application
and sends each macro keycode to the
keyboard buffer. PUSHKEYS sends
all the macros in a particular .MAC

file to the keyboard buffer, starting
with FI and going through FlO. This
has the same effect as sequentially
running all the macros in a .MAC
file.
You can create a macro as you
normally would, either by recording
it or by keying it in, in the System
Macros application. Once the macro
has been created, you can save it to a
separate file. There are several advantages to using PUSHKEYS:
1. A .MAC file only holds 10 System
Macros (FN+FI to Fn+FlO). A macro
created and saved to its own .MAC
file, and run with Pushkeys, does not
take up any room in your primary
.MAC file.

2. You can add keystrokes to a macro
that will let you run DOS commands
- something you can't ordinarily do
with standard System Macros.
3. You can have large macros, 2,550
characters, without having to use the
"chain" command. (See pg. 6-6 in the
HP lOOLX User's Guide for more information on "chaining" macros.)
The System Macros program only
allows 255 characters for a single
macro, but since Pushkeys runs alllO
macros in a .MAC file sequentially,
you really have the ability to enter
2,550 keystrokes when Pushkeys runs
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a .MAC file.
4. PUSHKEYS.COM is in ROM, so it
doesn't take any space on your disk
drive.
5. Pushkeys only takes up 6.3K bytes
of system memory when it is running.
The only disadvantage with Pushkeys is that there is a lot of trial and
error involved in getting a long macro to work the way you want.
Before experimenting with Pushkeys, back up all your files and be
prepared for anything.

!nstalling Push keys
Before you can use PUSHKEYS, it
must be installed as a TSR. To do this
press [EJ to go to Application Manager and press IMENU I Application
Terminate All... ~. This will terminate all applications. At the DOS
prompt type d:\bin\pushkeys Ii and
press IENTER I to install PUSHKEYS.
Then type 100 and press IENTER I to
restart System Manager.
If you want PUSHKEYS available
at all times, you can put the above
two commands at the end of your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
d : \ bin\ pushkeys Ii
100

Then whenever you reboot the machine PUSHKEYS will be installed
automatically.

Example: Using Push keys
to Get a Directory Listing
To illustrate the use of PUSHKEYS
let's create a simple macro file,
TEST.MAC, that runs two slightly
different versions of the DOS DIR
command.
First save your current set of
macros. Go to the System Macros
application in AppManager and press
I MENU I File Save As ... and give your
current set of macros the name OLD
.MAC and press IENTERI . Then press
I MENU I File New to clear all the macro
fields.
Move the cursor to the Fn+F1:
macro press I ENTER I and type DIR OF
0: in the Description field. Move to
the Contents field and key in the
following macro. (SHORTCUT: In the
~ontents field, press ~ followed by the
key you want to enter and the lOOLX
automatically types it in for you (e.g.,
press ~ I MENU I and {MENU) is keyed
in for you.):
{Enter} {More} {Menu}AL{Filer} {Menu}
OD#100#DIR D: \/S>C : \DIR_D . TXT{Enter}
#100#DIR D: \ /S /AH »C : \DIR_D .TXT
{Enter}#100#EXIT{Enter} {Memo} {Menu}
FOC : \ DIR_D .TXT{Enter}

Press ~ I MENU I File Save As ...
C:\TEST.MAC IENTERIIALTI Quit to save
the macro file and quit.
{Editor's Note: If you make corrections to
the TEST.MAC file be sure that you save
it again as C:ITEST.MAC. The System
Macros application Save command will
save the file in its default directory as
C:\_DAT\TEST.MAC and leave the
C:\TEST.MAC file unchanged.]
Use MEMO to create a batch file
to make Pushkeys run TEST.MAC.
The batch file contains one line:
@d : \bin\pushkeys c : \ test .mac

Save the file as C: \ TESTPK.BAT.
(Lotus 1-2-3 interferes with this example. Before testing these files, save
the spreadsheets you're working on
and quit 1-2-3.)

The macro above starts with an
{Enter} to return to System Manager
after the batch file has been run from
FILER. It then closes all applications
and goes to DOS to run two slightly
different versions of the DIR command. The directory listings are redirected and saved in a file named
D_DIR.TXT, which is loaded into
MEMO at the end of the macro.
The #100# command tells PUSHKEYS to pause for 100 time units (100
* 1/18.2 -= 5 sees).
There are a couple of occasions
where this delay is needed. For example, if your macro starts a graph
in CALC, an ordinary macro may
feed in the next keystroke thereby
interrupting the process. Another
time this happens is when a macro
uses Calc and 1-2-3 together. During
the time that it takes to get 1-2-3
loaded, a pushkey macro would keep
feeding in keystrokes, thereby getting
things out of sync. The #100# (or

Infrared Printing From Your
HPIOOLX
• Wireless infrared printer
connection
• Works with any parallel
printer
• Easy to use
Call 800-235-7576 or
fax (406) 587-9170
for information
on JetEye

. .Extended

lMSystems'

5777 N. Meeker Ave.
Boise, ID 83704

larger) delay prevents this from
happening. On my machine the first
delay works fine, but subsequent
delay times seem to be ignored.

INTRODUCING

Global Connections

SM

''Your One-Stop Palmtop Shop"
Modems! Modems! Modems!

Connections~

GlObal
is the only vendor that
focuses primarily on Hewlett-Packard's portable
PC equipment.
Our staff are HP experts with years of HP experience. Do not hesitate to call us! Our customers
are satisfied and loyal because they get outstanding, knowledgeable service. You will too!

Everything Under One Roof
Why waste time scurrying from place to place
searching for a HP Palmtop, or Omnibook and then
going someplace else to find the right accessories.
Global Connections~ is an authorized HP dealer.
We carry HP's full line of PC's, Sub Notebooks,
Palmtops, Calculators, Printers, Plotters and all the
original equipment for these products. We even
have the new HP Omnibook 425! We carry all the
best accessories on the market to fulfill your
portable computing needs.

Great Selection of PCMCIA Cards
We stock SRAM, FIashRAM, DoubleFIash, and
more. We carry all types of these PC cards. Let us
escort you safely through the PC card jungle. We
know your data is valuable. That's why our PC
Cards are backed with solid guarantees-many
with lifetime guarantees.

Megahertz, New Media and US Robotics
Worldport just to name a few- all the best brands
for your portable Pc.
And we have the hottest modems on the market.
Like the Megahertz 14,400 PCMClA modem with
XJACK- a modem with a built-in, pop-out phone
jack. No more hassling with wires and extra connections.

The Original Executive
Leather Case
Quite frankly , the standard of excellence for
palmtop cases for the
HPlOO/95LX 's and the
Omnibook. Now the latest,
upgraded version is here
with a stunning new, lower price--{)nly $59.95
We also carry software, extra memory, PC card
drives and more! Call us today!

Global Connections Incorporated
"Your One-Stop Palmtop Shop"
Order 24 hours a day:
_
Fax: (608) 752-9548
Phone: (608) 752-1537
50 S. River St., Ste 105· Janesville, WI 53545
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HOW TO USE: Create big macros

Test this use of Pushkeys by going to
FILER, highlighting TESTPK.BAT and
pressing I ENTER I. Your screen will hop
from FILER to DOS to AppManager,
then back to DOS, and finally end up
in MEMO. Scroll to the bottom of the
file in MEMO and you'll find the
listing for the hidden PUSHKEYS
.COM file.

Example: Make a Hotkey to
Launch a DOS Program
Some DOS programs require that you
close all applications and terminate
System Manager before you can run
them. Examples include ACT!.EXE,
PROHLP.EXE, and all TSR programs.
The number of keystrokes to
accomplish this is not great. All you
have to do is press f!J IMENU 1 Application Terminate All) I ENTER 1type the
name of your program at the DOS
prompt and press I ENTER I. To get back
to System Manager just type 100 and
press I ENTER I.
Here is a one-button hotkey
solution using PUSHKEYS, courtesy
of Raan Young. It involves creating a
System Macro that runs the following
files:

This batch file activates the Pushkeys
program and tells Pushkeys to use
the DOSPGM.MAC file as a data file.
Now go to the System Macros
application to save your current macro file. Press I MENU 1 File New to clear
out any macros, and press I ENTER 1 to
bring up the FN+Fl edit screen. Enter the following macro definition:
{Enter} {Menu}q{More} {Menu}at{F10}
#100#c : \runpgm . bat{Enter}

To save this macro file press ~
IMENU 1 File Save As ... C:\DOSPGM.MAC
I ENTER I. Press ~ (Clear) and IALTI
Quit to clear the macro file and quit.
Finally, to make this a one-button
solution, create a macro that will run
CALLPK.BAT. Go to the System
Macro application and type the following macro definition in the edit
screen of the macro you wish to use
(I used Fn+F3 for this example):
{More} {Menu}AL{Filer} {F5}
c : \callpk .bat{Enter} {Enter}

Then, quit the macro application and
press ~-I!I) to invoke the macro
you just created.
Here's what will happen:
1. The Fn+F3 macro automatically

RUNPGM.BAT ...... • ....... runs a DOS program
CALLPK.BAT . ...... .. ........ runs PUSHKEYS
DOSPGRM.MAC .....•........ system macro file

In MEMO create and save a file
called RUNPGM.BAT which contains
two lines:
c : \dospgm c : \<switches>
100

DOSPGM represents the file name of
the DOS program you want to run
and <SWITCHES> represents any
command line arguments and/or
switches that the program might
need. I've used C: \ as the path for
DOSPGM and DATAFILE. If your
program is located elsewhere, use the
appropriate path.
While in MEMO, create and save
another batch file called CALLPK
.BAT which contains the lines:
d:\bin\pushkeys c : \ dospgm.mac
exit

executes the following keys:
{More}
starts up AppMgr
{Menu}aL
close all open applications
{Filer}
starts Filer
{F5}c : \callpk.bat{ENTER}
goes to the CALLPK batch file
{Enter}
runs the CALLPK . BAT file

2. CALLPK.BAT runs the PUSHKEYS
program, executing the characters
and commands DOSPGM.MAC:
{Enter}
get past the "press any key ... "
prompt
{Menu}q
quit FILER
{More}
start AppManager
{Menu} at
terminate all applications
{FlO}
answer OK
#100#
tells PUSHKEYS to wait
100 (1/18 seconds each)
c : \runpgm.bat
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runs the RUNPGM batch file

3. The RUNPGM.BAT file runs
C:\DOSPGM or would run whatever
DOS commands want and returns to
System Manager:
c:\dospgm
starts DOS program
c: \datafile
any data or switches used
by the DOS program
100
runs SysMgr again the DOSPGM ends

Going to the Max
with PUSHKEY Macros
One of the advantages of using
PUSHKEYS is that it will let you
create a 2,550 keystroke macro without using the "chain" command.
PUSHKEYS does this by consecutively reading the function key macros in
the .MAC file from Fn+Fl: through
Fn+FIO: giving it 10 fields of 255
characters.
To see how this works you can
create a macro file in which Fn+Fl
contains the following in its Contents
field:
{Enter} {Memo} The quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog .

Then use the COpy and PASTE keys
to fill in the rest of the Contents field
with several copies of the "The quick
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog."
Then COPY everything in Fn+Fl's
Contents field, except the leading
{Enter){Memo}, and paste it into the
Contents fields for Fn+F2 through
Fn+FIO. Save this file as
C: \ TEST2.MAC.
Next, create a batch file,
TEST2.BAT, which contains the line:
@pushkeys test2 .mac

Run this Pushkey example by going
to FILER, highlighting test2.bat, and
pressing IENTERI. MEMO should start
and you'll see "the quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog" over and
over and over and over and ...
Some DOS applications need all
the available System RAM. You have
to terminate System Manager to run
these, and this means you have no
System macros available to automate

these DOS programs. Pushkeys is
ideal for these applications because it
is a DOS application (a small TSR)
that will work in both SysMgr and
DOS. It will take some time to learn
how to use the program and get it to
behave "just right". However, if you
run the same DOS application a couple of times a day, the time and trouble of mastering Pushkeys will pay
off in the long term.
For those who want to test their
mettle with really big macros that flip
back and forth between System Manager and DOS, Pushkeys may be the
only way to go.
There is no equivalent program
for the HP 95LX. However, if you're
intrigued with the idea of automating
the HP 95LX, and you're willing to
work with the DEBUG program, I'd
suggest that you take a look at a
previous Programmer's Corner article
(pages 42-48 of The HP Palmtop Paper,
July / Aug 1993).
[Editor's Note: Ed has also written
Multi-Macro-Manager, a program for the
95LX that breaks the 10 User Key limit
and will do many of the things that
PUSHKEYS will do with compiled macros. See Product Index, page 55.]

Use KEYBEZ to Support
Other Languages
KEYBEZ is another built-in program
that affects the keyboard. KEYBEZ
allows you to change the complete
character set you use on the 100LX.
This is what allows the 100LX to
support languages other than English, such as Greek, Russian, Turkish,
French, Spanish, Italian and the Scandinavian languages. The fonts, currency time and date formats for each
language set are found in .KIT and
.FON files in the D:\BIN directory
along with the program
KEYBEZ.COM.
These different character sets are
referred to as "code pages," the default code page for the 100LX is 850.
You can use KEYBEZ to change to
another code page, like 866 for Russian, but there is a catch. Lotus 1-2-3
only supports code page 850 and you

may have difficulty displaying or
printing with any other code page.
When you save a file then change to
another code page you may not be
able to recover that file until you
change back to the original code
page. Also, your printer will have to
be able to support the code page you
are using.
KEYBEZ enhances the 100LX by
giving you access to the special characters and symbols for other languages, and it will let you switch between
English and another language. [For
more information on using KEYBEZ see
pages 7-23 through 7-27, Appendices E
and F in the lOOLX User's Guide.]

LoanSTAR
Real Estate Finance System
Now Availal:Je for the HP 95LX
• MaxImum Allowable Loan Amount
• Amortization Schedules/Biweekly, etc.
• Buyer's Closing Costs/Reg. ZlAPR
• Mortgage Refinance Analysis
• Compares: Fix, ARM, GPM, Buy Down
• Fixed vs. ARM/Rent vs. Buy
• Seller's Net ProceedslInvest Schedules
• Qualifying Income and Maximum Debt
• User Programmable Variables

FREE PC DEMO DISK
Pocket Computer Systems
505 SE 1St" Street
Gresham, OR 97080
(503) 665-6990

Bug in the HP 100LX
Solver Program
There's an old saying among programmers: "Only trivial programs are
free of bugs." The corollary has to be:
"If a program is bug-free, it's trivial."
It's taken me the better part of a
year, but I've finally convinced myself that the 100LX's SOLVER program is NOT trivial. I've found a
bug.
The bug involves several of the
new Solver functions available only
on the 100LX. These functions are
mentioned on pages 30-7 and 30-10
of the HP 100LX User's Guide. The
book does not provide any examples
showing how to use them. These
functions are as follows:
SIZEC(CFWW)
returns the number of cash flows
in the CFWW . CFL file .
FWW(CFWW , row)
returns the value from the first
column and the specified row, in
the CFWW .CFL file .
#T(CFWW, row)
returns the group size of the
cash flow in the CFWW .CFL file .
SIZES (STAT)
returns the number of items in
the STAT . STA file . (This is not
to be confused with the
SIZES (range) function that returns the same thing as LENGTH
(range) in a spreadsheet . )
ITEM(STAT , row,column)
returns a value from the given
row and column in the STAT . STA
file .

The new functions are supposed
to make Solver behave more like the
HP 19BII calculator and in most cases
they do. However, in one case they
fail completely.
THE BUG
If you use these functions too many
times in succession, for example
inside a SIGMA(",,) loop, you risk
losing all your work in progress.
Here's what happens on my machine.
When I run the following equation:
SIGMA (cntr .1.15.1.
SIGMA(cntr, 1, SIZES (STAT) ,1, ITEM (STAT,cntr) )

)=Crash

The equation attempts to compute
the sum of the items in the
STAT.STA file 15 times. (STAT.STA is
the file created when you enter a list
of numbers into the List Stat application in HP CALC. In this example it
contained 8 or 9 values.)
Running this equation I get the
error message, "Too many files are
open". At that point, I am unable to
close any files that are open. The HP
100LX will ask if I want to continue.
If I say "Yes", and try to open FILER,
I get the same "Too many files are
open" message. The only recourse is
to press CTRL-ALT-DEL and force
the computer to reset itself. Of
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course, all new data in open applications 0 -2-3, MEMO, etc.) will be lost.
The same lock-up happens if I
substitute the corresponding Cash
Flow functions, SIZEC(CFLOW) and
FLOW(CFLOW,cntr), in place of
SIZES(STAT) and ITEM(STAT,cntr) in
the above equation. Even setting
"FILES=200" in the CONFIG.5YS file
does not seem to have any effect.
Caution: !If you want to test this out
on your lOOLX, save everything before
attempting to solve for "Crash". Be
prepared to reset the 100LX with

ICTRLI-I ALTI-I DELI'

THE WORKAROUND
Instead of using the new
SIZES(ST AT) or SIZEC(CFLOW)
functions, use the Lotus 1-2-3 function LENGTH(RANGENAME). Instead of Mst Stat, define a Range in
the current open 1-2-3 worksheet.
Likewise, use Lotus function
RCLCELL(Rangename,row,column)
instead of Solvers ITEMO, #TO, or
FLOWO functions.
One advantage of this work
around, using Lotus in conjunction
with Solver, is that your Solver equations will work on both the HP
lOOLX and the 9SLX.

HP Corvallis has been notified of
the bug. They are looking into it. In
the meantime I tip my hat to the
programmers at HP. Who else would
have built "redundancy" into a pocket
computer by including both HP
CALC and Lotus 1-2-3?
Until next time, Happy Porting.

Product Index: page 55
ON DISK index: page 56

Now fou Can Trade four 9SLX tor a fOOLX
tor as Utile as $369
.. . and also enjoy o1ler $.00 In addlrlonal bonuses and Incenrl1lesl
We really want your 95LX and
accessories, so we're giving you more
incentive than ever before to trade in your
95LX for a 100LX.
Until recently it cost up to $509 to trade
your old 1 MB 95LX for a new 100LX.
With HP's reduced pricing on the 1 MB
100LX that difference is now no more
than $369. And it could cost a lot less
depending on the type of 95LX accessories included with your trade-in. The
cost of upgrading from a 512K 95LX has
dropped even more. Now, owning a
IOOLX is more affordable than ever
before.

TwO Spedal Bonuses
With each purchase of a 100LX you
will receive:
~ Classic Computer's
Productivity Disk: it's
packed with highly useful
software to help you get
the most out of your new
palmtop.
~ The Banner Blue
Movie Guide™ (regular price: $44.99): With
the Banner Blue Movie
Guide™ on your HP 100LX you can
make the right choice when renting
movies at the local video store, watching

movies on TV,
adding to your
home video
library or purchasing gifts.
It' s also a great
way to bone up
on movie trivia.
It contains completeJacts on
over 9000 movies
and includes plot description, critic's
reviews, length In minutes, ratings and
even box office receipts. It's easy to usesimply browse through its library of
movies or call up specific movies based
on your own special criteria. Regular
updates are available directly from Banner
Blue for a nominal fee.

Addhlonal UPlirade
BOnuS
As an additional incentive we
are offering another bonus worth
up to $51 with every 95LX tradein. Choose either:
~ Savings of $51 on the purchase of a 1MB RAM card. Your
special price is only $98 instead of
the regular price of $149, or
~ A $25 gift certificate good for any
future purchase.
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A Leap FOlWard
In Palmtop Computinll
In the 100LX, HP has carefully and
diligently incorporated the feedback of
1000's of 95LX users to create a significant leap in palmtop computing. To learn
more about the advantages please give us
a call.

30-Day Risk Free Trial
Still not sure if the 100LX is right for
you? Then try one at your leisure. You 'll
have 30 days to discover all the great new
advantages of owning the 100LX.

Call About
the New HP 2 MB 100LX
You can trade-in your I MB lOOLX
and get a new 2 MB 100LX
for only $399.

CLASSIC COMPUTERS
P.o. Box 499 • Fairfield, IA 52556

(515) 472-0383 • 800-709-9494 1/i1~~
FAX: (515) 472-0393
CompuServe 10# 73014,2642
Monday - Friday
1OAM - 4PM Central Time

FREE
BEST PALMTOP
TIPS ON DISK
175 tips, 51 tools
on 2.5 megabytes
with your HP Palmtop
Paper on Disk subscription

You've got the
knowledge.
Now get the tools.
RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE TODAY
FOR PEAK PALMTOP
PERFORMANCE

THE

HP Palmtop

Pape~
~~y:~~ Q
FOR THE PRINTED EDITION

OR FAX: 515·472·1879

Thaddeus Computing, Inc. 57 E. Broadway, Fairfield, IA 52556 U.S.A.

---BASIC TIPS--. . AppManager
1mE11100LX I
Quickly quitting
all applications
ON THE HP 100LX
Press I!:l I MENU I &plication Close All, to
immediately quit all open applications, saving open
files in the process. You could speed up the process by creating a system macro to execute those
key strokes.
ON THE HP 95LX
The 95LX does not have a similar feature built in.
However, the shareware program 95Buddyiiil
does add this feature to the original Palmtop. With
95Buddy installed press IMENU I-I DELI to save and
exit all open applications.
Christian de Lisle
Hertfordshire, U.K.

~Appt
1mE11100LXI
Go to current day
in Appointment Book
When you first start Appointment Book, it opens to
the current day. However, if you switch to another
application without quitting Appointment Book (Le.
pressing I MENU I Quit), it stays on whatever day
you were last looking at. Fortunately HP made it
easy to get to today's date on the HP Palmtops.
(Remember the System date is the default for the
Goto command on both Palmtops. Of course, if the
System date is wrong you will go to the wrong date.
So check the date before you press I ENTER I.)
ON THE HP 100LX
From the Appointments or ToDo List screen, press
~ (Goto) and then ~ (Today). When you
press~, a calendar appears in the upper right of
the display.

Month-, Month+, Year-, Year+ nDay-, and nDay+ .
So, for example, if you press ~ (Goto), I!!)
(nDay+) 3 I ENTER I, you'll move three days forward.
ON THE HP 95LX
From the Appointments or ToDo screen, press ~
(Goto) I ENTER I to switch the APPT display to
today.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

iM!1100LXI
Todo carry overs
may not display
95LX DISPLAYS CARRIED OVER
TODOS IN ALL FUTURE DAYS
Enable ToDo carry forward in APPT by pressing
IMENU I Settings Carry-Forward Enable. When
enabled, any ToDo that is not checked off is displayed in the Todo list of all future days. Check off
a ToDo by highlighting it in the ToDo list and
pressing I <Spacebar> I.
100LX DISPLAYS CARRIED OVER TODOS
IN CURRENT DAY, NOT FUTURE DAYS
Enable the carry forward setting for all appointments on the 1OOLX by going to APPT and pressing I MENU I Qptions ToDo D!faults... and making
sure the Carry Forward box is checked. You can
change carry forward setting in each individual
ToDo by checking or unchecking the Carry Forward
box in the ToDo edit screen.
When carry forward is enabled, the ToDos that
are not checked off are not displayed on future
days until the SYSTEM date changes to that date.
For example, if its May 5 and you look at May 6's
ToDo list, you will not see any carried over ToDos.
However, once the system clock changes to May 6,
carried over ToDos will appear in the ToDo list.
Check off a ToDo by highlighting it in the ToDo list
and pressing I <Spacebar> I .
ToDos set to start on a future date are displayed when viewing that date. Wherever you are,
you can skip forward to the next scheduled ToDo
by pressing CS!!J-I <RightArrow > I.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663J

• Data Base I Memo
APPT's Goto display with calendar, 100LX

You can use the arrow keys to move the cursor to
different days on the calendar. As you do, the
Appointments screen changes to that day.
Several other options are displayed on the
menu bar at the bottom of the screen, including

iMU100LXI
Highlighting large
text blocks in a
Notes field and MEMO
ON THE HP 100LX
Notes fields are found in any of the 100LX data
base related applications, including PHONE, APPT,
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DATA BASE, and NOTE TAKER. You can also do
the following tip in MEMO. When you have a Notes
field that has a lot of text, and you want to highlight
and copy all of it to the clipboard, you can use the
following procedure.
1. Go to the notes field.

2. If you are not at the beginning of the Note field,

press CS!!J-~-I <LeftArrow > I to go to top
of file.
3. Pressr-I<""'S=hif"'t>"I-1 CTRLI-~-I <RightArrow> I
to highlight the text.
4. Press ~-c::J to copy text to the clipboard.
5. Now you can switch to MEMO or another
Notes field, and press ~-[!] to paste the
copied note.
Granted, it helps to be double-jointed.
ON THE HP 95LX
In MEMO you can copy a large block of text using
the following procedure.
1. Open a text file in MEMO.
2. Press I <Shift> I-I <UpArrow > I repeatedly until
the cursor is at the beginning of the file.
3. Press I!!I to "Mark" the text you want to copy.
4. Press [<'S!1!!f>]-1 <DownArrow > I repeatedly to
"Mark" the text to the end of the file.
5. Press ~ to copy the marked text.
6. Save the file nnecessary, press I MENU I File
Open or New, answer Yes to replace without
saving, move the cursor to the place in the
new file where you want to paste the copied
text and press ~.
Ed Keefe
CompuServe /0: [75300,3667J

• Filer
lmEIi 100LX I
Split screen makes it easier
to transfer files between
drives and directories
FILER's Split screen ~ function makes it easier
to Copy or Move files from one drive or directory to
another. With the exception of one step, the procedure is the same on either Palmtop.
Let's say you have a text file MESSAGE. DOC
in your C:\....DAT directory and you want to back it
up on your RAM card .
1. Go to FILER and press ~ (Split) to display a
split screen.

2. Use your arrow keys to move the cursor to the
left screen, highlight _OAT and press IENTERI.
This moves you to the _OAT subdirectory.

3. Press I <RightArrow > I to move the cursor to the
right screen. Then do the following:
4A. ON THE 100LX - press I ESq a couple of

times until you're at the Available Drives screen.
Make sure you have a card in the memory card
slot, highlight A and press IENTER ,.

later time to see if they really want to enter it in
their Phone Book.

~World Time

4B. ON THE 95LX - make sure you have a card in
the memory slot, press [!) (Goto), key in A: and
press IENTER'.

COPYING DATA FROM MEMO
TO PHONE ON THE 95LX
You can use the 95LX clipboard function to copy
contact information from MEMO to a new Phone
Book card. You should have the contact information
in MEMO formatted as follows: First line contains
the name, no more than 30 characters. Second line
contains the phone number, no more than 30
characters. The next eight lines will have address
or other information. Each of the last eight lines can
be no longer than 39 characters. Each line must
end carriage return. The MEMO entry on the 95LX
might look something like this (left carrots in MEMO
indicate hard returns):

1UD!1100LX I

5. Now the files in C:'--DAT are displayed on the
left and the files on the memory card on the right.
Press I < LeftArrow > , to go back to the left hand
screen, highlight MESSAGE.DOC press ~ to
copy the file to the memory card.
You could also use this method to copy or
move files between different directories on the
same drive. One advantage of using the split
screen method is that you see whafs on both
drives. The other advantage is that you don't have
to type in the destination path. The ~ Copy
command sends the file to the drive and directory
to the other side of the screen.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

~HP Calc
1)011:1 100LX I
Have HP CALC always start
in desired application
I tend to use it mostly for simple arithmetic: Balancing checkbooks, adding up a page count for the
next issue of The HP Palmtop Paper, etc. Because
of this, I like to always start in the Arithmetic function. This is no problem on the 95LX. Whenever
you quit CALC on the 95LX and start it back up, it
starts in the Calculator Arithmetic screen. In fact,
you cannot configure the 95LX to come up in any
other HP CALC application (TVM, Currency, etc.).
However, on the 100LX, you can configure HP
CALC to come up in a particular application. In HP
CALC press IMENU' Options Startup Application ... ,
and the following screen is displayed:
'on""f!

tiWAC·8'M'
Startup Application

~~:lh

. ...
E

6.3100
8 .7 000

VolUJIv
lit..

&raLurv

EJDI _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IDIDI..9.0000

Set Startup Application screen, 100LX

Highlight Arithmetic and press ~ (OK). Set up
this way, whenever you quit HP CALC and then go
back to it, the Arithmetic function automatically
comes up. Of course, you could have selected any
HP CALC function to automatically come up.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~Memo
l)Oil'100LX I

Take down contact info
in MEMO and transfer
it to PHONE
Some users find it easier to take down contact
information in a MEMO file and then review it at a

World Time can automatically
adjust system clock for
Daylight Savings time
When you add a new city like Fairfield, Iowa to your
cities list, you can set up your 100LX to automatically adjust the system clock when daylight savings
time changes. (The built-in cities are pre-configured.) Go into World Time, highlight the city of your
choice and press IENTER ,. You'll get a screen that
looks something like this:
I

rnr'l!rtjI

Goldstein , Hal (Publisher) ~
(515) 472-6330 (Fax : 1879) ~
The HP Palmtop Paper~
57 East Broadway or P. O. Box
Fairfield, IA 52556 , USA~

iii .. I !I!

ACCli 1t5

Call1ilS!orw I

r:D4101li9hl
I o I vs

c::::==::::J

Place the cursor at the beginning of the information
you want to copy (Le. on the "G" of "Goldstein"),
and press I!!) (Mark). Move the cursor down to
the end highlighting the desired information and
press ~ (Copy). Then open PHONE to the Index
view and press!!!l (Paste). PHONE will create a
new card with the first 30 characters of the first line
in Name, the first 30 characters of the second line
in Number, and the first 39 characters of the next
eight lines in the Address field. Excess characters
will not be copied over. If you have 95Buddy iii on
your Palmtop, you can use the clipboard's copy and
paste functions to copy data to individual fields in
PHONE's Edit card view.

1. Go into MEMO, put the cursor at the beginning
of the first line and press I < Shift > '-I!E)
I < RightArrow > , to highlight Goldstein, Hal
(Publisher), and then press I!E) [!) to copy
it to the clipboard.
2. Open PHONE and press ~ to Add an item.
The cursor should be resting in the Name field.
3. Press I!E)-[!) to paste Goldstein, Hal (Publisher) in the Name field.
Follow this procedure to copy each line in MEMO
to the desired data field in PHONE. If you are very
consistent in the way you enter data, you can
create a system macro that automatically copies
contact information into specific data fields in a
Phone Book item.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

lusA

0 No

I

A

Location
[ Latilu,d1P

~

~~ I
....._ _........._ _

o Cu~lo ..

Lbl

LonviludlP

~I

I
I!!I!IlDI!I!IIIDI~

City data screen, 100LX

Press I < Tab > , until the cursor is in the Daylight
Savings box. Press any of the arrow keys until
Automatic is highlighted and press ~. Then
press I < UpArrow > , or I < DownArrow > , to select
the DST schedule of your choice.
•
•

•
•

COPYING DATA FROM MEMO
TO PHONE ON THE 100LX
You can't do the copy described above on the HP
100LX. However, you can copy information line-byline to different data fields in a phone book entry as
described below (using the above contact info as
an example):

I Country

Citll frC!Cix ~

H r Tbtv Offset Frol'\'---~I I
S4\1ing.!!I~ IHo~1!I E!i!IDO S\o1sto.. (jl Unil,lQr5a~

@ Aulo!lllt.ic !NorlhlPrn

879 ~

.'kIP,.Ri··'1

,

,it.,. 'milftln-rt1

Int'l

Northern: First sunday in April to last Sunday
in October, Used in most of North America.
Southern: Last Sunday in October to first
Sunday in March, used in most of the southem
hemisphere.
European: Last Sunday in March to last Sunday in September
None: No Daylight Savings Time.

When you're finished, press~.
When the time comes to change DST, World
Time will pop up and ask whether you want to
update the system clock. Answer OK and your
system clock is adjusted. (For more, see HP 100LX
User's Guide, page 14-10.)
I ran into a problem because I went into SET
UP and set the time back on Saturday evening,
forgetting that I had configured my 100LX to do so
automatically. When I next used my Palmtop on
Monday I got a message on the screen that "Daylight savings time has changed. Update the system
clock?" I mistakenly pressed IENTER' and set the
time back another hour. I had to go back into the
SET UP function and reset the system clock.
HP 95LX
The HP 95LX does not automatically adjust for
changes in DST. You must go into Appointment
Book, press I!!) (Watch), go to the Local or World
city and press ~ (DST) and answer yes to
toggle back and forth one hour. (For more, see the
HP 95LX User's Guide, page 17-46.)
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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......... QUICKTIPS .........
~Appt
1lD31100LX I

Entering time
into an appointment
The 100LX assumes you are
making appointments during
your normal timeline. If you
have the default configuration, your timeline begins at 7
a.m. If you specify an appointment as "8:30" the
1OOLX will assume 8:30 a.m.;
if you specify 6:45, the
1OOLX will assume 6:45 p.m.
since 6:45 a.m. is before the
start of your normal day.
There's nothing magic about
7 a.m. though. Change the
start of your normal day by
using the OptionslTimeline ...
command to change the First
Hour field.
Ted Dickens
CompuServe 10: [76701,272]
1lD311 OOLX I

Entering time
without the colon
You don't have to enter a
colon 0 when entering the
time. The Palmtop will put it
in for you.
However, the 100LX will
assume that any time beginning with a 1 refers to 10 am
or greater. For instance, if
you enter 105, the 100LX
interprets it as 10:50 am, not
1:05 pm. If you enter 130,
the 100LX reads it as 13:00
(24-hour time) and displays it
as such if you are set up for
24-hour time. If you are not,
it displays it as 1:00 pm.
Richard Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
1100LX I

Cut appointment
st ill rings!
Before any public speaking
or important meeting, I make
sure that there are no pending appointments to ring and
interrupt me. However, I
learned the hard way that it's
best to Delete an appointment, not Cut it!.
It seems that if you cut an

appointment (highlight and
press ~-O and do not Quit
APPT, the appointment still
rings on the 100LX. Highlight
the appointment and press
IDELI to delete it and you
won't encounter this problem.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

iii Backup
1lD31100LX I

Fast backup
I use DC/DCS95 from the
95LX Connectivity Pack and
PKZIP Iij for backups. [Redirector from the 100LX Connectivity Pack or InterLink
form MS-DOS 6.x should
work the same way. See the
tips under Connectivity. Hal]
I set up the link with
DCS95 on the 95LX or
100LX and run DC95 on the
PC. My Palmtop's A: drive
appears as D: on my PC. I
then change directories to
my directory for backups and
issue the following command :
pkzip back95 . zip d : \ * . * - r - p - ex

This grabs all my RAM
card's directories and subdirectories and compresses
them, using max compression, into one file on the PC.
Having the whole backup
in a single file saves having
many additional directories
and files on my PC from
many backups. I only do full
backups, all the files on the
RAM card no matter how old,
but PKZIP has options to
only zip files that have been
changed (with the archive bit
set).
If I ever need a file to use
or restore, I can PKUNZIP it
from the archived file. This
method works flawlessly and
is fast at 115200 baud.
BACKING UP
THE A AND C DRIVES
To handle the C: drive and a
large FlashCard you need to
get a little more elaborate. I
have 17MB of files on my
FlashCard with many directories and subdirectories. I set
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up the DCS95/DC95 link so
that the 100LX's A: and C:
drives map to the desktop as
E: and G:. I have a BAK100.BAT file that looks like this:
pkzip %l - a e : \ * . *
pkunzip %l - a - t
pkzip %l-c g : \ * . *

pkunzip %l - c

- r - p - e x -a+

-r - p - e x -a+

- t

Then I issue the command:
baklOO 11-05
This does a full backup of
the A: and C: drives from my
100LX into 2 compressed
files on my desktop with the
filename that looks like today's date. The files will be
called 11-05-a.zip and
11-05-c.zip. You can look up
the documentation of the
PKZIP command, but the parameters say to re-curse
down all subdirectories, store
complete path names in the
archive, use maximum compression, and clear the archive bits on the files that are
backed up.
The PKUNZIP line in the
above batch file tests the
resulting zipped files to make
sure that they were not corrupted. The advantage of this
method is that it takes up far
less room on my desktop so
that I can keep several backups. If I ever need a file from
the archive, a PKUNZIP
path\filename will get it back
for me.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162]

~ Batteries
mEl
Low battery warning
doesn't go away with
NiCds: insert lithiums
or alkalines
Like many users, I save
money by using rechargeable
NiCd batteries in my 95LX.
However, the battery logic in
the 95LX was designed for
Alkaline batteries and sometimes has problems with
other types of batteries.
After receiving a low battery warning for my main
batteries, I replaced them

with a freshly charged pair of
Millennium NiCds. The low
battery waming did not go
away. I did a jCTRL I-IALT IIDELI reboot, but the low
battery warning stayed.
Finally, I removed the fully
charged NiCds and inserted
a new pair of Eveready lithium Energizers. This reset the
battery warning immediately.
I removed lithiums and reinserted NiCds. The low battery warning was gone.
Since that time, I use
T AB95 Iij to keep a careful
eye on the level of my main
batteries, and change them
when they reach 2.1 volts.
Phil Malkinson
Fairfield IA, USA
1.m!J1100LX I

Overnight charge
all that's needed
The convenience of charging
in the 100LX cannot be understated. Every weekend, I
leave the unit plugged in
overnight to charge the batteries. I never have to worry
about a thing.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162]

[HP 95LX users have
reported success using NiCds. A popular technique is
to have two sets of rechargeabIes - one set in the 95LX
and one set in the recharger.
Then set a recurring alarm in
APPT to remind you to swap
them eve/}' weekend- Rich.]

~Comm
1.m!J11 OOLX I

How to send
a fax through
CompuServe E-mail
People subscribing to
CompuServe can send short:
faxes using CompuServe's
E-Mail FAX ability. It's fast,
and you get transmission
confirmation by return mail.
To send a fax, use the
same method as you would
use to send standard E-Mail,
but in place of the CIS ad-

dress use: >FAX:number. For
example, to send a fax the
address is:

=

John Doe >FAX:18055551212

1m!311 OOlX I

Just remember to type a 1 in
front of the area code for US
fax numbers. The 1 is the US
country code. Without it, the
area code is interpreted as
the country code, which results in faxes to Los Angeles
(area code 213) going to
Algeria.
Note: The EXACT format
you use is dependent on
which software package you
use on the 95LXl100LX or
PC to access CIS.
Dave Shier
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374J
1100lX I

Using modems and
cellular phones
with the 100LX
I just got done downloading
around 90K of messages
from CompuServe's HPHAND and PPI forums using
the HP 100LX and a Practical Peripherals Inc. 14.4/14.4
fax/modem. This was through
an OKI 900 Cellular phone,
using the data option I have
installed in my car. The car
was stationary (parked). The
OKI has a meter that shows
a 1 to 5 scale for power/
closeness/clean connection
and it was showing five, the
highest cleanest power rating.
Total connect time, from
the time I said dial until the
phone hung up was 2 minutes and 42 seconds. Allowing 42 seconds for answer
negotiation, switching between forums, my estimate is
that it took 2 minutes to
download the 90+ K of messages. That calculates out to
about 750 characters per
second. There was no data
loss as far as I can tell.
Cellular phone users in
Northern CA may have a cleaner, wider bandwidth than
thought, since others have
indicated that only a 2400
baud effective rate was possible on cellular transmissions and I was able to use
9600 baud.
Frank Nagle
CompuServe 10: [71140, 1253J

Connectivity

Update on
DC95 and Windows
After using DC95 from the
95LX Connectivity Pack for
some time and then making
changes to my Windows
configuration, I could no
longer get DC95 to work at
all under Windows.
So I abandoned DC95 for
what I feel is a much better
solution, Interlink from MS
DOS 6.x. Since Microsoft
wrote it, it works perfectly
under Windows and transfers
just as fast as DC95.
Larry Lefkowitz
CompuServe ID: [76711,731J
mEl!100lXI

Set up 95LX
Connectivity Pack to
work with the 100LX
You will need to have a high
enough LASTDRIVE=n statement in your CONFIG.SYS to
accommodate the additional
drive letters. I have mine set
five letters above my last
physical drive.
Run Filer on the 100LX
and the 95LX Connectivity
Pack Filer on your desktop
PC. Make sure the baud rate
settings match, Communications, Remote Set. Don't go
higher than 9600 baud. Make
sure that the 100LX port is
ON. Use ASERCL.ZIP ii on
the 100LX to assure it's on.
On the desktop press F7
(split screen) and then F6
(remote) to connect. DC95.EXE and DCS95.EXE are
files that come with the 95LX
Connectivity Pack. Copy
DCS95 .EXE from the desktop to your 100LX (or DC95
if you want to use the desktop as the server). Run
DCS95 on the 100LX and
after it loads, run DC95 on
your desktop PC with the
necessary switches (Le.:
DC95 -p:C2 to use COM2 as
the port). Type DC95 I? to
see a list of all the possible
command settings.
Jorge M. Trevino
CompuServe 1D:[70142, 1041J

1100lX I

Running CPACK 100
in OS/2 2.1
HP pointed out a configuration change that allowed me
to run Cpack 100 (the HP
100LX Connectivity Pack)
under OS/2 2.1 VDM.
After creating the Folder
for the Cpack files, create an
icon for the file App100.bat.
Then under DOS Settings
modify the following:
a. COM access = on
b. COM HOLD = on
c. Make sure that there is a
full path to CPACK directory
d. COM SELECT to actual
COM PORT that will be used
e. DOS FILES = 35
f. DOS HIGH = on
Kenny Manchester
CompuServe 10: [76040,741J

• Data Base
1100lX I

System RAM
and search speed
in Database
I have a 140k Database with
885 records which takes 81 k
of system RAM when open.
The amount of time it takes
Speed Locate to find a record
is dependant on the number
of letters it is searching for,
not the record's position in
the file. For example, with
the database above, it takes
5 seconds to locate a record
based on one letter, 7 seconds for two letters and 10
seconds for three letters.
The same would hold true for
the Phone Book application
since it is just another variation of the data base.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162J

"MS-DOS
Im!3
Limits to line length
in CONFIG.SYS files?
On a PC, a line in CONFIG
.SYS may have a 128-character limit. However, on the
95LX, I've used lines over
300 characters without problems.
I haven't tried a long line

in 100LX, 100Buddy doesn't
require a long line in the
CONFIG.SYS.
Jeffrey Mattox
(958uddy)
CompuServe 10: [71044,2356J
1m!31100lX I

"Break on" slows
performance of
built-in applications
Certain DOS programs enable the BREAK function
when they execute and don't
return it to it's original state
when they terminate.
With BREAK turned on,
every time an application
checks to see if a key has
been pressed (and none
HAS been pressed) the machine drops into "light sleep"
for a little while. This slows
down the running application
significantly.
To test your DOS application, type BREAK OFF at the
DOS prompt, run your DOS
application, then type BREAK
at the DOS prompt. If your
DOS application turned
BREAK on and left it on,
DOS will echo BREAK ON,
otherwise it will echo BREAK
OFF. With BREAK ON, builtin Applications run slower.
The solution is to start
your program from a batch
file, and add BREAK OFF to
the end of your batch file,
just after the line that runs
the DOS application.
AndyGryc
Internet ID: andyg@hp.cv.com

• Filer
1lliJI!I100lX I

FILER always
available
The Filer is always active so
that you can always clean up
the disk, erase, move, or
copy files and not get loc~ed
up trying to save something
INCREDIBLY valuable when
there is not room left. You
can always press the blue
Filer key and tidy up.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe ID: [72560,36J
[Editor Note: Mark Scardina has written CloseFiler 1. a
(CLSFLR.zIP ii) a free
utility for the 100LX that removes FILER from memory
freeing about 50K of System
RAM when System Manager
is running.J
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~HP Calc

HM8 (HR(end_time)HR(start_time) )

1E!311100LX I

Total_Minutes=
HR(end_time)HR(start_time))*60

Free up
some System RAM
You do not need to keep all
of the built-in applications
"open" all the time. Whether
it is open or closed, the calculator takes exactly the
same amount of time to
come up. Except when open
it takes 37K of memory and
OK when closed. Therefore, I
always quit HP CALC before
switching to another application.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162J
1E!311100LX I

Using time in
Solver equations
Entering a time value in Solver depends on how you set
your Time Format in SETUP.
Assuming Format 1 (HH:MM :SS), then HH .MMSS
should be the format in Solver.
Solver has two time functions: HRO converts HH.MMSS to an hour and a decimal
part of an hour. HMSO converts the fractional hour to
hours and minutes. Also,
remember that HP CALC
uses military time not am/pm,
so use 14.53 instead of 2:53pm.
Ed Keefe
CompuServeID: [7530~366n

Solver handles time and
degrees by converting them
to a decimal format. This is
made very simple in Solver's
editor by selecting the CONV
f!!I and then HR I!!J. This
yields a HRO with your cursor inside the parentheses.
You then enter HH.MMSS,
e.g. 15.3322 for 3:3322 pm,
and the function converts to
decimal format, e.g. 15.5561 .
When you finish a calculation
and want to convert back to
hours and minutes, select
CONV f!!I and then HMS
f!!I, putting the decimal time
within the parentheses.
Our anesthesia billing is
done to the minute. Here are
the two equations that I use
at the hospital:
Total_Hours=

By using the same variable
names in each equation, you
don't have to re-enter the
variables to solve the second
equation.
Michael deCamp
CompuServe 10: [71564,263J
[Editor's Note: SL VHLPZIP
Iii is an updated version of
HPSOLVE.PBK, a handy database that answers many
questions about Solver.]

~Memo
1100LX I

Outliner formatting
can slow down
MEMO performance
You can press I!!) (Promote)
to start an outline at any
point in a MEMO document.
You can also press IMENU I
Forma! Qutline to adjust the
outline indents and select
Roman numeral or Decimal
numbering styles for the
outline. However, if you do
either one of these in a large
MEMO file, you may notice a
slow down in the speed at
which the Palmtop enters
your keystrokes. Internally,
whenever outlining is selected, MEMO puts an outline
header in the document. In
order to display the outline
formatting correctly, MEMO
keeps searching back for the
previous outline header,
which is not particularly efficient.
As long as you don't use
outlines in your documents,
or as long as the document
doesn't get too large, you
shouldn't encounter a slow
down. However, if you do
encounter this problem in a
large file, the best thing to do
is to save the file as ASCII to
get rid of the outliner header.
Load the document in
MEMO, press IShiftE~
(Save As), tab to the ASCII
box and press I <Spacebar> I to
make sure it's selected. Then
press ~ to save the file.
This procedure has the
unfortunate side effect of
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eliminating all other formatting as well (bold, underline,
header, footer, tab settings,
and margins if you've
changed them).
Everett Kaser
CompuServe 10: [70662,2540J

mMisc
1m3

Be careful"fixing"
the 95LX screen
A number of 95LX users
have reported having problems with the LCD display
going bad - fading and no
longer being visible. Some
users have found that if you
press in on the screen or
twist it a little, the image may
come back for a while. Warning: Other users have found
that this procedure can also
crack the screen! If you crack
the screen, you are hastening the inevitable.
Even if the twisting is temporarily successful, it doesn't
fix the problem, which gets
worse and eventually requires you sending your
95LX to Corvallis for repairs.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
1m31100LXI

Use ALT-MENU-num
to enter special
characters
The full character set on the
95LX and the 1OOLX contains
many special characters like
the smiley face, sad face etc.
You can use these characters in different application by
using the ALT- number on
the 95LX and ALT-MENUnumber on the 100LX to
generate the corresponding
character on the 1OOLX. (See
Appendix B in the 100LX
User's Guide, and Appendix
E in the the 95LX User's
Guide for a complete list of
characters available).
To be sure, the process is
noisy. It beeps on every key
press, but it works. For example, if you want to use a
special character in a Notes
field of a Database application, press F3 (Notes) and
ALT-MENU 1W" produces
the grey blob,
Ed Keefe
CompuServe 10: [75300,3667J

1100LX I

U.S. version of 100LX
OK for European user
I am a Norwegian user, but
bought my 100LX in New
York. It has no problem handling the European character
sets, time, currency, etc. The
only difference between the
US model and the UK model
as far as I know are the
printed markings on the keyboard.
Iver Erling Aarva
CompuServe 10: [70630,553J
1100LX I

Using DIET 1.45FIii
on the 100LX
I'm using DIET Version 1.45F
which is actually the latest
version, as of Feb. 1994.
What I like about DIET is its
ability to automatically compress and expand DATA files
when they are opened or
closed by a program. For this
feature of DIET to work it
must be run as a TSR, Terminate and Stay Resident,
program and needs to be
loaded from an AUTOEXEC.BAT file before System Manager.
I ran into trouble using the
DIET 1.45F on the 100LX, it
would lockup the Palmtop
when I would exit DOS. I
found that I could eliminate
the problem by adding the -S
switch, "show original size" to
the DIET command line.
Following is the command
line that I use in my AUTOEXEC.BAT file to set up DIET
as a TSR. It must come
before the "100" command
that starts up System Manager:
C: \DIET

-z

-8 -P -N -TC:\

100

I also found that the device driver NANSI.SYSIii
must be loaded in CON FIG
.SYS for DIET's listing switch
( -L ) to display correctly.
NANSI.SYS can also be
used to create keyboard
macros. For more on NANSI.SYS see the Jan/Feb 1994
issue of The HP Palmtop
Paper, page 47.
Robert S. Williams
CompuServe 10: [76167,2773J
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Product Index
Contact information for products mentioned in articles.
See Advertisers Index, next page, for additional product references.

HP PRODUCTS
Contacts: Authorized HP computer
dealers worldwide (i.e. the same place
YOLi can purchase an HP LaserJet). To
locate an authorized dealer in the USA,
call 800-443·1254. You can also pur·
chase the 95LX & 100LX and its acces·
sories from ACE Technologies at 800·
825·9977 or 408·428·9722; Fax: 408·
428-9721. EduCALC at 800-677-7001;
Fax: 714-582-1445. Global Connections
at 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-752-9548.
Classic Computers at 515-472-0383;
Fax: 515472-0393.

HP 100LX 2MB - $749

(HP Fl 027A) Connects the 100LX to
U.S. Robotics WorldPort V.42bis Modem,
Skytel pager, and other products.

95LX Accessory Cradle - $60
(HP Fl006A)

Service Agreements
For U.S. HP Palmtop users. Units must be
under warranty to extend.
95LX, l-year extension - $50
95LX, 3-year extension - $135
l00LX, 2-year extension - $85
Contact: Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis
Service Center, USA; Phone: 503-7572002.
NOTE: Suggested retail price listed.

(HP Fl022A)

HP 100LX 2MB Upgrade - $297
Upgrade HP l00LX 1MB to 2MB
Contact: HP Corvallis Service Center,
1030 NE Circle Blvd, Corvallis, OR
97330, Attn: HP 100LX Upgrade; Phone:
503-570-3850.

HP 100LX 1MB - $549

OTHER PRODUCTS
ACTI95 - $ 149
Contact: Symantec, USA; Phone: 800441-7234 or 408-253-9600; Fax: 408-2553344.

Flash RAM Cards - $varies
Manufactured by Sundisk, marketed by
others including HP (see Advertiser's
Index and HP listing above).
Contact: Sundisk, USA; Phone: 408·
562·0595; Fax: 408·562·3403.

HP Palmtop Paper, Back issues

Prodigy Information Services

Contact: Thaddeus Computing, USA;
Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515472-

1879.

Contact: Prodigy Information Services,
445 Hamilton Ave., White Plains, NY
10601; Phone: 800-776-3449.

Konexx Koupler Model 203 - $149

RadloMail wireless servlce- $89/mo

Contact: Unlimited Systems Corp.lnc.,
5555 Magnatron Blvd, Suite
J, San Diego, CA 92111, USA; Phone:
800-275-6354 or619-277-33OO; Fax: 619277-3305.

lXlPPI Modem Cables - $35

512K RAM Card - $special

Ardis, Radio Data Network - $varies
Contact: Ardis, 300 Knights Bridge
Parkway, Lincolnshire, IL 60069; Phone:
800-662-5328 or 708-913-1215.

Millennium NICDs

(HP Fl003A) Limited supply

(Fl035A) 40MB HDI2MB RAM - $1,199
(Fl037A) 150MB HD/4MB RAM - $1,399
(Fl038A) 150MB HD/6MB RAM - $1,599

HP Starllnk Service - $varies
Wireless messaging service, for 'onestop communications solution. Contact:
800-917-L1NK.

5MB.12v Flash Card - $499
(HP Fl012A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

10MB/12V Flash Card - $879
(HP Fl013A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

DictlonarylThesaurus Card-$149.95
(HP Fl005A)

ACIDC Adapter (HP F1011A)-$39.95

America Online BBS - $varies
Contact: America Online, USA; Phone:
800-827-6364.

AppMANI - $29

Batteries, IithlumAAs(4-pack)- $14
(plus $2 shipping)
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
USA; Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515-

472-1879.

CheckFree Service - $9.95/mo

(HP Fl015A) Connect 95LX and
l00LX to DOS compatible PC.

Electronic check payment service available only in the USA. $9.95 for the first 0
to 20 checks, $3.50 for each additional 10
checks per month.
Contact: Checkfree Corporation, PO.
Box 897, Columbus, OH 43216, USA;
Phone: 800-882-5280; 614-825-3000;
Fax: 614-825-3307.

MAC Connectivity Cable - $24.95

Citizen PN48 - $469

USA/Canada (Opt. ABA)
Europe (Opt. ABB)
Australia (Opt. ABG)
United Kingdom (Opt. ABU)
South Africa (Opt. ABO)

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95

(HP Fl016A) Connect 95LX and
looLX to Apple PCslMACs.

95LX ConnectlvHy Pack - $119.49
(HP Fl001A)

100LX Connectivity Pack - $119.49
(HP Fl021A)

Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95
(HP Fl023A) 4 adapters for connecting
the l00LX to modems, printers, and PCs.

100LX Accessory Cradle - $79

Contact: Citizen America USA; Phone:
8004774683 or310-453-0614; Fax: 310453-0614.

CompuServe BBS service- $varies
Contact: CompuServe USA; Phone:

Contact: Walmart and other retailers.

Motorola
NewsCard Receiver - $229
Contact: Hewlett Packard, 1000 N.E.
Circle Boulevard, Corvallis, OR 97330;
Phone: Sign up, 8oo-917-L1NK or
information 800-443-1254.

Info TAC modem - $999
Contact: Motorola, Wireless Data
Group, 11411 No.5 Rd., Richmond,
BC, Canada, V7A4Z3; Phone: 800678-7634 or 604-277-1511.

MS-DOS 6.2 upgrade - $77.95
Windows for Workgroups 3.11 - $219.95
Contact: Microsoft Corporation, USA;
Phone: 800426-9400 ; Fax: 206-6356100; Canada: 800-563-9048; Intemational: 206-936-8661.

Multi Macro Manager - $25
CONTACT: The FastAidCo., 314S.W.
Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021, USA; CompuServe 10: [75300,3667}.

OBMAX-$79
800-848-8199 or 614-457-0802. See
more international numbers on page 30 of
this issue.

PPI14400 FX Pocket Modem - $399
Contact: Practical Peripherals, 375
Conejo Ridge Avenue, Thousand Oaks,
CA 91361, USA; Phone: 800-4424774 or
805-4974774; Fax: 805-374-7200.

Contact: ACE Technologies, USA;
Phone: 800-825-9977 or 408428-9722;
Fax: 408-428-9721.

HP OmniBook 430 PC - $Varies

Contact: IBM Corp., USA; Phone: 800·
3·IBM·OS2; FAX: 8004264329; Canada:
800-465-7999.

Contact: The Nature Company, 750
Hearst Ave., Berkeley, CA 94710, USA;
Phone: 800-227-1114.

Hiker's Pouch - $40

Connects your HP Palmtop directly to the
Practical Peripherals 14400 FX Pocket
Modem. Other custom cables are available by special request.
Contact: Shier Systems & Software,
1033 Business Center Circle, Newbury
Park, CA 91320, USA; Phone: 8054986787; Fax: 805498-8174; CompuServe
10: [75030,3374}.

(HP Fl020A)

OS/22.1 - $161
OSI2 2.1 for Windows - $134

Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc., 2880
lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose, CA
95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or

Contact: RadioMail Corporation, 2600
Campus Drive, San Mateo, CA 94403,
USA; Phone: 800-597-6245 or 415-2867800; Fax: 415-286-7801.

Radio Shack
HI-CapacHy AA NiCds - $5.99/pair
Contact: Local Radio Shack Dealer.

Rayovac Renewal- $5.50
(Pack of four at Walmart)

PS1 Recharger - $15 (approx)
(recharge up to 4 AA or AAAs)

PS2 Recharger - $30 (approx)
(Recharge up to 8 AA or AAAs)
Available at Walmart or other retail stores.
Contact: Rayovac Corporation, Attn: Consumer Services, 601 Rayovac Drive, P.O.
Box 44960, Madison, WI 53744, USA;
Phone: 800-237-7000 or 608-275-3340;
Fax: 608-2754577.

GA 935 - $79.95
Contact: Greenwich Instruments, USA;
Phone: 800476-4070; Fax: 704-3358707.

Sparcom
Mac Data Exchange - $89.95
PC Data Exchange - $79.95
File transfer software.

Mac Statlon95 - $79.95
Docking stations with cables.
With connect software - $129.95

PC Station 95 - $59.95
Docking stations with cables.
With connect software - $129.95

PC Station 100 - $79.95
Docking stations with cables.
With connect software - $129.95
Contact: Sparcom Corporation, USA;
Phone 800-827-8416 or 503-757-8416;
Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe 10:
[75320, 2440}.

User's Groups
See box in Third Party Products, page
10, this issue.
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Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper

HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff.
You can write; mail us a dIsk with
your comments; send CompuServe
mail; fax; or call. Our mailing address
and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]
Internet: 75300.2443@compuserve.com

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper,
contact Brian Teitzman or Margaret
Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or clear
up any problem with your subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all Palmtop users and is
available I::>~calling_!')03-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORT- is
offered 24 hours a day by calling 800443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.
On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.
• COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#231.
,
• AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-893-6288 for membership information.
• INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops
(best); comp'.sys.handlields; or
eddie.mit.ea.

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper
comes from the contributions of Palmtop PC users. We and your fellow
users welcome your submissions. (We
do not offer payment for articles; your
reward is kriowing that you've he1ped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want
to "go for it," seno it in via CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443], Internet:
75300.2443@compuserve.com, or send
disk or hard copy to Hal Goldstein or
Rich Hall at the above address. Alternatively you can send an outline of
your idea. We will try to guide you
as to when and whether we would
use the article and contact you if we
l'!eed clarification or have any suggestions. We may want to use an article
but for a variety of reasons you may
not see it for many months. Please
understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you write
a Palriltop Proffie, send us a black
and white photo of yourself.

Product [Phone/Fax numbers]

Company
ACE

Classic Computers
Coastal Electronics
CSS
Databook
DataViz

E&B
EduCALC
Elek-Tek
EME
Envoy Data
EXP Computer
Extended Systems
Global Connections
Greenwich Instruments
Greystone
IntetliLink
Mirical Corp
Nav95
New Media
On Site Inlo
PicoWare
Pocket Computer
Protilix
Protege
PSt tntemet
SCM Microsystems
Seagate
Steele Creek Tech,
Tetegroup
Thaddeus Computing
Timberlake
Widget

Page number

(ACE Palmtop Products) " ., " " " " " [800·825·9977; Fax:408428·9721],.28·29
(Includes: ACT! lor HP Palmtops; 8ATTman Battery Monitoring Software;
CheckView; lastCOMM; lastLlNE; lastNOTES; (astWRITE; HP 100LX Palmtop
Computer; HP 100LX Accessories; HP Omni80ok 425/430; Omni8ook Accessories;
Other 9SLX Software and Accessories; SWITCH/,)
(ACE Double Card) , . " " " , . " , .. " . , . . , . " , . . " .,. "" ... , back cover
(Trade in 95LX for 100LX) , . , " " " " " , . [515472'()383; Fax:515472-0393]..48
(PCMCIA card reader) " , .. , . . " " . , . " , [800-721 -5465; Fax:619454-2611] .. 16
(Environmental Case) ., . .. , . . " .. , . " . , [800-733-5017; Fax:503-752-7037] .. 14
(Memory Card Drive) , , , , , , , , , . , , . . , , . " [716-8894204; Fax:716-889-2593] .. 38
(MacLink Plus) [800-733.()Q30 or 203-268-0030; Fax:203-268-4345] .. inside front cover
(Leather Cases) . . . , . . , . .. , . . , , . . , '" " [800-896-2273; Fax:916-782-9306] .. 19
(95LX Accessories Catalog) , " .. , . . , " . " [800-677-7001; Fax:714-582-1445] .. 11
(HP Deskjet 310/Accessories) " " , . , .. . , ' [800-395-1000; Fax:708-677-7168] .. 17
(Sensor Interface for HP Palmtop) , .. , . . . " [510-848-5725; Fax:510-848-5748] .. 18
[602-892-0954; Fax:602-892-0029] .. 24
(PCMCIA products) " ' , . , " " ' , . , " " "
(Fax Modem) .. , .. , , , . " [1-800-EXP-NYCA; Fax: 714453-1319] .. inside back cover
(JetEye. infrared printing) . , , .. . , , .. , .. , , . [800-235-7576; Fax:406-587-9170] .. 45
(Palmtop Onestop Shopping) " " , .. , ' , . , ' [608-752-1537; Fax:608-752-9548]..45
(Serial-to-Paraltet converter) , , . , , , , , , , , . , , , [800-4764070; Fax:704-335-8707]" .4
(Universal Card Drive) " . , . . " . .. . " . . ,' [408-8664739; Fax: 408-866-8328]",3
(Windowsl95-1ooLX Connectivity Software) . " [603-888-0666; Fax:603-888-9817],,33
(Personal Food Analyst) , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , " [800-732-7707; Fax:719-598-5790],,37
(Navigational Program , . .. , . . . , , . . , . , . , , . .. , , , , . , , , . . , , [808-924-7155],,39
(Palm Modem, SRAM/Aash cards) , .. , . .. , . . [800-227-3748; Fax:714453-0114]",1
(Embarc Motorola) , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , . . , , , [818-3774144; Fax: 818-3774147],,23
(DiscoDisk 75 Shareware Programs) ., ', . , " , . , " , . , " " "
[800-726-5885]" ,6
(Loan Star refinance system) "" , . . , .. .. , [503-665-6990; Fax: 503-669-5198],,47
(P,M,R Physician's Medical Reference) . , , . , , [800-774-7357; Fax: 913-492-7396] ..41
(ATAIX Data Exchange device) " ' , . " . , " [800-9954453; Fax: 714-961-1162],,26
(E-mait software) " ." . .. " " " . . [703-620-6651 Fax back info 800-793-2979],,35
(Card Reader) [U,S, 408-395-9292; Fax: 408-395-8782; Germany: 4989 859 8702] .. 32
(Sundisk Ftashcard) , , , , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , " [408-438-8111; Fax: 408438-3922]",9
(Memory cards) . , .. . , , . , , , . , , , .. , . . .. , . , . , [Phone & Fax: 704-588-1780],,43
(Long Distance Telephone Service) .. , . . ,., [800497'()344; fax: 515469-3617],,42
(HP Palmtop Paper) , " , . , '" ' " , , " . " " [800-373-6114; Fax:515472-1879] ...8
(HP Palmtop Paper ON DtSK) " " " " . " " " " ' , . , " " " " " ' , . , ' ,.. 49
(PCMCtA Software Cards) "" ." .. , . , . . , [612-229-6260; Fax:612-566-6727],,27
(Transparent Language) , , , , , , , , , . , , . . , , , . , . , , . , . , . . , , . . . , , , ... , , . " 37
(Paralink 3 SeriaVParaltet Adapter) , [01144-438-815444; Fax:011 -44438-815222] .. 30

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (March/April1994)
Product

Function

CIS forum

l00BUDDY,ZIP
FREYJA23.ZIP
SHASS.ZIP
PTPDSK14.ZIP
TASKS.GDB
BUDKEY.NDB
SLVHLP,ZIP
PROFF,ZIP
TRIP.ZIP
CLSFLR.ZIP
FCL.ZIP
PK204G,EXE
PUSHKEYS,COM
ODSK331 ,ZIP
UNZIP.EXE
HPALL.ZIP
HPDATA,ZIP
ADVERT.ZIP
PTP14.21P
README-ZIP

Application: Ver, 1.1a useful features to the l00LX
Application: Ver. 2,3, EMACS-type 951100LX ed~or
Application: Shass to, automates shopping on l00LX
Database: PTP OnDisk index in 95 and l00LX formats
Database: Sample l00LX ToOo database.
NoteTaker: Describes l00Buddy's Fn keystrokes
Phone: Solver help file (,PBt<) readable 951100LX
WOrksheets: ,WKI and MEMO files, Professor article
Worksheets: Estimates ETA during a trip, 951100LX
Utility: CIoseFiler 1.0 recovers memory on l00LX
Utility: Modffies l00LX fonts
Utility: PKZIP/PKUNZIP 2.04g, an archive utility
Utility: Pushkeys for non-English 100LX's
Utility: ODlsk 3.21, TSR file and disk manager
Utility: Latest version of utility to decompress ,ZIP files
Text: Descriptions of files in CIS HP forums
Text: Detailed description of all of HP's calculators
Text: Descriptions, products advertised this issue
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper, MarchlApril1994
Text: cover letter for HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK

HPHAND/ll
HPHANDI7(v2,l )
HPHANDI11
na
na
HPHANDI11
HPHANDI7
na
na
HPHAND/ll
HPHAND/ll
HPHAND/I
na
na
HPHAND/I
na
HPHANDI1
na
na
na

~
~
Share 4.15,20,38
3,12
Free
Share
12
Free
na
Free
36
21
Free
Free
54
31,32,34,35
Free
Free
40
24,53
Free
Share
4,12
Share
52
44
Fee
Share
4
Free
na
na
na
Free
12
na
na
na
na
na
na

Software mentioned and included in other issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk or the Subscribers Disks.
95BUDDY,EXE
ACCIS9.ZIP
APLOD100,EXE
ASERCL.ZIP
DIET145F,ZIP
MUS-LX,EXE
NANS3Q,ZIP
PCXVIEW.ZIP
ODSK51.ZIP
TAB95.EXE
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(93 Subscribers PowerDisk) Utility for 95LX
(BestTips 94) CompuServe access manager
(BestTips 94) Ver.l .3 makes AppManager more flexible
(JIA 93) Control l00LX serial port
(BestTips 94) File compression program
(93 Subscribers PowerDisk) Plays music on Plamtop
(JIF 94) NANSI.SYS 3.0 replacas MS-DOS ANSI.SYS
(JIF 94) PCX viewing utility
(Jan/Feb 94) ODisk 5.11, TSR file and disk manager
(93 Subscribers PowerDisk) 95LX utility shows battery,
serial port, etc,

HPHANDI7
HPHAND/5
HPHAND/ll
HPHAND19
Intemet
na
IBMSYSll
HPHANDI7
IBMSYSl5

Share
Share
Free
Share
Free
Free
Share
Share
Share

na

Free

15,50,51
25
24
53
54
15
54
15
4
52

INTRODUCING THE
ONLY FAX/MODEM
THAT LETS YOU SEND
AND RECENE FAXES
FROM YOURHP 100LX
Now you can enjoy the ultimate mobile-communication
convenience from your HP lOOLX, thanks to EXP's
revolutionary ThinFax Basic-LX PCMCIA 2.0
fax/modem card. Designed exclusively for the HP 100LX,
it's loaded with these innovative features:
Unique MiniFax™
3.0 fax
software built into card
for true "plug & play"
Software has look
and feel of all other
built-in HP 100LX
applications
Preview faxes on screen
before sending
View received faxes
Customized fax cover page

-

-

Print out faxes on a wide
range of printers
- Custom telephone
directory for frequentlycalled numbers
- User-friendly interface
Low power consumption
Fast 9,600 bps sendl4,800 bps
receive fax transmission
Up to 2,400 bps data transmission
Lifetime warranty

NO OTHERFAXIMODEM CARD CAN
DO ALL THIS FORYOUR100LX.
So visit your local HP products dealer today and ask for
EXP ThinFax Basic-LX by name. Or call our East Coast office
at (516) 496-3703 or our West Coast office at (714) 453-1020
for more information.
1-(800) EXP-NYCA

~e
EXP Computer, Inc.
MOBilE COMPUTING EXPERTISE IS BUilT INTO OUR NAME.

DouhliFlash'"

DouhkFlash'"

20M

10M

SOlJDmn:

SOlJDSl)II'E

SIOR.4GE

SIOR.4GE

No Batteries Required

Lifetime Warranty

DoubleFlash is a non-volatile storage technology
that does not require batteries to retain its contents.
DoubleFlash functions much like your PC's hard disk
drive except that there are no moving parts. As a
result. much less power is required to operate. This
extends significantly your portable computer's
battery life. Using DoubleFlash in products like the
popular HP OMNIBoOK virtually doubles your battery
life to 9 hours of continuous use!

Demonstrating our confidence in this new technology,
we are providing a lifetime warranty to all DoubleFlash
users. As with all ACE memory card products, your
storage investment is protected for life.

Price Starting from

S 199

With capacity up to 80MB. DoubleFlash provides
you with the most storage at the lowest cost.

Built-in Data Compression
Up to twice as much data can be stored on a
DoubleFlash card thanks to the built-in Stacker™
data compression software. With the included
DoubieRAM feature you can increase the capacity
of your Internal RAM disk.
DoubleFlash is compatible with most popular
portable computers and PC card drives. For a
current list please contact us at our toll-free number.

DoubleFlash 3M
(up to 3MB) .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. .... ............ .. ........ ... $199
DoubleFlash 5M
(up to 5MB) .. ... .... ...... .... .... .. ..................... .. .$319
DoubleFlash 10M (up to 10MB) ................. ...... ............. .. ..... .... $379
DoubleFlash 20M (up to 20MB) ... .... .......... ..... .. ...... .... .............$599
DoubleFlash 40M (up to 40MB) ............................................... $999
DoubleFlash 60M a nd 80M .. .. .... .... .. .. ...... ........ ........ Available soon

For more information and how to order, call:

1-800-825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.

A CE Technologies. Inc. 2880 Zanker Rood, # 103, Son Jose, California, 95134 Tel: 408-428-9722 o r 1-800-825-9977 Fo x: 408-428-972 1
Stacker Is a trademark of $toe Electronics, DoubleFIosh Is a trademark of ACE Technologies, Inc.

